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TEODUCTIO N

5

The purpose of this work is to get some materials relating specific-
ally to your dialect into your hands during training, or at least by your
arrival in the Philippines. Previously, materials had been available in

7ilisaynon or Ilon6o dialect (spoken in Iloilo, Negros Occidental,
Oapiz). however, the dialects in other areas of Panay and all the

dialects on the Romblon islands were not available. This present booklet
contains all the dialects of the .estern Visayas with the exception of
dialects spoken by the Negritos (mountain people so far unacquainted with
Peace Corps projects). The dialects and their locations are as follows:

Aklanon sppken in the province of Aklan on Northwestern Panay.
Kinaray-a -- (also known as "7inaray-a") spoken mainly in the province

of Antique on the west coast of Panay.
Capiznon identical to the Ilongo dialect except for its intonation;

spoken in Capiz province on Panay.
Ilongo -- spoken in Iloilo Province on Panay, in Negros Occidental; it

is the "literary language" of the Western Visayas. Most sermons are
delivered in it, and most literate people throughout the Western Visayas
can and do speak it.

Loocnon spoken in the town (and barrios) of Looc, and in Alcantara
on the island of Tablas, Romblon. It is the basic dialect of the
entire lower section (southern) of Tablas. Certain regular and patterned
changes take place (such as the interchange of "L" and "R" in words) but
otherwise the dialect is identical in these areas.

Odionganon (otherwise known as Bantoanon) is spoken in Odiongan on
the island of Tablas, Romblon. The dialect originates (according to
folk linguistics) from the island of Banton, and is spoken on this
island, as well as the islands of Corcuera and Sibali. In addition,
a slight variation of it is spoken in the barrio Calatrava of San
Agustin, Tablas, Romblon.

Romblomanon -- spoken on the main island of Romblon, on the island of
Sibuyan, and in the town of San Agustin on Tablas, Romblon.

Although you will see a large variety of differences in the six di-
alects presented, the basic langUage group remains the same. They all
stem from or are influenced by "proto-j-iligaynon", an ideal language
formulated by linguists which was spoken some one thousand years ago.
They still influence each other today, especially with the introduction
of radio. Usually, the people of one province or dialect area can under-
stand. and communicate with those of other areas. It is not unusual to
find an Ilongo tuned to the Aklanon radio station, or vice versa; and the
people of other area can be ftbund listening to broadcasts emanating from
just about any area (or dialect) of the Philippines. Two things specif-
ically unite these dialects: similarity of root words and similarity of
grammar.

By similarity of root words is meant that the basic
the whole region is fJentered on certain consistent sound
this whole region differs from Tagalog in that the basic
Visayan words is "0'1, whereas the sound in the same posit
words is "I".. Some examples:

visayan meaning
BITUIN BITUON star
KAIIT hAON to eat
IICIPE: NGIPON tooth

vocabulary of
changes. First,
sound of some
ion of Tagalog
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Second, the dialects differ acaong themselves with relationship to
the sounds "D, R, L, fricative G, and Y" which become characteristic of
each specific dialect. For example, .hklanon favors the fricative
Ilongo the ILI, and Romblomanon the fY7, while Kinarey-a favors the 'RI.

17owever, this is not necessarily a hard fast rule. Note examiy.es of
root words in the different dialects:

$ "wait" "house"
,,1:lanon :VAT 3A 'AY
IlongO :"ULAT IMLAY
.c ITRAT BARRY
Romblomanon 7,TYJ..T BAYAY

"nothinj"
owAq
WALAQ
WARAQ
WAYAQ

"bring"
DAVA
DALA
DARA
DAYA

By similarity of grammar is meant that the basic structure of the
sentence is basically the same. Each language has a system of markers
which corresponds in both function and meaning to the other. Each has
focus in verbs, and each has similar word order. All of these things
will be explained in detail in the course of the grammar notes on the
dialogs.

0 * * * * 0
The one difficulty of the scope of this work is that you will have

no informant available (most probably) who can help you with your specific
dialect problems. The one thing that this book makes no attempt at doing,
is outilning the intonation patterns of sentences. The work involved in
such a project would invlbve at least a master's thesis in linguistics.
iathough the dialects of certain regions are the same, the intonation dif-
fers from town to town, and even fram barrio to barrio. The best you can
do is mimic standard Tagalog (or better yet) Ilongo intonation, and then
adjust upon arrival, in your location. At least you will have the basic
patterns down, and experience has shown that volunteers who can lick the
basic patterns, phrases, and dialogs before or shortly after their arrival
can really become substantially fluent in their dialect.

Another difficulty might be the pronunciation of the dialogs here
presented, We have overcome this difficulty by writing these dialogs
in phonetic orthography rather than in the script of the area. You can
learn to write the dialect, if necessary, upon arrival. What is most
important at this stage is your ability to speak it. So keeping in mind
the basic dictum of scientific linguists that speaking and writing are
not to be confused, the following dialogs are written the way they should
be spoken--not the way they are usually written. The following chart is
therefore essential, please take note of every letter and the sound it
will represent consistenta in all of the following dialogs.

All languages here presented contain the following consonantal sounds:
(their arrangement is not by alphabetical, order, but by where they are
pronounced in the mouth)

P - same as In Lnglish 'stop'
it is not spoken with tEe
it sounds rather like. 'a

- as in 'English generally,
T sane as Erv,;lish 'rat'
D - as in LrO.ish generally,

- as in DiLlish 'sick' or I

- as in Enj_ish lomt.
- a symbol for the glottal
Is ine.the sound when we

or Itap_I; it is not aspirated (that is,
Duff or air) as in English :ence,
silent "p"1,
such as 'Loy' or 'bee'.
or 'fat'; again, iThe 'p', it is not aspirated.
such as 'damp' or 'do'.
stack'; it is not aspirated.

stop; do not pronounce as EnLlidh It
tell a baby "no" as in "uh-uhwhiCh would
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The only additional consonant is the voiced velar fricative, or the fricative
'G' (transcribed as 10C1 in this booklet) which is used exclusively in the
Aklanon dialect. For its pronunciation a linguist or an Aklanon had best
be consulted. The Aklanon dialect has the corresponding unvoiced velar
fricative (usually transcribed as 1X1), but it only occurs when the 1K1
sound occurs before the IV' sound, such as in the name of the province
"AKAN" (pronounced and/or transcribed "AXVAN"; the name of the dialect,
"AXVANNON" (transcription); and the word fc,, 'to open up the eyes', which
would be transcribed here as "MIAVAT".

All languages presented here contain e following vowel sounds:

A - as in English fah', 'again', or fattaAcl.

WESTERN VISAYAN PEACE CORPS PRIMER-134

be written as "AQ AQ" in this book; or it is like the sound in the
slang word for 'yes', usually written as "uh-huh", but would be
written as "AT! L!AQ" in this book. Technically, the glottal stop is
the cutting off of the flow of air from the throat by the glottis,
It is best to consult a linguist or a Filipino for examples of this
in order to better understand it. It's pronunciation is essential
to understanding and meaning in Philippine languages. Some examples
would illustrate this quite clearly:

"IHI" (written as 'ihi' by the natives) means 'mainspring of a watch'
"IHIQ" (also written fihil by the natives) means 'urine'.
"AIIO" (written as 'am') means 'lord, master, foreman'
"AMOQ" (also written as famol) means 'monkey'
"BAKO" (written as 'bahu') means 'bass or low of sound'
"BAHOQ" (also written as lbahuf) means 'smelly or stinky'.

H . denotes spoken with a puff of breath, such as in English 'home' or
'who,.

S - as in English generally; 'seal' or 'hiss'.
Iii . as in English generally; 'Flea' or 'mar'.
N - as in English, though lesi-nasalized7 such as 'man' or 'kneel'.
NG - as in English Isingiml or IthinE!. However, the sound is peculiar

to Americans since we usually use it at the end of syllables and
never at the beginning or in the middle. It is, remember, one Itch
sound, but because of the nature of the typewriter we must transcribe
it as two letters. Examples of Visayan usage in other positions are:

"NGIPON" which means 'tooth'
"NGILOQ" which means 'gum' (as in the mouth, not the chewy stuff).
"SINGSING" which means 'ring'
"SINaNGALONG" which is a section of Manila, often mispronounced by

Americans as if related to Patch Millers "sing-along"
"LANGGAW" which means 'vinegar'.

L - as in general English usage when pronounced .in the front of the mouth,
such as 'lap', 'lick', or 'loose'.

R - as in Eur-Opean languages more than English. The 1H' is usually trilled
once or twice, though the American pronunciation does not change the
meaning; it just sounds funny to Filipinos. In some dialects, not
in the Visayas, the pronunciation of 1H1 does make a difference in
meaning. Those who have taken German, French, or Spanish will be abl
to make a better 'HI, closer to the Visayan sound.

W - as in English "wait" or 'bow,.
Y - as in English !Toe. fYI occurs with the vowels 1A,E,01. 'AY' is

pronounced like the '1' in English 'smile'. 'EY' like the ley' of
'that or the lay' of Ism!. 10Y1 like the soy' of 113921 or Ital.
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I - like the 'ee' of English 's
E - like the lil of English li
0 - like the 'oe' of 'toe' or
U - like the pool of 'boot' o

S
ee' or 'teeth'
tor llitT7
the loalOf 'boat'

r the 'oe' of l'iToel

The only additional vowel is the high-mid front-rounded vowel of Kinaray-a,
.rhich is pronounced like the leul of French 1peul (meaning !little) or

the lul-umlaut of German lgrUnl (meaning ;green). Consult a linguist
if here are doubts about its pronunciation. The transcription for this
sound will be "J1" throughout this booklet.

Hence, most West Visayan languages have 16 working consonant sounds
(Aklanon has 18), and 5 vowel sounds (Kinaray-a has 6).

The format of this
dialogs, some of which
cut into smaller parts
will be followed by e
the dialects in gene
into pattern drills
the host country.
lations of the dia
relevant.

Note that e
with grammar 0
who care to not
of translation
to study thei
follow it up
follow.

* * *

book is as follows. It is a series of twelve
are complete in themselves; a few of which are
in order to avoid excessive length. Each dialog

ither a grammatical explanation of some areas of
ral, or else by suggestions for adapting the dialog
for quicker mastery of the dialect upon arrival in

At the end of the book you can find English trans-
logs along with a few cultural, notes where they are

ach dialog is translated by each of the six dialects,
es following. Thus, importance is stressed--for those
e it--on each dialog and the similarities and differences
rather than on each dialect itself. Those who only wish
dialect should proceed to each translation of it and also

by reading the relevant material in the grammar notes that

A final note should be added about STRESS. Stress operates in
English, but even when it does the basic meaning is usually preserved.
Some examples might be the differences between: DE-sert (a void wasteland)
and de-SERI (to leave behind); PREOsent (a gift) and pre-SENT (to give);
AD-dress (she place where one lives); ad-DRESS (to call someone by name,
or to write down the place where one lives on something).

In West Visayan languages stress is important in this same way, and
in other instances even more important to meaning,. For example, the root
word for lto play' is HAMPANG. But to say "HAMPANGAN KO IKAW" and "HAMPANGAN
KO IKAW" is to say two very different things. The first means "I will play
with you", while the second means "You are my plaything." Here, stress and
affixation play together to change or give meaning.

But some words,though sounding very much the same, have no relationship
of megning; yet they differ in pronunciation by,stress. Some examples of
this are the Tagalog: ASO (meaning 'dog) and ASO (mpaning 'smoke') which
are used in some Visayfin languages; the Aklanon: T1BAQ (meaning 'fermented
coconut sapl)And TUBAQ, (meaning lto cut down bananasl); or the general a,
Visayan: ATOBANGAN (meaning 'the gront of or lin front of') and ATOBANGAN
(meaning tgenitals).

N.B. mess a word receives an accent in this book, it will be accented on
Me" second lait syllable which is most common in Philippine languages.



ABBREVIATIONS AS USED IN T'IS TEXT

Languages

AK. (Aklanon)
IL. (Ilongo-Hilisaynon)
I. (Kinaray-a or Antiquino)
LC. (Loocnon-Alcantaranon)
OD. (Mdionganon or Bantoanon)
RM. (Romblomanon)

Grammar Notes

Am (Assosiative Harker)
Dp (Discourse Harker)(Discourse Particle)
Em (Existential Harker)
Lm (Linking Marker)
Om (Object or Goal Harker)
Pm (Plural Harker)
Rm (Referent Harker)
Tm (Topic or Subject Harker)
Vm (Pseudo-verb marker) (Predicate narker)
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GENERAL SURVEY: In the course of the following twelve dialogs you will be ex-
posed to several grammar points. Nonetheless, it is best to have in'mind the
basic makeup of the ',lest Visayan languages. Such an outline as this is imper-
ative for a quick mastery of the basic language patterns of your respective
dialect. Hence, the five classes of language units in Visayan are as follows:

1. ROOT WORDS, or bases, are the basic units from which other words can grow.
In English they are rather hard to discern at tines (such as in "food, feed,
fed, feast"), what is basic to the entire form. It is usually much simpler
in Visayan where a root is found in only one of two ways. (a) Aimple4 such as
in 173ILIII, PAGBILIN, BILINAN, or BIBILIN; or also in TAPUS, PAGKATAPUS, NATAPUS%

-1TAPUSAN.TUT reduced, where some letter is "left out" or "changed" or
e-TJ YrilTiTched arourir=ence , the root words: ADTO, BUKID, BANUWA, INOM when
undert,7oing types of affixation can become: ADTUNAN, ICABUKIRAN, KASIMANUWA,
and IIZION. Hence, ADTO-ADTUN DUKID-BUKIR, T3A1MA-14ANN011-I..IN are pairs
of stele and reduced root words. Eowever, these reductions take place by
very systematic "rules" or patterns, which will be discussed later on. They
are not as confusing as they may seem at the present.

2. AI0FIXES are syllables which can be attached to the front or end of words,
or they can be put in the middle. Affixes are the things which make it possible
for a root word to fit into the sentence: they dive it form, function, and even
meaning (beyond its basic root-meaning) . A current theory claims that Philip-
pine languages have root words, which are no basic part of Lpeedh, they are
merely roots which can grow into parts of speech. There is a good deal of
truth in this theory, since cerIain affixes are almost always occuring on
nouns or verbs or adjectives: for example, KA--AN affixes usually occur on
nouns; NAGA- and GINA- aluost always occur on verbs; MA- is the basic prefix
for most adjective forms. The following are the basic forms of affixation:

(a) prefixes, which occur before the root: PAGEATAPUS or KASIMANUWA
(b) infixes, which are put into the root: BIBILIN, QUHADT7TILINANBAL from

the roots BILIN, QADTO, and HAEBAL.
(c) suffixes, which follow the root: ADTUNAN, INIQAN, IMNON, KABUKIRAN, TAWU.
(d) reduplication, which is the repetition76T part of the root word, such as

in TUTURO (from TURO) or BIBILIN (from BILIN) or TIGSILILAK (from SILAK) ,

Of course, IrOu can have many formi"of affixation occuring at one time on the
same word. For example, the word NAYAD in Aklanon means "good"; the word for
"betterment" or "improvement" is KAN4AYRAN which contains the prefix KA-,
the infix 4A-, and the suffix -AN, on the reduced root "EAYR"--all that from
the word MAYAD I

3. PRONOUNS which are complete in themselves, and have no affixation: words
such as MAW (you), AKO (I), and 1:ITA (you and I) and all of their forms.

4. PARTICLES which are idiomatically essential to these dialects. Often you
will aak your informant, what does this word mean, and he'll reply: "Oh they're
just expressions; they don't mean anything. You can forget all about them."
The simplest dialog without teem would be stilted, incorrect, and(possibly

4 dangerously)confusing. They are as essential and crucial to the dialect as
SIR and politeness are the the culture. Just because equivalents are either
hard to find or not found in English doesn't mean "they have no meaning"--it
sirr:ly means they have no relati,nship to English. There are two types of
partic:les: (a) the negative particles like INDIQ, WALAQ, etc. and (b) the
discourse particles, which color and direct the meaning of every conversation.
A relatively small set is here presented (more exist in your region and it
will be your job to discover them), and they should be mastered early and quick13
For example, one particle is roughly equivalent to "too,also" in English, but
it is used far more frec!uently. It literally is a marker that means "this is
what I say or answer to (that) what you just said." It is "NAN" in AK, IL, KR,

LC; but "LA" in and "RA" in OD. A sample 'EnlIsh-Visayan' conversation
-.L,L,ht read:



A: good afternoon.
B: Good afternoon NAN.
A: How are you?
B: I'm fine MAN. Where are you going?
A: To the moVrEs. Come along liAN.
B: O.K. NAN. Shall we walk or ride?
A: It's nearby MAN, so let's walk.
B. O.K. MAN.

(The appropriate form of DA (for Romblomanon) or RA (for Odionganon) would
apply here also.)

The above conversation should show how the translation of MAI'DA/RA by
"also" or "too" would be far from standard English; yet the Visgyans use it
in their dialect, and even when speaking English; It is such an essential
part of their speaking habits. And yet you might be told or led to believe:
"Oh, never rand that 11,,ANI, it's just anomxpression."

5. MARKERS are a different sort of particle, they both show and give function
to words in sentences, and are also the basic building materials in construct-
ing ,Meaningful sentences. Markers are the things that make a noun a noun in
Visayan, and also give it its function in the sentence. For example, look
at the markers IT and KU of Aklanon in the following sentences:

RO BAYE GINBAKYAN KU OAKI ET ISDAQ.
(Tm) (woman) (buy) (Am) (man) (Om) (fish)

which means: "The man bought a fish for the woman" (emphasizing woman)
But if we change the markers and yet retain the same word order:

RO BAYE GINBAKYAN
(Er

OAKI el ISDAQ.
)

it would mean: "The fish bought a man for e woman."
w% M Identical words and

word order, but the markers make the meaning clear.

Although they will be explained shortly, it is best to see them in
relation to all the dialects at once. (Consult the list of abbreviations
if necessary:

IL
AK
KR
LC
OD
RM

Tm On Am Rm Lm Pm Em

MAY
NAY
NAY
NAYS
INGWA
MAY§

Vm "because" "and"

KAG
AG
KAG
KAG
AG
KAG

ANG
RO
ANG
ANG
KAO*
ANG

SING
ET
ET
ET
ET
NING

SANG
KU
HANG
TANG
TONG
NANG

SA
SA
SA
SA
SA
SA

NGA, -NG
NGA, -NG
NGA,-NG
NGA, -NG
NAK, -NG
NGA,

NGA,KA
kGA,KA
NGA,KA
NGA,NA
BGA,KA
NGA,KA

AY
HAY
AY

KAY
AY
HAY
KAY
KAY
KAY

* ANG is sometimes used too in Odionganon due to Tagalog influence.
INGWA is also used occaithnnally in Romblomanon and Loocnon due to Bantoanon

6 7 language influence.
0 Form may exist but was not available Lyon existing materials.

In the case of "because, since" and "and" the function would naturally differ,
These two markers are used to fuse clauses in the same way that conjunctions
do the same job in English. Hence, the tfu,Itionl given would be to unite
clauses and fit than into the sentence, t he same way that the other markers
unite nouns and fit them into the sentence,



ITIZOG ONE, The Volunteer Meets His Host, Part 1 noNao TRANSLATION

1. MMAY09:1 IPPON.
(good) (Lm) (afternoon)

2. MAGIAIONG HAPON
A ( Et& )

A

3. DAGIO KA LANG NACTQABOT?

(new) (you) (just) (arrive)

4. HMO. KA1INA LANG.
(yes) (earlier) (DP.)

5. sAti40 KA N/02ABCCT LEHI SA PILIPINAS?
(when) (you) (here) (An) (Philippines)

6. SANG SEMBRE KINSE, Pin PACTKATAPOS SAM EUHA KA AILAW SA

(An) (September)(15) (but) (after) (An) (two) (Pm)( day) (Rn)

MANIL/a, NAGKADTO AKO SA POTDTAN.
(Manila) (go) (I) (Rn) (..a town in Iloilo Province)

7. NAAN3 KA ZEDTO?

(what) (you) (there)

8. NAGTUEL02 AKO SA ILA ESICWELAHAN.

,',teach) (An) (their) (school)
if

9. DI1IN KA NAGHIGD/a?
(there) (you) (lie down)

10. SA ILA HE FRAM KEMBY,
(an)(their)(0m)

ANG PITS KOR NGA TVA POTOTAN.

(Tm) (10)(fr;sm)

11. SEGU1 0 N/X/POY KA. GUSTO MO

(probably) (tired) (you) (liking)(your)
NA MAGHIGD/a?

(now) (lie down)

12. HMO. KAPOY GID Ad. SA DI21IN ANG KATIC KO?

(DP.) (11m)(where)(Tm) (bed) (my)

13. SA IBABAW.
(above)

14. SIEJMAT GID.
(thanks) (11)*)

p. 12

3 "MOH is the verb prefix demoting past time and emphasizing the actor of the sentence.
5 "SAN O" means "then" for both past and future time. The verb prefix "NAG." shows that

it refers to the past. This is unlike other dialects which have a separate II0rd for
"when" in the past or in the future, and also use an identical verb prefix for each.

6 The marker "SANG* is used to show past time in days or months or
"SA" is used to show the future for the sane. *SANG MAID" means
May" whereas "SA MAYO" means "dur5.i this corbing Mae.

10 "SA ILA NI* followed by a name is an idiom for *at the home of"
Less idiomatically it could be: "SA BALLY AL", literally "at the

years; the marker
"during the past

or "at... t s place".
house of".



A

p. 13

ra /LOG ONE, The 'Volunteer Meets His Host, Part 1 -- AKLAVON TRANSLA7TON

N.B. "0" is the symbol for the fricative '0' (the voiced velar fricative found in the
dialect), which the klanons themselves transcribe as the letter "E", since the qoanish
introduced it as such when thcy taught Western transcription. However, the "$" is a
oommon linguistic symbol. "I" is the symbol for the corresponding unvoiced velar fricative.
(See the introduction, page 7 for an explanation of thair occurances.)

1. MAYADIATAD NGA HAPON.

(beautiftii.)(Lm) (afternoon)
S

2. MAUD MAN.

(good) (4&)

3. BAGQ0 KA GANG NACICLABIT?

(new) (you)(4.) (arrive)

4. HMO. KAINA
(yes) ( earli er) ( )

.5. KAN40 KA MA134 1:4T RYA SA PILIPINAS?
(Ikon) (you) (arrive) (here)(Rtn)(Philippines)

6. KU SCHORR KINSE, PEND PAGKATNPOS ES DAYWAIG KA AILAW SA

(Am)( September) (fifteen) (but) (after)(0m) (two)(Lm)(Pm)(day) (lb)

MANILA, NAGCIADTO AKO SA POTOTAN.

(manila) (go) (I) (Rm) (-a town in Iloilo Province)

7. HAMLIN KA TETA
(da) (you)(there)

8. NAGTUWA AKO SA ANDANG ESKUYLAHAN.

(teach) (I) (&)(their)(1m) (school)

9. SMIN KA NAGAUBOG?

(where) (you) (lie down)

10. SA =AY FRANK KIMBT, WJ PITSCOR NGA TVA POTOTAN.

(Rtn)(their) (tn) (Lm) (from)

11. SIGUIC NMARCIT Kt, NA2.,7,A2 KA. $ON GAOUBOG?

(probably) (tired)(Yott) (Ttrant)(You)(now) (lie down)

12. HMO. GAGOY GID AKO. SEQIN DO GONG KATIE?

(yes) (4*) (I) (where) (Th) (my)(Lm)(bed)

13. SA IBABAW.

(lb) (above)

14. SAPMAT GI%
(thanks) (4*)

3 - "NAG" is the verb prefix denoting past time and emphasizing the actor.

5 "KAM" asks Iviien in the past" and takes the prefix "MAG.." on the verb. IHIN4UND"

means "when in the future" and takes the same vieb prefix %AP.

6 "KU" is a marker used for past dating, while v$,-1 is used isle future dates. "KU MAYO"

uld mean "during the past Moy" vale "SA MAC'- means "this coming May."

7 "ALIN" is the word for "to do something." "AL.I. :')11" would mean *what can be done with

it" such as in. "d: Nei NVON H3 KWARTA" ;an we do with money".

10 "SA ANDAY " is short for "SA ANDA AT" and i 3 . idiom for "at the home of..."
(100(their)(0m)



A

1). 14

DIALOG ONE, The Volunteer Meets His Host, Part 1 K/NARMA TRAMATION.

N.B. "P" is a qmbol for the high-mid front-rounded vowel of Kinaray-a, divalent to
the Gentian umlaut Ma or the French "We as in VIM (See Introduction p. 8.)

1. MAYAD NGA HAPON.

(good) (Lin) (afternoon)

2. MAYA NGA HiPON NAN.
( &)

3. BA G40 KAW LAW MVAABOT?
(new) (You)( (Just) (arrive)

4. 11100D. KiaINA LAM.
(yes) (earlier) (44)

5. KAN3 KM 1002ABOT DUGYA SA PILIP/NASt

(Olen) (you) (here)(11a)(Philippines)

6. KANG SETSIBRE KIN= PEW PNIKATAPOS KA1 3

(An) (September)(fifteen)(but) (after) (An)

NADKADM JICO SA POTOTAN.
(.go) (I) (an) (-a town in Iloilo Province)

IMAM KAW
(do) (you) (there)

NAGTUILO4 AKO SA Mr AMMAN.
(teach) (I) (an) (school)

DE41N KAW MAGHING/a?
(where)(you) (lie down)

7.

8.

9.

10.

12.

13.

14.

KANDAY FRAM KIMBY, ANG PIYSKOR NGA TAGA

(Rm) (Tai) (Lm) (f rom)

MGM NABUITE.A1 KN.
(probably) (tired) (you)

HOOD. NABULLAI GID
(yes) (tired) (rtS)

SA IBABAW.
(an) (above)

SAWMAT GID.
(thanks) (DP*)

GUSTO NO NA

(liking)(your)(n3w)

DIQIN ANG

(I) (where)(Ta)

DMA KA ADLAW S& MAMA,
(two) (Pm) (day) (an)(Malx3.14

POTOTAN.

1
MAGBATAN3HATAIM

(rest a ;bile)

KATI'S KO?

(bed) (ray)

3 - "BP(.140" is used with the prefix "Mk -" to show literally *new to arrive.'
5 IMAM" is used to ask questions about "when in the past*. It also takes prefix.

6 "KANO" is a maxker used to show past dating; *SA* shows the &hire. IMAM MA201 means

"during the past Matt 'whereas *SA MAID" wad mean *tide coming Nay.'

10 - "KANDAY" is an idiom for "at thehouse of* or "at, mos place.*



DIALOG ONE, The Volunteer Meets His Rost, Part 1 Loocran Tranalataors

1. NAIAD NGA RIPON,
(good) (Lm) (afternoon)

2. MELD NGA NEON MAN.
(DA)

3. MOST MO PA LANG.
(arrival) (your) (14:00(74u)

4. HMO. IA2INA LAIC
()yea) ( 0=13104(40

5. IMO IA Nh3QABOIT OZ SA PILIPINAS?
(16en)(you) (arrive)(here)(an)(Philippineo)

6. TANG SZTIIIMBRS KINSL Pial3 PILIKATIPUS NTT DARWAN3 KA MAW

(Am) (Septets?) (fifteen) (but) (after) (0m)(ty3)(10)(Pm)(doe

NMAYAI 101 SA POMDTAL

(go) (I) (an) ( a town in Iloilo Province)

7. NAGIWAll KA I104
(de) (you) (there)

NAGTULL04 Ad SA ANDAN3 IIEWILARAN.

(teach) (I) (Ra)(thal.r)(Lm) (school)

9. (54 SIN KA NILIBIGTA TAM SA POVOTAN IRAN
(Tan) (whoro)(You)(lie down) (ha) (11n) (you)

10. SA Bair Ni FRANC ICEMB2, AN3 PITSKOR NGA TAGAI POIDTAN.

(161)(house) (Are) (TVs) (Lm)(fzea)

31. MGM, RUMAT KA. GUSTO ND IKON MARIO&
(probably)(tirerl) (you) (liking) (yeur)(1ko,) (lie down)

12. HMO. BUILAY GID /101.SA IlaiN AN KAXU KO?

(yes) (D") (I) (ftn)(ibere) (Tm) 0)00 (me

13. SA IBMAW.
(ha) (aboh)

14. 'SWEAT.
(Thanks)

SA MAMA,
(!la) (Manila)

P 15

3 - NMI is a prdis making a standard verb root a noun, hare meaning 'arrivals. The
particles "PA" and *LAMP give it the Bales e it still (PA) just (LANG) Your arrive

- mufti is %hen in the pasts; another word IRMO* aeons *when in the Mum'
6 The starker "TAW is used to locate an action in past time; *lad Wry* would be *TANI

9 - MA101. Nets its use in line 9.9TAN3 SA POTOTAN IKAVP (*then wham you were in Pototani)
10 The phrase NSA BILLY IV" literally means "at the house of*, the idiomatic phrase RSA

AMY' has the sane meaning, hence "SA AWAY FRAM =Br would also be correct.
Locate the various noun markers AID, Et SA, FAN), and NU or AKI respectively. Hew are
they used?



MAIM Qom, The Volunteer Meets His Host, Part 1 Odionganon Translation

1. 11MAT.Ohn HARM
(good) (afternoon)

2. MALCONG RIPON RA.()
3. PAGABOC PA rim

(arrive)() 4)(1 xt.)

4. 01141. KtMIN YAM.
(Yes) (earlier)(44)

E010?
(your)

5. ICAGUID KA GIQA8dT Id SA PILIPINAST
((ben) (you) (arrive) (here)(11n)(Philippines)

6. T0111 SZITED3R1C K/NSE, UGEING PAGKATAPOS
(An) (September) (fifteens) (but) (after)

PAGID
7. NNIQ011

NAG
KA BOTO? (go) (RADPI)

(do) (you) (there)

8. NAGTUMQ Rd SA INRAIG ESKUWIEAH4.
(teach)(I) (Rn)(there)(Lm) (school)

9. HAPIQIN KA NAGHIGRAQ 1104
(Where) (you) (lie down) (there)

10. ad SA Bair NI FRANK 'alert KATE MAD PITZOR Ng POTOTAN.
(there) (11n)(house)(ka) (then)(1:07)(Lm) (Ln)(from)

11. MGM nuanir U. GUSTO MON:1 MAGHIGRA?
(probably) (tired) (you)(liking)(your)(Lm) (lie down)

12. OH41. 'WILLY NA K GADD HARLQIN KALE KATRE
(yes) (tired) (Lm) (IV) (ohere)(Tin) (bed)

p. 16

ST RUHAil MAW SA MANILA,
(04(twa)(Lm) (day) (Rn)(Monils)
AKOF SA POTOTA11.
(I) (11n) (..a town in nun. Province)

13. SA 'TAUS.
(11n) (high)

14. SALICAT.
(thanks)

NAK0?
(se

3 VAG* is a prefix making a standard verb root a noun, here meal ng 'arrival'. The par..
tidies "PA* and "LAW give it the sense of "Is it still (PA) just (LAM) your arrival?*

5 - NKAGULDe means 'Shen in the past"; the =sr* *Simi means *when in the future."
6 - The marker "TOM" is used to *tow past dating, while "SA* means the futures MID MAYO*

refers to "last May" and "SA MAYO" refers to "this coming May."
9 eHARViir is the fudon of "SA+ RIQINN, however the "So is reduced to an "11" in this

case. (Am reduction see the notes after /11.aleg 12.)
The linking marker *NE" is used to show the relationship between lords or clauses. In most
cases it links a noun and an adjective. It is abbreviated "-Ms and becomes a suffix when
linking a word ending with a vowel sound, as in MAA7.311 and M016.



DIALOG ON& The Volunteer Meets His Host, Part 1 .... Ibmblomanon Translation

1. MAGAYONG HAPON.
(good) (Lm) (afternoon)

2. MSIAYONG II.APON DA.

( &)
3. KA2UN3 KA NAGABOT?

( en) ( you) ( arrive)

4.. KAZINA PA LAM.
earli er) (11,#) ( )

5. KAAUND KA NABABO4 laud SA PILIPINASI
(here) (Rm)(PhiliPPimes)

6. NAN3 SEITYMBRE KINSE, PIN PKTKAT/POS 141113 EURI KA ALLIW SA MANILA,

(An) (September) (fifteen) (but) (after) (Om) (tvm)(Pm) (day) (The)(Manila)

NAGKAMO AC01 SA POTOTAN.

(go) (I) (1 n) (.a town in Iloilo Province)

7. NAGNION: KA EICDTOT
(da)(you)(there)

8. NADTUIL04 SA INDA ESKUWELAHAN.
(teach) (Rm)(Their) (school)

9. SA DNA KA NAGHIGDA2 DIDTO SA POTOTAN.

(Rm)(where)(you) (lie down) (there)

10. SA BAT NI FRANC KIM, AN PIISKOR N3A TAGI POTOTAN.

(Rin)(house)(k) (Tm) (Ln)(frere)

11. SCGURD GINE/POI KA. GUSTO MO NA MIDH/GD/at

(Probably) (tired) (you) (liking) (your) (4:1,) (lie down)

12. HMO. KIPOT NA GID AlCd. SA InliN AM AKON KATRIt

(yes) (4),)(V)(I) (Rm)(where) (tn) (re (bed)

13. EDT° SA IBABAW.
(there)(Rm) (above)

SALMAT GID.
(thanks)(rp*)

P.1?

3 - "NAG" is a verb prefix emphasizing the main actor and expressing past time.

3 " KAGIUND" means "when in the past"; "SallUs means "when in the ikature. Mach takes the

appropriate past or future verb prefix. (Note *NAP as the past.)
6 - NNAIG" is a marker used to locatean action in past time: *NAM MAYO* means "last May.*

"SP marks the future: "SA MAYO" means "this coadng May.*

Locate the main noun markers: ADD, SA, NAM, and ZIG; and also the linking marker N3A or

its abbreviation " -ID" (suffix).
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CP,A111.1P,R NOTES: The Topic Pronouns p.18

There are two basic classes of pronouns in the Western Visayan dialects,
the first of which are the topic or subject pronouns. In function, they are
similar to those of English which function as the topic and subject of the
sentence. However, these serve to stand even when the particular pronoun in
use may not be the subject, but nevertheless is stressed as the most important
word, and, hence, becomes th6 topic of its sentence. Some examples in English
translation would be:

I am your friend,
will go with 7211.

She gave the girt-to him.
The race was won by him.

If in each case a Visayan wanted to stress the underlined pronoun, he would
use a form from the following class of TOPIC PRONOUNS; however, first note
that they are not oriented by person as in English (i.e. 'first person!,
'second personT7-and so on), but rather by orientation to the speaker or the
person being spoken to. This is due to the pecularity of both their language

and their culture.

speaker spk-list. listener other

/ / , /

AK AKO EAd KITA KA,IKAW KAKIS MAW SANDA
IL AKO KAKI KITA KA,IKAW KANO SIYA SILA
KR AKO KAKI KITA KAW,IKAW KANO TANA SANDA
LC AKO KAKI KITA KA,IKAW KAO MAW SANDA
OD AKO KA11I KITA KA,IKAW KANO SIDA SINRA
RM AKO KAKI KITA KA,IKAU gAHo SIYA SANDA

Eng. "I" "wen "you and I" "thou" "you" "hesshe" "they"

* * * * * * * * * * *

(N.B. All of
these forms
are accented
on the LAST
SYLLABLE except
for the forms
foethey"thence,
AKO, KITA...)

We will discuss focus in the next grammar notes, and we need not go into
it here. The simplest rule governing the use of these pronouns is that WHEN
Ti E SPEAKER WANTS TO MINUS= A PRONOUN AS THE MOST IMPORTANT WORD IN HIS
SENTENCE, THEN ONE OF THE ABOVE FORNS WILL BE USED. It doesnt t matter if
that pronoun may have the role of object, indirect object, or associate in
its English translation. Keep in mind that the Visayan language worksby
stress, and these forms function at all times as the topics (or most import-
ant words )of their sentences. Some examples from the different dialects
to show this:

(OD) "AITONTAN NAKOQ IKAW."
(AK) "GINTAWQAN NAKON flLW IT
(IL) "AKO AUG GAILAL-BAL SMOG
(KR) "NALUYAGAN KO SANDA,"
(RM) "NAKITAQ NO NA BA IYA?"
(LC) "MAPATUDLOQ AKO SA IMO."

"I will co with you."
REGALO." * "I goT-him a gift."
." - "I am the one speaking now."
"I like them."

- "Have yo seen him yet."
- "I will have yorTeach. me."

All this is possible because of some gymnastics with the verb, whereby
the verb is made to fit into any situation, thereby letting the speaker empha-
size or focus on any other part of the s entence. But all this will come later
in the section on FOCUS.



LEALOG T,C, The Volunteer :Teets His Host, Part 2 Ilongo Translation

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

li01,',USI'A KA?

(be well) (you)

Z. A.1AY0 MAN,

(fine) (AA)

1:A4AY0 1: AN.

SAL. AT. P.Al2, IKAW?

( thank s) (but) (you)

NAKWOY KA P.4
(tired) (you)(rpf)

;AL AZ NA.

(Wane) (LIDO

ACII-IteN. KA Ni?
(htinsry)(you)(4,31)

".,1A1 AY :v. AN. 1:AliYAG.44 Ad SA K ARINDERYA.

(not) (4)&)( eat lunch) (I) (inn) (luncheonette)

TAGI D14111 KA SA AY.4,2IKA?

(fmn)(where) (Rn)

8. TAL1A sui:ItaT ILLINDY. (phonetic spelling is used here)

C. PILJl K /EC ALKIC XIX

(how many)(you) (bmthers & sisters)

10. TATLO had. ISi AIZ BABAYIZZ MAIGHUD, WHA AIaG LALAKI.

(three) (we) (one)("b1)(girl)(Lm)(younger) (twD) (tn) (man)

11. Plan KO KiGILIN ALANG MGA D1 KO, KAY

(may I)(by me)(leave beli.ind)(here)(Tm) (Pm)(bring)(mY) (because)

AKCI SA Air?

(I) (Rn) (school)

12.

13.

14.

F 'a:DE l; AN.

(sire)(Dree)

SAL 4E AT.

( thank s)

IBILIN L CC.
(leave) (rp)

1.1AL AK AT NA Ad.
(leave) (4.),)(I)

EGE.
(yes) (gc on)

MAKADTO PA
(P) (still)

P. 19

3 .. "NA" is a prefix for stative verbs.or verbs :thich talk about different conditions or,
mccids of a person, such as being hungry, nay, loving, tired, etc. (See also line 5)

6 - "'JIA4AY" is an abbreviation for "'ALA ANAY" vtich literally means "not for now".

12 - "BILIN* is the mot word for "leave behind" (see line 11). The prefix "L." is a polite
imperative anphasing or focusing on the instrument of an action; hence, it litera21y
;.ight read "Just go ahead and be instrumental in leaving then behind" or "Just leave
them

12 - 17.31.0.3" is a 7am:is:dor. asker and giver -vd.th many meanings: "sire, worthy, certainly,
ray I, can" are only some. It' s exact ar.lish meaning will be found in context.

Locate t::e :afferent root ;girds (such as QA.70 , KADTO, KNPOY, GUTOM), affixes (such as TAGL.,

1.A cr I-), and discourse particles (such as MAN, NA, PA, and LANG).



F

MALOG ThO, The Volunteer Meets His Host, Part 2 sm. ALA} N TRANSLATION

1. KOMUSTA KA?

(be well) (you)

2. MAYID MAN,

(fine) (DP&)

3. MAYID MAN.

(rp&)

4. WA SON.
(mt)(Dp.)

5. NAGUIDX KA 00N?
(hungry) (You)(rp,)

(thanks)
HA A, nclt
(but) (you)

NAIDA110Y KA Pi?
(tired)(you)(rp#)

6. 04 HAN. NMILABAS AK( SA RESIORANTS.

(mt) (438e) (eat lunch) (/) (Rm)(restaurant)

7. Tidal SLAIN KA SA k4 A?

(from) (whers) (Yau)(&)

8. TAGL MIKAN ILLINDIY. (phonetic spelling is used hors)

9. PILAF KR46 MUINAAN3HOD?

(how many)(you) (brothers & sisters) /
10. TAfl0 KAICC. BABAY116 MANGHUD /0 SSIBILOG. DAM Kira HAT

(three)(wo) (girl)(lim)(Younger) (Tm) (ono) (tit)) (we) (%)
OICt
(man)

11. PWEDE KO NABnIN MU AD AVM} 11GA DIN/44 AY KAAADIV

(may I)(by me)(leave behind)(hers) (Tm) (ray) (Pm) (brought)(since) (P)

Kt SA MCMAHAN?
(I) (&) (school)

12. SIG& PWEDE.

(sure) (all right)

13. SAIAMAT. M/PANAW

(thanks) (leave) (tp,) (I)

11010. SEG&

(yes) (es on)

p.

PA
(1:0)

3 on.* is a prefix for 'dative verbs, (verbs which talk about different conditions or

moods of a person), such as be3.ng hungry, angry, losing, tired, thirsty, aka. (see 5)

4 .. *We* and "OW AP (in line 6) are Marlon for *nothing" or *none" or snots. This

particle is used to negate statements of posse:mien and also verbs in past time.

11 .. name means *to leave something behind'. 114A," here emphasizes the object of the

action (here, the things which were brought), and indicated passibility *can be lefts.
'PWEDS" is a permission asker and giver with many meanings: *sure, worthy, certainly,

may I, can* are only a few such meanings. Itb eract meaning is found in contact.

Locate the different not words (such as AYAD, ADIO, Gam, MOH, DADA); the affixes (such

as TWA. and MA. and NA.); and the discourse particles, (such as MAN, 00N, PA, OAN3).



DIALOG TWO, The Volunteer Meets His Host, Part 2 .... KINARAY-A TRANSLATION

1. KOIiUSTA KAW?

(be well) (you)

2. MAYAD MAN,

(fine) (1)?&)

3. MAYID MAN.

(fine)(DA

4. WARA4 NA.

(not) (Dp,)

5. NAGUTSI KAW

(hungry) (you) (11),)

SALAMAT. HAN, IKAW?

(thanks) (but) (you)

NABUELAY PA 'Kite
(tired) (Dpi) (you)

WAR MAN. NAGIGMA Aid SA KARINDIMA.
(not) (Dp&) (eat lunch) (I) (Ra)(lunche2nette)

7. TAGA TICQIN KAW SA AtilRIKA?
(from) (where) (Jn)

8. TAGA SHIKA3U ILLIILc. (Phonetic

9. PIRA KAMd

(how many) (you)

10. TATLO
(three) (we)

11. SARAM BALAj MABILIN KO DUGYA AND AKOLD MGA DARL,

(can I) (Dp?) (leave behind) (by me) (here) (Tm)(210(Lal)(Pm)(brinE)

14QA,G1D PA AKCi SA ESKWELAHAll?

(go) (44) (I) (in) (school)

spelling is used here.)

NGA MAGBUGTOQ?
(Lm) (brothers & sisters)

SAMBIWG AM BAYS, KAG DARWL Kali NGA LAKI.

(one) (Tm)(giri.) (and) (two) (we) (1411)(man)

12. HPOD. SIGE.
(yes) (go on)

13. SALMAT. N.APANAW RPN AKd.

( thank s) (1 eave) ( now) (I)

14. H$OD. aGE.
(O.K.) (Go on.)

HAT
(because)

p. 21

3 "NA." is a prefix for stative verbs (verbs which talk about different conditions or
moods of a person), such as being hungry, angry, loving, tired, thirsty, etc. (See 5)

11 - "BILIN" is the root TAD rd for "to leave something behind". MA." here emphasizes the
object of the action (the things which were brought), and indicates possibility "can
be left behind".
"SARANG", like "PT= ", is a permission asker and giver with many meanings: "sure,
tie rthy, certainly, may I, can" are only a few such meanings. Its exact meaning can
be found in context.

Locate the different root words (such as AYAD, ALTO, BUILAY, DARA); the affixes (such as
TAGA-, MAG., MA,., and NA.); and the discourse particles (such as MAN, NA, RPN, BALA, and PA).



taALOG TW), The Volunteer Meets His Host, Part 2 . LOOCNON TRANSLA1TON

1. KOMUSTA KM
(be weal) (you)

2. mak MAN,

(good) (RA)

3. MAYID MAN.

(41)
4, MIA ION.

(not) (EP.)

5. MAI KA ION?
(hungry) (You)(4).)

SILIMAT. IKii, MAN?

(thanks) (you) (AA)

BUILAY KA PA?
(tired) (You)(4)#)

6. WA1 MAN. NNRCAION PA XI SA

(not)(1Veg) (eat) (1700(I) (Rai)

7. TAIL IIMIN KA SA ilhaKA?
(from)(where)(You)(%)

8. T* I[ SIIKAGU muivir. (Phonetic spelling is used here.)

9. PILA K/144 SA INIODD Patina?
(how many) (you) (110 (your) (Lm) (family)

10. TOGO Kid. IMMO MAIDHOD

(three) (we) (one)(Lm) (Younger)

11. MiAAPI KO MAMA AN3

(please)(by me)(leave behind)(Tm)

SA =Of?
(I n) school)

12. HMO. BILININ LAID.
(yes) (leave behind) (Diu)

13. SEAM. MAPANAW RON ISO.

(thanks) (leave)(now) (I)

14. HMO.
(yes)

RESTARINT.
(restaurant)

/1011MINOOMM. 111

IDA BAYS, KM Is:a IDA MNIMAN3
(Lm)(art)(and) (one) (Lm)( elder)

/ICON 14GA DALL, KAY MlagiN
(my)(Pm) (bring)(because) (ge)

N3A LAKE.
(Lm) (men)

PA Ad
(DPIF) (I)

I). 22

It - "BILIN" is the root for "to leave behind". The 114k." prefix here puts =Photo
on the object, of the action (MA), and illustrates ability ("can be left behind").

12 - The "-AN" suffix on BILIN stresses the place involved in the action(lheree is under.
stood) and illustrates an action not yet begun (like kiglish 'future').

13 - PANAW means to "leave" or to *depart" and refers to leave taking.

Pick out the root words (such as AYAD, OEM, xsioN, BILIN); the markers Ouch as AID,

MGA, SA, MA or -1,13); and the discourse particles (such as ION, MAN, PA, LAID).



IICALOG TAD, The Volunteer Ileets His Host, Part 2 01ZOLDAMN TRINSLATION

1. KOXUSTA KA?
(be well) (you)

2. 1,1A2ADD RA. IKAli BAG1
/

(fine) (40&) (you) (Dp?)
/

3. 144ADD RA. INAPILAY KA PA?
(Dp&) (tired)(you)(44)

OYA4 RA.

(not)( &)

5. NAGUldl Bt' KA?

(hungry)(DP.)(You)

6. OWL RA. NACTABIYUG14 Ald SA RESTARAil.

(not) (D)&) (eat lunch) (I) (Rtn)(restaurant)

7. TAD1 11/41t1 KA SA Ali A?

(from)(There)(You)(Rn)

8. SA SE-ECKADU /LLINA. (Phonetic spelling is used here.)

9. PILI KAKI SA INEIONG Pal:ILYA?
(how many)(you)(Ittn)(your)(Lm)(fmnilY)

10. TATLO YANG. Ilaili1G IIANGEK/R NAK KABADE, AG USW
/

MAGUTANZI NA{ KATAKE.

(three) (ro.) (one)(Ian)(younger)(Lm) (girl) (and)(one)(Lm)( elder) (Ian) (man)

11. PWEDE BMA NAKI4 MABILIc ItCL/ KAG ACOG MGA Rid, KAY MVIGIO

(can I) (41)(bY me)(leave behinChere) (fin) (mar) (Pm) (bring) (because) (go)

/
PA Aid SA FaUTFTELAHAN't

(44) (I) (Rm) (school)

12. PWEDE. St GE.

(sure) (go ahead)

13. SALAIAT. 141PAGIOY RA AKCf.

(thanks) (go)(1b,)(4)8:)(I)

114. OH0Q. SIGE.
(yes) (so on)

p. 23

9 Here "How many in your foxily'?" is literally translated. Another erpresslon calls
for the 'brother-slater relationship'.

11 - This sentence focuses on the object of the action (leaving things behind) and, hence,

the topic marker "KAG" appears before MAYA*. The "f4A.." prefix corresponds to the

future passive in English; it is 'ftture object focus' in Visayan gratnmar.

12 - PWZDE and MGR are words with many possible English translations. The best translation
must be found in context.

Locate the various mot tords (such as 4ADD, CURE, PAM); the various markers (such as

KM, NM or SA); and the discourse particles (such as $Y, RA, PA, YANG).



SLOG TT.D, The Volunteer Meets His Host, Part 2 MIBLOMANDN TRANSLATION

1. KONIISTA KA?
(be 14'81.1) (you)

2. MLAYO. nciii DA?

(fine) (you) (RA)

3. MAQA10 DA, S/L14AT.
(thanks)

4. WAYS NA.

(not) (IN)

5. GUIX44 KA NA BA?

(hungrY) (43.)(V)

GINACAPOY KA PA?
(tired) (you)(1 0

p. 24

6. WAYI DA. NPC.TK/RON PA //1 SA RESTARIN.

(not) (114) (eat) (D O)(I) (Rai)

7. TWA LQQ KA SA /1411fa:KA?

(from)(Itere)(you)(112)

8. MAI SA WilICIOU =noir. (Phonetic spelling is used here.)

9. PILI K110 SA INDONG MELIA?
(how mare(you) (your)(Lm)(familY)

10. MID K. AID ISA MAIDHUD NGA BABA= KAt ANG ISA MAGMAIG N3A LEAK&

(three) (we) (Tm)(one)(younger) (1813) (girl) (and) (Tm)(one)( elder) (Lm) (man)

11. 14/4ARI KO BA MABILIIN JERI AIM EON MGA DALI, KAY MICA=
(please)(by me) (10?)(leave behing0(here)(Tm) (my) (Pm)(bring) (because) (go)

PA 1E0 SA ESC&
(Dp#)(I) (Rn)( school)

12. HMO. BraNiN LAID.
(yes) (leave behind)(43.)

13. S&R4AT.
(thanks)

11i.
(O.K.)

MIKAIZO NA JX01.

(P) (:0,)(I)

.. VIM, or 'NA.' is a prefix used en stative verbs (Yobs which show the different
moods or conditions of a person), like being angrY, happy, hungry, thirsty, etc.

5 - Ramblomanon, unlike the other West Visayan dialects, almost always uses a question
particie in quesuons. 'BA" is most standard, but a special quety has "BAGA1.

11.- imam* is another sign of Tagalog influence; however, the 43 *ash *PAW is also used.
13 - 1MACA3710 NA PXO" is the standard form of leave taking. One does not leave without asking

permission from the owner of the house. Another common forms 11111 just be going ahead.*
12 - *MIN* is the root ward for 1to leave something behind." The "-AN" suffix here stresses

the place where the article is to be left, which is 'here (understood) in this case.
11 - "The %h" prefix here stresses the object of the action along with possibility: "em

be left behind".
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W7= IS FOCUS? Focus is perhaps the key element of Philippine languages
in general. It is crucial to sentence structure and sentence meaning. Yet
it is often underrated by Peace Corps Volunteers and other foreign learners
of these dialects. Western thought patterns use stress in sentences; but
western stress is usually by intonation or word order, or, in cases, by
special words. The Visayan languages have stress built right into the
structure; and this is basically what focus means: it refers to the emphasis
put into the sentence, though in Particular it refers to verbs, which are

kornel of the sentence.

focus, then, is stress, or emphasis: a means of (literally) focusing
in on what the speaker thinks his most important idea in the sentence, and
orientlig the other ideas around this. The verb, working hand in hand with
the different markers, is the key in this operation.

Take a look at the following examples, all of Which are in Aklanon, but
all of which are alE22a.y relevant to um dialect

Preliminary points:

"RO" marks or points out the topic or most important concept in the sentence.
"ET" narks the object of an action in the sentence.
"KIT" marks the person or thing directly associated with the action.
"SA" marks an object or thing refered to by the action, but not directly

Involved in it: hence, it could mark an 'indirect object', a 'place where'
the action occured, and so on.

"NAGA-" is a verb prefix used when the verb focuses on the subject or doer
of the action, and the action is going on and not yet complete (roughly
equivalent to our 'present tense.')

"GINA-" is a verb prefix used when the verb emphasizes the object of the action
and the action is going on and not yet complete.

uctimty and "-AN" are verb affixes used when the verb emphasizes a person or
t:Ang referred to, but not directly involved with the action.

11AGUVANG" means an old person, man or woman.
"ISDAQ" means !fish.'
"ASAWA" means 'spouse', be it husband or wife.
"BAKAP (along with its reduced root, BAKY-) means 'to buy.'

Examples:

"RO ::A GU ANG NAGABAKAV ISDAQ PARA SA ASAWA."
(The 6 one 17-BUying a fish for the spouse.)
"RO ISDAQ GINABAKAII KU 11AGUVANG PARA SA ASAWA."
(The fish ITTeing bought by the old one for the spouse.)
"RO ASAWA GINABAKYAN KU NAGUANG IT ISDAQ."
(The-B55Tigrg. the one for whom the old one is buying a fish.)

These could be translated into your dialect with the same effect. The
Ln.:lish translation does not quite grasp the full import and the extreme
subtlety of both stress and meaning as changing in the above paradigm (example).
Every sentence contains the marker "RO"; eachEalso contains the nouns: "HAGUVANG
ISDAQ, ASAWA"; and each contains some form of the verb "BAKAP. But by alter-
nating exactly where the "RO" (topic) marker appears, and by equally alternating
the affixes on the verbs, certain stress and meaning changes occured.

Admittedly, most volunteers learn the actor focus first. It is the easiest
and admits of the fewest root changes or reductions. However, some neglect to
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ever learn the other forms. In effect, more than half of the language prob-
lems may seem reduced; but, in reality, more than twice as many problems ensue.
Let me illustrate with a practical example:

We all know the TV image of the buxom lady on the phone who had a run in
with someone she never could see I to eye with. She exclaims: "Well, I told
her where she was wrong; and she dared to tell me I was crazy. Imagine that,

in front of all those people, there was stand7g, and she embarrassed me
by saying that I was 'crazy.' The tEought of it. Me terazyl..1 and on rf
runs. Now whatif someone mis-learned English intonation and always talked
like that? We'd think, if he spoke quite well in other areas, that he was
proud. This is precisely the judgment that Filipinos have made of some Vol-
unteers who really could speak the dialectquite well, but spoke primarily
with the actor focus.

For example, in this simple dialog: "Do you want to go the the movies?
...O.K. Let's go. I'll go with you." that last sentence's translation makes
a good bit of psychological difference. If you translate with the stress:
"I'll go with you." you are evidently talking down to the person, consider
yourself above him; or else it might imply that you didn't want to go, but
you would make the effort. However, if you translate with the stress: "I'll
go with you." then you are being more polite, using "a little oil" so to
speak, aria, in general, trying to make the person feel good. It emphasizes
him, assures him of your friendship, or of your earnestness in going. It may
be a small example, and the world won't end in a day for something like this,
but if you repeatedly speak this way, it begins to leave an impression: a bad
taste in the mouth, a feeling of inferiority in someone else, or something
like that.

A subtitle for these present grammar notes might be:"The Actor Focus- -
Handle with Care." At any rate, the forms for verbs which will show emphasis
are as follows: (Only the affixes are given, they work for all verbs of
actionoerbs of feeling, liking, hating, thirst, hunger, etc. take a different
form)

AK,IL,KR,LC,RM OD. (The time structure of verbs
is not as clear cut as this

present NAGA - /GA- GI- chart seems to show. Time is
not so important as aspect.

past,pos. NAG- NAG- In other words, present means
more or less going on and not

future MAGA-/GA- MA-(reduplication) completed; past means com-
pleted; future means antici-

ability MAKA-/KA.. MAKA- pated; ability means able to
be done anytime; and perfect

, perfect NAKA- NAKA- means just completed. The
past negative refers to the

past,neg. MAG- 0 past time when talking about
something one did not do.)

EXANPLES:

(LC) BASIQ NAGENTRA IKAW SA PIYS KOR? (Why did you join the Peace Corps?)

(RM) DIQIN A NAGAESTAR DIRI? (Where do you live halTerf)
(AK) OWAQ AKO MIGEWITIT ILABAS. (I ardnit ;ETlunch)
(OD) =go KA GIABOT SA PILIPINAS? (When dla you arrive?)

(Here KAGUNO calls for a present form of tEer37T.er.)
(EL) MAKAITAMBAL KA SANG BISAYAQ. (You can speak in Visayan.)
(ER) SAMAKAT ROT SANDA SA MANILAQ. (They lust left for Manila.)



LIALOG THEME, The Volunteer Meets a Stranger, Part 1.11ongo Translation

1. H , DYO, IEZIN KA MAKAMO?
(Joe) (t iere)(you) ( go)

2. lir DTO , SA MCMAHAN.
( th ere) ( Rm) ( school)

3. BA'.4/41 KAHIBALO KA NA MOMS, Ste BINISAYAQ.

(waw) (know) (EN) (speak) (An) (Visayan)

4. DIYUTAI LANG, KM ASIA KARON SEGE PA ANG PAGTUdN KO.

(little) (only) (and) (until) (now) (go 00( stin)(Tin) (study) (my)
/ /

5, ::..ELTYAG KA MAN rIERD
( lik e) (Lbec)(here)

6. HU420. NALUYV d MITI, KAY MAUI:MORON ANG RIGA TAW).

(yes) (I) (since) (friendly) (211)(Pm) (person)

7. PILA KA T00IG ANG PAGTEVIR MO DIRT?

(how marky)(Pm) (year)(11n) (stay) (your)(here)

8. DUHA KA TIAIG.
(tuo) (Pm) (year)

9. MA2UNA NA LANG X(0.
(go ahead)(Dp,)(3p.) (I)

10. SIGS. S IL AN AT.

(0 K .) (thanks)

27

1 - "MA-0 is the verb prefix for actions going on but not yet completed.

3 - The word "HIBALO" is used and means "to know how to do something". Watch for the

sense of the WOrd 'to '. :now'; for example, there is "to know a person" (KILALA)

and "to know" in the sense of "to be wise about", which is MAP.
3 - "KA." is short for %Ma." and is the verb prefix denoting an ability to do something.

It roughly means "can" in littlish.
3 - risk!" is the reduction (see Grammar Notes, Malog Twelve) of "SAM" before the

letter "B ".
7 - "KA" here is a mn.rker for both enumerations and questions of quantity. It proceeds

all nouns vhich follow either "PILA" or any ntunber of enumeration. It may literally
be taken to mean "of", but such a translation would render a stilted Rziglidrz
"How many of chickens do you have--I have three of then."
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DIALOG THREE, The Volunteer Meets a Stranger, Part 1-41c.lanon Translation

1. HIE DM, SMI/N KA GAADID?
(Moe") (1Riiere)(you) (go)

2. IWO LAM, SA =MAHAN.
(there) (just) (Rn) (school)

3. sa311 MAKAHAMBI* KA 14)N SA INAXOAMN.

(wow) (speak) (you)(14:4)(&)(Aclanon)

4. SAIVIKURD/T GANG. HASTA MAKARDN HAY GATMON PA AKO.

(little) (just) (until) (now) (vin) (study) (44)(I)

5. NXIIL1p KA MAN IYA:
(like) (you)(4&)(here)

6. HMO GID. Wanda MAN FCrYA AY kI/GOHO/N DO MGA TAR).

(yes) (4)*) (LIA) (here)(since)(friendly)(Tin)(Pm)(person)

7. PRANG n DNIQON IC PAGTENZR MO RIYA?

(how many)(Pm) (year) (21n) (stay) (your)

8. DAYWAID n DAMON.
(two)(Lr)(Pm)(Year)

9. MINNA Al
(go ahead) (Dp.) (I) (you)

10. SEGE. SNOUT.
(0.k.) (thanks)

1 - "GA* is the verb prefix for an action going on and not yet completed.

2 - &tar= uses both "LAW and IMO".
3- "MiliKL." is the verb prefix denoting ability at doing something; it is used to put

emphasis on the doer of the action, and may be conadered equivalent to the Thglish

*can%
5 - "MAN" may seen to have no referent here, but actually it denotes the continuity of

the conversation. We have seen (p.11) how this particle can mean this is my answer

to That you have just said"; it also can have the use or sense of 'by the way" or

son the other hand".
7 - "RA" is a marker for the plural after sPILAN and any number. It often is a matter

of choice as to Thether or not it will be used.
9 "Km" represents a class of pronouns found in Istanon and Kinaray-a, the referent

pronouns. Itereas the other dialects say "SA IMO", Ada= says IMP. The pronoun

class is as follows:
L. speaker

speaker-listener
listener
other party

singular plural
VON (-me)
KAIVN (-me and you)
RID -thee)
KAU

(
(-him,her)

KWON (-us)
WON (-us and you)
mao (-you)
KANDA (-them)

This may be compared to the indirect object of English or other Western languages,

but a Mier treatment can be found on p. 50 under "Associative Usageof Pronouns".



DIALOG THREEk The Volunteer Meets a Stranger, Part 1 Kinaray-a Translation

1.

2.

3.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

I 1
HE( DY0. IKAW NA2AGTO?

( "Joel) (.where)(You) (go)

DUGM SA FIZALAHIN.
( th ere) (1,) ( school)

Altd: MAIARNI KAT.I ION EAGH/CMAL KAID laNAREQA.
(Ilow) (know) (you) (Dp,) (speak) (Am) (Antiquirr)

/
TraCCI PA GI D, tCAG aGE PA GANN A D PAGTU2ON KO.
(not) (DP#)(rp*) (and)(go on)(Dp#)(DpI) (Tai) (study) (my)

NALUYAGZI ICO ANG LUGiR (LUGYA)?

(is liked) (by you)(211)(place) (here)

NALUYPGAN KO ANG LUGAR HAY TWALOWAN AIG MGA TAW%

(yes) (by me)(Tm) (because)(friendlY)(Tra)(Pm)(person)

PIRA KA TU2/G ANG PAGTEMR RUGYA?

(how riany)(Pm) (year) (Tra) (stay) (your)(here)

DAIWA KA TUCIIG
(two) (Pm)

mmun LAD .tice
(go ahead)(4).) (I)

SIGS. StiLAMAT.

(O.K.) (thanks)

LANG.

(DP.)

K.ANIMO.
(you)

P. 29

1 - "Ia." is a verb prefix for an action going on and not yet completed.

3 - *WE" is a root word for "intelligent, wise, knowing". It is also used in Kinaray-a
to denote "know how" to do something. There are other words for know depending on

the sense, such as "to know a person" or "be acquainted" ocnac
5 - sLUYAGII is the root ,.yord for "to like". This construction illustrates the use of FOCUS

in verbs. The "NA.." prefix and "-AN" suffix unite to focus on or emphasize the object
of one' s liking rather than the subject of the action. Literally the sentence might
read: "Is it the place tohich is liked by you?*

6 The same 'place' or 'referent focus' is used in this sentence.
6 - Note the "MA." prefix used on an adjective root.
7 - "KA" is a plural marker used after statements or questions of quantity. It can occur

after "PIRA" or after any number. It might be literally taken to mean "of", but
a translation as such Would bb stilted: "How many of chickens ? -- Three sa them."

9 - "KAMM* represents a special class of pronouns, the associative or referent class,
which is as follows: singular plural

speaker KANAKON (-me) KANAMON (-us)
speaker-listener KANATON (-me and you) KANATON (-us and you)
listener KA MM (-thou) KANINTO (-you)
other party KANANA (-him,her) KANANDA (ahem)

This may be compared to the indirect object of Erlich or other Western languages.
but a fuller treatment can be found on p. 50 under "Associative Usage of Pronouns."
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M/LOG THREE The Volunteer Meets a Stranger, Part 1--Loocron Translation

1. HEY DY0, LIMN KA MAYAN'?
("Joe") (ere)(You) (go)

2. ITd SA ISKWELAH61.
(there) (lb) (school)

3. ABA , AMIGO KA BM GAN MAGB/NISAY/a.
(mw) (know how)(you)(4t) (lit) (speak Visayan)

4, MAISDT LAID, HASTA KATZ( NEWATMON PA MO.
(little) (just) (until) (now) (study)(100. (I)

5. Wanda KA MAN OM?
(like) (Dpec)(here)

6. HMO. Waal:MOWN ABI AID MGA TAW%
(yes) (frienn.y) (since)(Tm)(Pm) (person)

7; PILAW MUG IKAW OM?
(how many) (year) (You) (here)

8. DARWANI TUQIG.
(two)(10) (year)

9. MAUNA LANG IO.
(go ohead)(4.)

10. SEGE. SALAMIS.
(O.K.) (thanks)

WW1 is a verb prefix for an action going on and not yet completed, emphasizing
the actor of the sentence.

3 *AMIGO" is the root :cord for "to know how". There are other wards for types of
knowing, like "to know or be acquainted with a person" (MAGA) and another for
to "know information or facts" (KASATUD).

3 Here the gneral tetra for Visayan is used instead of the particular name of the dialect.
"MA." is the verb prefix for general present time ofverbs which enphasize the actor
in the sentence.

5 WAN" is generally used as a referent to a previous question, meaning *this is my
answer to what you just said". However, here it can have the introductory sense of
"by the wee or "well, on the other hand".

6 "ASV is a discourse particle, literally meaning *to give." It has an idiomatic
miming, however, Itich is hard to capture in alai*. Some possible connotations
might be: "take it from me", "well, after all", "but on the other hands, or "yet."

6 Note the "MA.' prefix for adjective toots.
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MAIM THU& The Volunteer Meets a Stranger, Part i -- Odionganon Translation

1. HEX, Dom, FCCQIN KA MAPAGIO.

("Joe")(Iiiere) (you) (go)

2. ROTC SA ESKWELAHIN.
(there) (Rn) (school)

3. ABA MMAYS4 liZ KA MASISAYA2 'T OIMONGAION.
(wow) (know) 0130 (1.5.sayan)(0m) (Odionganon dialect)

4. MAI= YANG. HASTA NGASING AY NAGTUTUQON PA AKO.

(little) (just) (until) (paw) (Mn) (study) (still)

5, GUSTO IEMO raii?
(liking) (your) (here)

6. OHOQ. GUSTO MAK& KAG MGA TAT AY MACIGOHON.

(yes) (my) (2n) (Pm) (p arson) ( Vm) ( fri endly)
I I

7. !MA PILANG TUQIG KA ICU?
(about show manY)(year) (you) (here)

8. RUHANG TUQIG.
(two) (Lm)

9. MAQUNA YANG

(go ahead)(Dp.)

10. atGIS. SALIMAT.
(o.k.) (thanks)

.. ~O. wINFM r .=11MeliprINIOW...."......MP

1 " "MA-II here is a verb prefix for an action going on and not yet completed, putting
emphasis on the actor.

3 - "ALEN is a root word in Visayan for "intelligent, :else, knowing". Here it is used
to denote "know how to do something." There are other lords for types of knowledge:
such as to knot: or 1:e acquaint a ,.;...2n.cn, to know facts, and to renembisr.

3 1AG- " is equivalent to the infinitive here. It is used with the general fiord for
Visayan, and has the connotation "to speak Visayan". Note also that both the general
term for Visayan, and the name of the specific dialect are here used tegethlor. Visay-
an/ is the verb, and 'Odionganon' is the object of that verb.

3 fur is an abbreviation or slur of the Object Marker "ET."
"NGASING" is the specific ward for "now, at this present time" and also means "today".
non on the other hand is a color or discourse particle refering generally to a point
of time.

4 Besides the *NV." prefix on the verb, Odionganon here follows Tagalog and reduplicates
the first syllable of the root word (TMON-to study). Hence, MAIM + reduplicated
first syllable" refers to present and uncompleted actions, and emphasizes the actor.

6 - Note the prefix "MA." here used as an adjective prefix. "Mk." is also the most common
adjective prefix for adjectives in the Positive degree.



DIALOG THUD The Volunteer Meets a Stranger, Part I Bomblomanen Translation

1. HICC, MUN KA MAKAD1'0?

( "Joe") (Mere) (you) (go)

2. DI= SA ISKWILAHIN.
(there) OW (school)

3. ANTZGO K
(knoir) (

4. ANT/00

5. NALUY

(like)

6. 020.
(yes

7. PIL
(how

A NA GALIC1 MAGBINISAYA21

31311)(11,)(431) (speak Visayan)

MASSDT. HASTA NIYAN SEGE PA AN3 PAGTVagN KO.

(Om) (little) (until) (now) (proceed)(10)(Tn) (stu') (my)

KA BA TERI?
(you) (4m)(here)

MA13INGQOT ABI . AN3 MGA TAW).
(very kind) (since) (here) (MI) (Pm) (Person)

AN3 TI RIG /KAN DIRE?
mow) (year)

10.

n T132/0.

MUNA LAM ACO.

ahead)(Jast)

SIGL SAL14AT.
(MO (thanks)

1-
3

5
6

32

WAN* is a verb prefix for an action going on and not yet completed, putting emphasis
on the main actor.
',AMIGO* is the mot for 'to know how*. There are other words for various types of
knowing: such as, Ito know or be acquainted with a person', 'to knew facts', and 'to
remembers.
"BA" is again used as a marker to show a question.
"AMC" is a discourse particle or color word. It literally means to Igivel and is
used in commands; however, it has an idiomatic meaning which might be translated as
swell, take it from me", "but, on the other hands, "but since*, or swell, after 211.1

6 - MOT is the root word. "MA-0 is an adjective prefix, and is an infix which
here intensifies or strengthens the meaning of the mot word. Thus, though MABIKIOT

means kind; HABINUC)3T means very kind.
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GRAMMAR NOTES: The Subject and Referent Markers p.33

MARKERS, in general, are small particles that give function, position,
and (some) meaning to words as they occur in the sentence. They orient, so
to speak, the words in the sentence, showing the listener what the speaker
considers the most important concept and how the other parts are related to
it. Hence, they are function, and not content words. This is to say they
Give meaning and/or assign a function to words, phrases, or sentences without
possessing any meaning in or of themselves. In general, it ofin also be said
that the markers transform either roots or any words, phrases, or even clauses
that follow them into nouns. (With the exception of the linking marker.)

There are two basic groups of markers, those used with all classes of
nouns except names of people; and those only used with the names of people.
The former class is given in detail on page 11. The later is as follows for
all the dialects here concerned:

Subject marker: SI (singular) SANDAY (plural) 11

Object marker: ** **
Referent marker: KAY (singular) KANDAY (Plural)
Associative marker: NI (siular) NANDAY (plum})
All other markers (Lm, Em, Vmng) are as listed on page 11.J-
** People can generally not be made the direct object of a verb. This
is somewhat due to a built in respect mechanism of the language it-
self. Even to say "I will eat Pedro" one must translate by emphasizing
or focusing on "Pedro", and use a construction similar'to our passive:
"Pedro will be eaten by me." _Hence, even if one were to go so far as
to eat one fellow humans, they would have to be the subject or topic
of the sentence, even if they might be the object of your action.

Q Some dialects or areas use different plural markers. Unfortunately,
such information is not available from existing materials as to which
dialects differ. The force of the plural marker is not to pluralize
a name, like "the Johns" in English, but rather to group others around
the name mentioned. "SANDAY JUAN" would mean "JUAN AND HIS COMPANIONS"

T7E TOPIC MARMRS. common: ANG (IL, KR, LC, RN), RO (AK), KAG (OD)
proper name: SI (all,singular) SANDAY (mostsplural)

The Topic Markers serve the most important function, for they point out
or mark the most important word or concept in the speakers mind. The words
or phrases following it will be the topic of the sentence, and the rest of
the sentence that falls out of its sphere will contain the predicate or news.
Examples:

(IL) "NATAHUII AIM LALAI'd ."
(AK) "GWAPO RO1rAVAKI."
(OD) "GWAPO Trls:G KAYAKE."

(The man is handsome.)
(Ibid.)
(Ibid.)

Note first that the sentence order is reversed and that the predicate is first,
and the topic second. The topic (In this case 'man') is shown as the most im-
portant word in the speaker's mind. The topic marker can also transform other
parts of speech into a noun, serving as the subject of the sentence.

(AK) "NAGPANAW SI TATAY SA iViNILAQ." ("Father left for Manila.")

Here, 'father' serves as subject; and 'left for Manila' is predicate. But in

(AK) "SI TATAY RO NAGPANAW SA NANILAQ." 7hethone"lho left for Manila was
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rere, the phrase "the one who left for Manila" becomes both topic and noun.
Tefore "nagpanaw" ("left") was clearly a verb; now it becomes part of a noun
phrase, and could even serve alone as a noun ("RO NAGPANAW"). This is a
clear instance of the function-giving power of markers; in this case, a verb
is transformed into a noun, or a verb phrase into a noun phrase.

It should be noted again that the topic marker does not always illustrate
the subject of the sentence, but rather the topic or most important word or
concept. For example,

(IL) "ANG PRESIDENT RANTA:TAN SANG MGA BATAq."
(I'The children will sing for the president.")
("The president will be sung for by the children

(AK) "SI MAYOR RO ADTUNAN NI MARIA."
Mary will go to the Mayor.")
("The Mayor will be the one to whom Mary will go.")

Here the actual subjects, or doers of the action, are 'children' and 'Mary';
yet the topics of the Visayan sentences are 'president' and 'Mayor' respectively.

THE REITIMNT iiARi ERS: common: SA (all dialects)
proper name: M'-iY (all,singular) KANDAY (some,plurL)

The Referent larkers have the function of marking any or all words which
(re referred to, but not directly involved in, the main action of the verb.
If this sounds sufficiently vague, it is meant to. These markers are used
where English and other 1Jestern languages have a multitude of forms. The re-
ferent markers 'take the place of the whole system of prepositions, and almost
all instances of the 'indirect object' and times or locations of actions.
when an act is done, there is a doer and a receiver (subject and object), all
other instances are categorized under referents. Look at the following English
translations of such situations:

a. He gave a gift to the boy.
b. Throw me the :4110w.
c. Sweep Tie floor.
d. Go home.
e. :e likes children.

f. They're looking at the game.
g. hate their habits.
h. She walked into the door.
i. I am returning home.
j. Wash the dishes.

A reflective study and analysis of the underlined words or phrases will begin
to show you the sense of the Visayan referent. Some may at first seem confusing.
For exaaples '0 and 1j1, aren't "the floor" and "the dishes" the direct re-
ceivers of the action? To the Visayan mind, they are indirect receivers and
hence referents because one sweeps dust off of floors and washes dirt off of
dishes. Hence, 'dust' and 'dirt' are the direct receivers, while 'floor' and
IdisTiesl are only referred to in the action. In examples, Id', thl, and lit
intransitive verbs have no direct object, and hence everything but the subject
would be referred to in the action. In 'e' and 'g', the Visayan mind thinks
of liking and hating as indirectly involving the thing mettioned. In fact,
if the same verb were used with the object marker, it would imply 'wanting'
and 'killing.' Hence, if 'SA' is used, it would mean "He likes children." But
if the object aarker were used ('ET, SING, NING'), it would mean "He wants (to
have) children."

The referent . uarkers are only used when the referent is not made the
to_.ic of the sentence. Take the above examples about the 'president' and 'the
nay or,

(IL) "AlIG 1IGA BATAQ. 1.iAGAlaNTA SA PRI:SIDENT."
(AK) "SI = ARIA KAY :iAYOR."

In L-;:is case, the referents remain referents and are not topics as above.



DIALOG FOUR, The Volunteer Meets a Stranger, Part Translation

1. sr R, SCR, MAT EASE KA SODOM?

(dr) (114) (class) (you) (now)

2. Mil MAN. BIKINT NA Ad.
(nano) (4A) (vacant) (44) (I)

3. PADS M/A/PIKAMZOT SA De?
(pleas.) (can) (IA) (An) (you)

lie PAWL MI.

5. snap ANG MILAN MD, SIR?
(who) (fin) (name) (your)

6. sr Tom sam Id. Ian swam
(Ts)

7. ad sr PAO IMPIMSA. PILA NA ANG MI6 NO, SERI

(Tm) (how much) (eio)(Your)

8. BIM TRY&
(twenty-three)

9. RUBIN KA PA, N:)? P110 KATSIAS. NA. PILL AID WAS MO?
(young)(you)(I0) (stass)(but)(very taU)(DP)(bowmuch)(Tm)(heitcht)(Your)

10. MIS IAN.

11. ABI, ROCS IOTIR BA? PILL KA NA Xi TOW spy?
(low) (DA) (you)(Dp)(Pm) (year) (hero)

12. IS/ LANG KA BOLAN.

(one) (only) (Pm) (month)

13. ISA LAM GALA. PEW KAM° KA MAGRA63/L SAID BIM&
(b.) (41) (but) (knew) (you) (ePoek) (An) (Visayan)

14. DIIITAT LAID, INA PA MAIM).
(little) (only) (not) (yet) (pod)

(this dialog is to bo oontimisd)

p 3.5

Nur is an ettstential or predicate marker. It can bo used, as hero, with the moan.

ing of 'have, possess'. But it more propmfly means 'Uwe AO, and the pronoun, Mb
if serving as topic of the sentenco, it be taken to mean 'for you' .

2 - "BACANT° shows the borrow/rag from modern knerican slang, but with Visayan pm:lineation.
3 - tLiA -' is a verb prefix denoting 'can' or lame , and emphasising the actor.
9 Ms or MD* are used for a question tag, like *aren't you?*

13 %ALAI, is a discourse particle impressing sarpriso. All of the discourse particles
'denotes more than they 'mean.' Tot they are absolutely curcial to conversational
meaning. (Soo Grammar %toe on p. 41 and 42.)

11 Note that *RA' is two separate phonemes. One is the pronoun abbreviation fer II&
(you), the other is a marker fer enumerations.
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DIALOa POUR, The

1. SIR, SIR,

2. owAQ
(none)(now)

3. PWEDE AKO
(may) (I)

4. PWEDE GID.

Volunteer Meets a

MAY KLASE KA
(Em) (class) (you)

BAKANT VON AKO.
(vacant)(now) (I)

Stranger, Part 2--Aklanon Translation

MAKARO N?
(now)

MAKAPANGOTANAQ KIMO?
(ask question) (to you)

SILL.

5. S INQO RING NGAAN SIR?
(who)(Tm)(you)(name)

/ / ,/
6. SI TOM &am AKO. IKAW BAckA?

(Tm) (what is it?)

/7. SI PIO ESPINOSA AKO. PILA
/

RING EDAD, SIR?
(Tm) (how many) (age)

0.

9.

BYNTE TRES.
(twenty three)

BATAQ PA GALIQ IKAW: PERO KATAAS KA ON, PILA RING KATAAS?
(young)(yet)(indeed) (but)(very tall) (now)(how much) (height)

SIX WUN,

ABA: SIX FORM, BAVA? PILANG KA DAGQON 1/ON IKAW RIYA?
(wow) (indeed) (Pm) (year) (now) (you)(here)

SAMBATONG BUVAN
(one) (Lm)(month)

13. PERO ANTIGO KA
(but)(know how)

/
14. SANGKUROT

(little) (only)

1/ANG.
(just)

MAGNAMBAll SA INAXVANON,
(now)(to)(speak)(Rm) (Aklanon)

BUKON PA ET MAY&
(not) (yet)(0m) (good)

(this dialog is to be continued)

L . MAY is an existential or predicate marker. It can be used, as here, with
the meaning of 'have'. But it more properly means 'there is', and the
pronoun, even if serving as topic of the sentence, might mean 'for you.'
A literal translation might read 'there is for you'.

2 - BAKANT shows the borrowing from modern American slang, but the pronunciation
is Aklanon.

3 - NAKA is the verb prefix denoting 'can' or 'may', emphasizing the actor.
5 - RING is a contraction for RO IMO NGA (the topic marker, the possessive

form of the pronoun, and the linking marker). It occurs again in 7 and 9.
6 - BA1 /A is a discourse marker. It 'denotes' more than it 'means.' Yet it and

all other discourse markers are crucial to conversational meaning. WA
is used to interrogate further or to express surprise (see 11).

9 - KA is seen here as two separate prefixes. The first use is to make an
adjective 'very much so'; the second makes It a noun of the root word.

14 - BUKON is used. with ET to negate adjectives, as here 'not good'.



rIE/LOG FOUR: The Volunteer Meats a Stranger, Part 2....Kinarayma Translatd.on

1. SIR, SLR, NZ MASI n TULAIICADIA?
(sir) (IA) (class) (you) (new)

2. WARk. BACIIT *Ed TULAIKADYA.

(none) (vacant) (I)
I I

3. SAM AKO MSKIPR4A16KOT KAMM?
(Cf.II,11)(I)(0on) (a&) (you)

4. ROD. StGR,

3. stg10 NO NG ARAN MO, SERI

(vim) (Tm) (name) (your)

6. st TOM MITI! 44. =Aft SIN30?

(tn)

7. Ed SE PIO 111,216S. PIRL AN2 ED1D NO?

(Te) (how much) (Tm) (az.) (Your)

8. BUTS TR=
(twenty-three)

9. BAT/A PA GALIQ Mk, N3? POD KRAUS KAMM. At IKIW ICATAA.St

(young)(44)(431) (you) (tag)(but)(very tall) (you) (what) (height)

MKS WN.

ABII MKS P3TIR KA. PIRA RPN nit KA Tani MGM
(wow) (you) (how maw) (new) (you) (Pin) (Year) (here)

12. SAMBULAN PA LANG.
(one)(month)(D0)(Dp.)

13. MILAN PA LANG GALIQ. PEW
(M) (but)

14. PTO PA LAM. INIS4 MD
(little) (Z#) (10.) (mot) (very)

MAAARAN KAW MAGR103Z RAID MAUNA.
(know) (you) ($.) (speak) (14 (Kinarays)

MAYA.
(good)

(This dialog is to be maimed.)

1

P. 37

IMP is used to glow possession in this case. In other cases it might mean 'there is'
but here it means 'have' or 'possess'. Literally it could road: 'Is there for you a
class now?' but the focus or emphasis is en 'you', and, hence, the topic pronoun is
used.

2 .. SEAN" shows borrowing from modern American, but with the Visayan pronunciatien.
3 - WEL.* is a verb prefix denoting 'can' or tzar , and stressing the actor.
9 110ALV11 is a discourse particle expressing surpirse. All of the discourse particles

'denote' more than they 'mean'. Yet they are crucial to conversation meaning. (See
Grammar Notes on pp. 41-42.)

9 .. 11N311 or "AN)" are used for a question tag, like "you're going, aren't you ?"

11 Note that "KA" is two separate phonemes (lords). One is the pponoun abbreviation for
IKAW (you), the other is a marker for eraunerations.

12 - "SIIBULAN" is the abbreviation of "SANG" (one, and ,IMILAN8 (month). They are run
together, and phonemic reduction (see Grammar Noires, Chapter 12) takes place.
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DIALOG FOUR: The Volunteer Neets a Stranger, Part 2.-Loocnon Translation

2.

3.

4.

SIR,

OWAQ.
(none)

PWEDE
(may 1)

HUQO.

SIR, MAY KLASE RUN IKAW?
(Em) (class) (Dp,) (you)

BAKANT AK1.
(vacant)

AKO NAKAPAEANGEOT SA IMO?
(can) (question)(Rm)(you)

SIGE.

5. SINQO ANG INONG NGALAN, SIR?
(who) (Tm) (your) (name)

6. SI TOM SNITH, IKAW AN BAIL?
(Tm) (you) (Dgc) (Dp?)

7. SI PIO ESPINOSA. ANO ANG 'HONG EDAD, SIR?
(what)(Tm) (your) (age)

8. BYNTE TRES.
(twenty.three)

9. BATAQ KA PA GALIQ, PERO KATAAS RON PILL ANG TAAS MO?

(young) (Dp#)(Dpi) (but)(very tall)(Dp,)(how many)(Tra) (height )(your)

10. SIKS WUN.

11. ABA1 SIKS
(wow)

12. SANG BULAN
(one)(month)(

13. ISYA LANG
(one) (Dp.)

FOTYR KA GALIQ.
(you) (Dp1) (how)

PA LANG.
still)(Dp.)

GALIQ, PERO ANTIGO KA
(Dpi) (but)(know how)

BUHAY KA. RON ODI?
(long) (you)(Dps)(here)

RON HAGBINISAYAQ.
(Dp,) (speak Visayan)

ANTIGO HAN ET NAISdfT. BUKON PA ET NAM.
(know) (Dgc)(0m) (little) (not) (Yet)(0m) (well)

(This dialog is to be continued)

1 - MAY is used to show possession in this case. In other cases it might

mean 'there is'; here it Means 'have' or 'possess'. Literally it means:
'is there for you?' but the focus or emphasis is on you, and, hence, the
topic pronoun is used.

3 - PWEDE is a general permission asker like 'please' or 'may II in English.

6 - BALA is a particle used in asking questions again or in earnestness.

11 - MAIT is the abbreviation for NANA and ET. "NANA" means, literally, "he
said" or "it is said". An extremely literaly translation would then read:
"what could be said of the length you are now here".

13 - ISYA is the numeral for one; it is used in counting. It's adjective form
is SANG (see line 12).

Note and find the various discourse particles: PA, RON, MAN, GALIQ, LANG, and
RAGA. Confer with the grammar notes of this chapter.



DIALOG FOUR, The Volunteer Meets a Stranger, Part

1. SIR, SIR, MAY KLASE KA NGASING?
(Em) (class) (now)

2. WAYLQ.
(none)

3.

4..

5.

MAARI
(may)

0110Q.

SINQO
(who)

BAKANTE AKO.
(vacant)

BAGA ilAKAPANGOTANMAKO SA IMO?
(DP?)(can)(question)

SIGE.

KAG IMO NGUYAN, SIR?
(Tm)(your)(name)

6. SI TOli BAGA?
(Dp?)

7. SI PIO ESPINOSA AKO. PILA KAG
(how many) (Tm)

0. BYNTE TRES.
(twenty-three)

I

9. BATAQ KA PA YAKIQ, PERO
(young)(you)(still)(DPI)

10. SIX WUN.

11. ABAL SIX FOTYR KA YAKIQ:
(you)(Dp:).

12. .01MIr YANG NAK BUYAN.
(one)(Dp.) (Lm) (month)

2--Odionganon Tranclation

IMO EDAD NGASIEG SIR?
(age) (now)

ABANG TAAS. PILA KAG TAAS MO?
(wow) (tall) (Tm)(height)(your)

I /
PILANG TUQIG EY. KA DILI?

(year) (Dp,) (here)

A
13, USA YANG YAKA! PERO MAAYAM EY. KA MAGBISIAQ ET

(Dp.) (Dpi) (but) (know) (Dp,)(you) (speak) (Om)

MAISOT YANG. BUKOQ PA MASYADONG QADO.
(little)(only) (not) (yet) (very) (good)

(this dialog is to be continued)

ODIONGANON.

1 NAY is used in this instance showing the influence from Tagalog and other
Visayan dialects. Normally the marker INGWA would be used: INGWA ET KLASE,

3 MAARI is a permission asker idiomatic to Tagalbg (as AAARI) and could be
translated as "may I", "please", "could it be".

9 ABA usually means "wow" or "my goodness". Used here as a modifier it
would have the meaning of "very" or "extremely",

Note the use of the various discourse particles:
BAGA in lines 3 and 6; YAKIQ in lines 9, 11, and
EY in lines 11 and 13; PA in 9 and 14; YANG in 12

14 Bumq is a particle used to negate adjectives and
or phrases. (See XII, line 10)

13;
and 13.

other modifying words



1-10
DIALOG FOUR: The Volunteer lieets a Stranger, Part 2-.Romblomanon Translation

1. SIR, SIR, EAY KLASE KA NIYAN?
(Em) (class) (now)

2. WAYAQ. BAKANT AKO.
(none) (vacant)

3. "i'EDE BA MAKAPAl.INGKOT SA IMO?
(may I) (Qm) (question) (Rm) (you)

4. SIGH;.

5. SI::.;40 ANG NGALAN 1.1(), SIR?
(who) (Tm) (name) (your)

6. SI '20.4.1 SiiITH, 'KAU BA?
(Tri) (gra)

7. SI PIO Es.raTosil. PILL ANG EDAD LO, SIR?
(how many) (aGe)(your)

8. BYTT'L TRES.
(twenty-three)

9. BATACL EA PA GALIQ, 2ERO KATAAS KA NA. ANO ANG TAAS HO?
(young) (yet)(Dplo) (but)(very tall) (Dp,)(what)(Tm)(heiht)(your)

10. SINS WUN.

11. ABLI SIM rom EA GALIQ. PILL KA NA BA KA TUQIG DIM'?
(yowl) (DpL) (how many)(you)(Dp,)(Qm)(Pm) (year) (here)

12. ISA PA LANG KA BUYAN.
(one)(still)(Dp.)(Pm)(month)

13. ISA PA LAITG GAL !CI 2E20 ANTIGO KA NA NAGBINISAYAQ.
(Dpi) (but) (know how)(you)(Dp,)(speak Visayan)

14. Al:TIGO KING
( :now) (Om) (little)

BUKON PA GID 1AAYO.
(not) (yot)(very)(Good)

(This dialog is to be continued)

1 - LAY is used to show possession in this case. In other cases it night
mean 'there fist; here it means thavespossessl. Literally it means: lis
there for you ?' but the focus or oiaphasis is on pus and, hence, the
topic pronoun is used.

3 - PWEDE is a permission asker in General use meaning 'may or !please!.
6 - Note the use of the question marker BA throughout this dialog. It is

essential to Romblorianon, which is the only Visayan dialect that narks
every question with some sort of particle: either BA or BAGA.

11 - Note that the word KA has two uses; it is actually two separate words.
Cne word, KA, is the abbreviation for IKAU (meaning "you"); the other is
a plural marker used after enumerations (one, two, etc.) and after ques-
tions about enumerd,tions (how much, how many).

14 - NING the object marker can be used to make adverbs or adverbial phrases.
ANTI&O -ZING IAISOT (I bow a bit); EAQON LING MAAY0 (eat well)

Note and find the varicus discourse particles: BA, GALIQ, PA, LANG, NA, and GID.
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1:0TES: The Discourse Particles

The Discourse Particles have, in the past, been the most negilected ele-
ments in the study of these Visayan dialects by PCV's; yet, ironically, they
are among the most crucial. Of course, the Markers and Focus are the main-
stay of every sentence; but there are few sentences without some sort of dis-

. course particles in everyday Visayan speech.

They are little words, usually of only one syllable, which color the
sentence and Give important ques and inforraation. They differ among them-
selves in both color and character, yet every dialect has an equivalent marker
in at least seven categories as follows in this chart:

SYMBOL AK. 'LONGO KR, LC. OD. EM. (approximate English)
1. (Dp&) REff' NAN MAN MAN RA DA lalsoytooyandl
2. (Dp,) po NA RON RON EY NA Inowyat this time'
3. (Dp.) gm LANG LANG LANG YANG LANG lj yus t'
4. (Dpii) PA PA PA PA. PA PA. Istillyet15. (Dp*) GID, GID, GID, GID,, GADO GID
6. (Dp?) BA& BASA, HALF GALA BAG BA(*)

'very (much so )1
'truly?' 'really?'

7. (Dp I) GALA GALlq GALA GALA GALA IreallyIllwowll

The symbols are as they occur in the course of this text. We will now discuss
them one by one in order to find both the color and character of each.

1. TIME ANSWER PARTICLE (MAN, RA, or DA) is almost always 'used when giving
an answer, when expressing information requested or called for, and also when
the sense of the 'English "also" or "too"' are called for. The examples at the
top of page 11 give a vivid picture of the frequent use of this particle. It's
It meaning" in these cases might be: vwhat I am saying now is in answer to what
you have asked or said." Other examples of its use can be found throughout the
dialogs.

2. Ti E TIIZ RELATING PARTICLE, (VON, RON, RON, NA, EY in the respective
dialects) is used to set an action in a particular point of time. If speaking
of the present, it means "now" or "at this time." But if speaking of the past
or future it would mean "then (when" or "at that time". However, it is used
most commonly for the present, and certainly more frequently than in English.
Some situational translations into English will show this frequent usage:
"How old are you now?" "What time is it now?" "How long have you been here
in our country noirtr "Do you have a Girl fiend now?" "When she arrives, then
we will leave. " 'It's three hours ago now since-Era departed." (Many of TM";
examples occur in and are translated in the dialogs.)

3. (LANG, WANG, YANG) This particle might be called the "limiting" or
"definite" particle since it's duty or job is to limit in general. It can
limit time: "He just arrived." or space: "It's just nearby." or relationships
"You're my only fr end." It stays fairly close-To-the English meanings of
"just, only, dlone" and is generally used in the same situations. Again,
check out the dialogs for its use.

4. "PA!' is the one particle that has the same form in all of the dialects
here presented. It's rough English equivalent is "still" or "yet" and is used
generally in the same situations that its English equivalent occurs. "He still
is not here," "There's still three hours to go." "You haven't paid Lel,"

5. TEE INTENSIVE PARTICLE, (GID or GADOR,OD.), is used to strongthen
or extend the force of a situation or quality. It has the English equivalent
meaning from "quite" on through "very; extremely" and even "most." It occurs
after the word it intensifies in the dialect. Some situations of its usage are:
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"It is quite finished." "I love you very much." "She is intelligent."

"I' ii yes,/ sleepy." "He's extremely hungry."

6. r.L'71 QUESTION PARTICLE is ushd generally in questions asked in sur-

prise. At times it occurs in statements of great surprise. It's roughly equi-

valent situation would be instances of our English use of "Oh, really?" or

"1:y .:oodness, are you sure?" Some further examples beyond those presented

in the dialogs are:
(IL) PWLDE BALA NGA ATLO klAGIIAQESTRO SA INYO? (Are you sure that I can teach you.)

(AK) AIX BAGA SINILO? (Z0I WT ddld you say? II ,:uh?)

(OD) SI liEl:RY BAGA RAG PRINSIPAL SA INHO? (Is Henry really, the principal at your
place?)

7. T7M SURPRISE PARTICLE (GALIQ, all but.YAKI,ODJ is used in expressions

of surprise, admiration, or wonder. It's situational equivalent in English

would be in cases when we explain: "wow", "I don't believe you," or "really t"

Dialogs four has some good examples of its use; dialog eight also shows a

situatLn into which many of these markers might be put, can you find where

and how?

In addition to these above markers, most dialects contain quite a few

more. Aklanon for examle has about thirteen more, making a total of twentyt

The markers lin or discourse particles to look for in general are as follows:

3. T7IE "PATIENCE" PARTICLE ("AMY" in AK, IL, KR, and LC) is used to
beg for time: "wait a minute", "just a sec," "hold on", or "o.k. cool it"

aught be approximate English situational equivalents. It can be used as a

matter of fact phrase, almost meaning "please", as in "Please, I'll be with

you in a moment." or in "Please sit down" or "Keep quiet, please, while I'm

speaking." It can also be used in extreme irritation: "AMY!" when shouted
means "Damn it, cool itt" inalmost uncertain terms. Some typical uses are:

(Ali) LINGUD AT (Sit down please)
(IL) LMAT ANAY. (Wait a moment please)
(un) NIPOS ANAY! (Shut upI)
(LC) DALL.i; LANG AUAY. (Just a second please)

9. T:E "EXCUSE" PARTICLE (ABI in AIZ,IL,M,LC;
giving reasons or excuses in airorf any situation.
to "well..;" or "but..." or "after all" in English.
"Why weren't you at the dance last night?"...

(211) ABI 110 A.::01-C+ l'IYAN. (Well, I had
mullmOrm

'EALING in OD) is used in
It cs roughly equivalent
Examples:

an upset stomach.)

(OD) iiASAKIT KALING NAG AKOQ TIYAN. (Same translation)

"That: You can drink tuba. Ilaybe you'll ,:et sick"

(2L) ANAD NA ABI ANG ilKorG TIYAN. (No, my stomach's used to it.)

(OD) =IQ. Ai.1AR EY InTING AKDC/ TIYAN. (Same translation)

10. TIC "QUOTING" PARTICLES. Most dialects have them in WOMB form or

another since they make it easy to repeat a conversation held previously at

rather high speed. In Aklanon, "I say" or "I said" is "MAKON" and "he or she

says or said" is "MNA". (Note that these come from the second pronoun forms.)

There is also one for "we (you and I) should say" which is used in correcting

a person politely, as in: "You spell your name IS.41.-Y-T-H1?_"

1.iATON." Or, so often the children tell you "good morning" in the afternoon;
717,You can answer "good afternoon, maton".
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15. SAID KA MA)/ZILICI SA STETS?
(them) (go home) (Rtn)( States)

16. SA JUNIV, ICCL WEE SYNTOS SCYSENTA Et OTT.
(an) (june)( 1000) (nine) (hundred) ( sixty) (and)( (eight)

17. DNA KA NAGAESTIR SA DIP6
(:Jhere)(you) (live) (Ra)(bero)

18. SA DALAI LIBERTID, SA BALLY NI MISTER GONSZES.
(Rm)( street) (liberty) (Rm)(house)(ka)

19. NGA2A NiCIIIITRA KA SA PIYSEPP2
(why) (join) (Rol)

p.43

20. NArIENTRA hid SA PIYSICOR KAY =TAY LAM ANG NABAL.AN KO PAP= SA

(join) (I) (Rm) (because)(little) (Di4)(23)(krew) (mY)(about) (tan)

PAMABUHIQ SANG IBIN NGA MGA TAW SA GUWil SANG ESTADDS UNIEOS. GUSTO KO

(life) (Am)(other)(101)(Pm)(man)(Rm)(outaide)(Am) (United States) (like) (I)

MPZIPANGABUHICI UP1D SA IBAN PARA MADA40 AK( SAD M.AHIBAL41.

(live) (together) (so that)(much) (I) (Om) (knowledge)

21. PIAAAY0 MAN. MAY NOBYA KA SA IRO?
(good) (4)8) (114(riancee)(you)(Rm)(your)

22. WAL141 GID.
(none)( le)

23. MAY 1DBYA KA NAL lIt SA PILIPINAS?

(En) (4),) (here) (Thn)

24. WALA MAN. RAILOK MO SANG MA DRAGA KAY BATA2 PA ACO.

(none) (rPec) (afraid) (Am)(Pm)(girls)(since)(Young) (4311)
1

25. TQIN ANG MG A GWADA, MGA PILIPINA UKON MGA AlE1MCAN/a?

(where) (2u) (Pm)(prettY) (Pm) (or)

26. PAM LANG. ANG IBAN /DA KANgi GWIPA, ADD IBAN LATAAY. ANC/ IBAN /DA

(same) (ju et) (Tm) (some) (Lm) ( Aneric. )(pretty)

PILIPINA GWAPA, ANG IBAN LAVALY. PRO MAS BUT
(but) (more) (kind)

SANG SA /IGA A4ERIKANA2.
(than)(Rn)(Pm)

27. ittil NA ANG BEL. MAY KLASE Aid. MAUNA LANG

(that)(4).)(1m)(bell)(11s)(class)(I)(ge ahead)(Dp.)

N WALL stm
(none) (0m)(utiat-again)

(ugly)

ANG MGA PILIPINA
(1n) (Pm)

scd. MCAT
(thanks)

16 - Note the Spanish influence in numbers and dates.

26 BUQOT is a mord of many meanings: "kind", "net quarrelssme", "well-mannered" and/or

"generous" are but a few. It is as vague as "fine" or "good" in English, with so many

shades of meaning or implication.
26 - "SANG", the associative marker, can mean "than" when making a comparison.

27 - "ARA" means "that", but refers to 'that, near both you and me.'
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15. NINON() IKLW MAGULIQ SA AELIKA?
(when) (you) (o home)

16. SA JUNYO,
106%4

17. sraN KA
(where)

MIL NWEBE SYhTOS SIYSINTA EY OTSO.
C 8-)

GAESTAR RIYA?
(live) (here)

LIBERTAD, SA ANDAY MISTER GONSALES.
(liberty) (Rm) (cf.I,10)

SA KALYENG
(street)

19. NANZAN NAGENTRA KA SA PIYS KOR?
(why) (entered)

/
20. NAQILAQ AKO EAGTUON HANONGUD SA EGA TAWO NGA SA GOWAQ

(like) (to)(study)(about) (Rm)(Pm) (people)(Lm) (outside)

ET ESTADOS UNIDOS.
(Om) (United States)

21. IIAYAD MAN. MAY IMO NGA NOBYA IDTO SA IITY0?

(good) (Em) (your)(Lm) (fianceo)(there)(Rm)(your place)

22. OWA GID.
(none)(at all)

23. MAY NOMA KA VON IYA SAs PILIPINAS?
(Em) (now)(here)

24. OWAQ MAN. NArUYAQ AKO SA AGA DA'AGA AY BATAQ PA AKO.

(none)(too) (shy) (girls)(because)(young)

25. SINCIO BAVA RO MAS GWAPA, EGA PILIPINA 0 EGA AEERIKANAQ?
(who) (tellme) (more)(pretty)

26. PAREIM 0ANG. RO EGA IBAIIG HANAQ GWAPA, RO EGA IBA EAVAWQAY.
(same) (just) (Tm) (other) (pretty) (ugly)

BASI PARL:0 Ali N DO ILA PILIPINA, PERO LAS MABUOT RO I4GA PILIPINA.

(maybe) (too) (but) (more)(good)

27. DUAN VON RO BEL. MAY KLASE AKO. MAUNA 'ANG AKO. SAVANAT GID.
(there) (Tm) (Em) (go ahead)

28. OWAQ ET ANO-Wal.
(none)(0m)(what-again)

15 - Ncte the use of HINZONO as future 'when'. See Dialog One, note 5.
16 - Note the Sp;nish influence in numbering and dates.
21 - Aklanon has a second use of the existential marker, MAY, here. Note how

the pronoun form changes from MAW to IMO, and that the linking markers
are used. This serves to focus on the relationship of possession rather
than on the possessor or the thing nossessed.

26 - liATUOT is a word of :any neanings. It means lkindynot quarrelsomels
lwellGmanneredi and/or 'generous'. It is as vague as our "She is a fine
girl" or "He is a ~good boy." There are many shades in the words "frOw
and "goods,/

27 - DC.:171: is one of .four demonstratives. It means 'there near us', not far away.
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15. SAN10 KM HAULI0 SA AMIRIKA?
(when) (you)(go horne)(&)

16. SA JUNTO, MIL !MBE SIMMS STYSENTA ET OTS).

17. DIZIN KM MAESTAR WGYA?
(where)(you) (live) (here)

18. SA Len LIBERTID, SA BALA/ N/ 1CSTER GONSALES.
(Rm)(street)(liberty) (Ilighouse)(&)

p.

( :14.1 lr (join) (you) (1
19. WER

y
RA KAW SA PITSCOR?

20. HAY IKA PA LAM ANN MANIAN KO PARTI SA PAIOSURIG KAN3 IBA 16A
(since)(little)(Dp#)(4).) (Tin) (know) (my)(abeut)(An) (life) (k4)(ether)(Lm)

MGA TAWS SA SAGW KA)3 141IRIKA. GUSTO KO 141aDIFON SA IBA AG7/D ED

(Pm) (person) (outside)(hn) (like)(by me) (live) (Rallother)(se that)(much)

ANG AEON ?MAMA
(Tin) (my) (knota.edge)

21. MACiAl'O MAN. MAY NOBIA /KM SA INTO?
( good) (11:&) ( Ba)( fiancee) (you) ( Rm) ( your)

22. WAR4 GID.
(none)(4)*)

23. MAY NOBYA RAN flied DITGYA SA PIL/PINAS?
(in) (DP,) (here)(Rm)

24. WAR4 MAN. HA OK AKd SA MGA DARMA HAT BATAII RPN PA ix°,
(none) (ZIA) ( afraid) (I) ( pm) (Pm) ( ( since) (Young) ( 11.0 ) (

25. SIGKA MINA ANG MGA PILIPINA KAG MD MGA
(rich) (pretty) (TM)(Pm) (and)(Tm)

I
26. PARE°. ANG IBA16 KAM GWIPA, ANG

(same) (b)(tome)(Lm)(knericans)(prettY)
I I

GWAPA, ANG IBA RAW2AY MAN. PERO HAS BPOT Al6 MGA PILIPINA KA SA MGA RIEMAN/a.
(ugly)(] &) (but)(more)(kind)(24)(Pni) (than)(Rm)

27. NOBIGITN3 RpN ANG LIN3GANAY. MAY KLASE AKd. MAUNA LAID 1QC0, HA? siff.AMAT.

(ring) (now) (Tm) (bell) (Ra)(class) (go ahead)(Dp.) (0.1C1)(thanks)

AMEEXAN/a?

IBA RAM Ali} NANO PILIPINA
(ugly)

MATAD.
(good)

28. WARE SAN SLI D Ad?
(none) (11:&) (Om) (what)

16 - Note the use of 4)anish in numbering and dating.
20 "MANIAN" is the root for 't4. know'. The "NA.." prefix is for stative verbs (see Dialog II

note on 3) in the present; "Mk." is the stative verb prefix for the future.
25 - "SIGKA" means "which of two". It is used when a choice is to be made; the linker "KAG"

("and") is used instead of the word for "or".
26 - "KA" means "than" here, and is used in comparisons. It comes from "KADD" the ass. marker
28 - Is idiomatic for "Don't mention it" or "You're welcome"; but literally means "without a

what."
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15. SANQO KA mAquLD1 SA AIRMA?
(when)(you)(go home) (Rm)

16. SA JUNYO, MIL NJEBE SYNTOS SIYSEITTA EY OTSO,

17. DIUN KA NAGAESTIR OD!?
(where) (live)(here)

12.. SA KALYE LIBERTAD, SA BALAY NI NIST22, GC,NSALES.
(Rm)(street)(liberty) (house)(Am)

19. BAS IQ NAGENTRA IKAW SA PIPS KOR?
(why) (join) (Rm)

20. GUSTO KO MAQ0SYAN ANG PANGABUHIQ ET IBANG NGA TAWO SA
(desire)(my) (look at)(Tm) (life) (0m)(other)(Pm)(person)(Rm)

GUWAQ SA AI'ERIKA.
(outside)(Rm)

/ /
21. IIAYAD MAN. IGWA KA ET NOBYA ITO SA INYO?

(good) (Dp&) (nm)(you)(0m)(fiancee)(there)

22, aik; GID.

23. MAY KA ODI SA PILIPINAS?
(Em) (here) (Rm)

24. OWA/Q WI, NAHUYAQ AM
/

SA NGA DALAGA KAY BATAQ PA AKO,
/

(none)(D1c) (shy) (Rm)(Pm) (girls) (since)(young)(DO)

25. SINQO ANG GWAXA., MGA PILIPINA 0 ANG MGA AMLRIKANAQ?
(who) (Tm)(pretty) (Pm) (or)(Tm)

26. PAREHO LANG. HAY MGA, Al ER NGA SAYOD HAN.
(same) (Dp.) (Em) (ugly ) (DIA)

GWAPA KAG ANG IBA SAY OD MAN. PERO HAS NABUOT
(and)(Tm)(some)(ugly) (Dp&) (but) (more) (good)

KAY SA NGA AMERIKANAQ.
(than)(Rm)

27. MAYAD. NAGABAGTING RON. LAY KLASE Ad. MAUNA LANG AKd. SALAMAT GID.
(fine) (ring) (Dp,) (Em)(class) (go ahead) (Dp*)

WALANG ANO-MAN.
(none) (what) (Dp&)

MAY RIGA. PILIPINA
(Em)

ANG GA PILIPINA

28,

15 - Note the use of SANQO to ask 'when in the future', See Dialog I, note 5.

16 - Note the Spanish influence in numbering and dates.
20 - MAUSYAN comes from the root 'OSOY' which literally neaneto look for";

here, however, it means 'to look at" or "to observe."
21 - IGWA is used here to show possession ("Do you have.")
23 - NAY is the most common marker for possession or existential statements,

IIABUOT is a word of many meanings: "kind", "generous", "not quarrelsomr,
"well-mannered or behaved." It is about as vague as our "She is a fine
girl" or "He is a0101 boy."
WALANG AMMAN is borrowed from the Tagalog and has become idiomatic for
"Don't mention it."
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15. SAWN° KA NABALIK SA AEERIKA?
(when) (return) (Rm)

16. SA JUNYO, MIL 1WEBE SYNTOS SIYSENTAY OTSO.

17. SA RIIN KA GIESTA
(Rm)(where)(you) (live) (here)

18. SA DAYAN LIBERTAD SA BAYAY NI MISTER GONSALES.
(Rm)(street) (liberty) (Rm)(house) (Om)

19. QASIQ ITAGIBA KA SA PIYS KOR?
(why) (join)

20. GUSTO KO RA MAGFAUGABUHIQ KAIBAKANAN NANG NGA IBA AGUR
(wish)(my) (Dp&) (live) (companion) (Am) (Pm)(other)(so that)

LIARAMO KAG AKOQ
(much) (Tm) (my)

21. MAQADO RA. INGWA
(good) (Dp&) (Em)

22. OYAQ RA.
(none) (Dp&)

23. INGWA EY KA ET
(Em) (Dp,) (Om)

24. GYAQ RA. NAHUDAQ
(none)(Dp&) (shy)

1.IASADURAN.
(know)

KA ET NOBYA SA INRO?
(you)(0m)(fiancee) (your)

NOBYA DILI SA ANOQ?
(here)(Rm)(our)

AK! SA MGA RAYAGA. KAY BATAQ PA AKO.
(Rm)(Pm) (girls)(since)(young)(Dp#)(I)

25. SINQO KAG GWAPA, MGA PILIPINA 0 ANG GA AERIKANAGO
(who) (Tri)(pretty)(Pm) (or)(Tm)

/ /
26. PAREHA YANG RA. ANG IBANG KANAQ GWAPA AG AI IBA KAYAYAIN. RA.

(same) (Dp.)(Dp&)(Tm) (some) (and) (Tm) (ugly) (Dp&)

ANG IBANG PILIPINA GWAPA AG ANG IBA KAWAYAQIN RA, WALING KABUOT
(Tm) (and)(Tm) (but) (kind)

RA KAG MGA PILIPINA KI SA AUERIKANA.
(Tm) (Pm) (than)(Rm)

27. II INAQI KAG BEL. MAY KLASE AHD. MAUNA YANG AKO. SALAMAT.
(there) (Tm) (Em) (I)(go ahead)(Dp.) (I)

28. OYAQ ET ANO PA RA.
(none)(0m)(what)(Dpff)(Dp&)

- Note the use of SAQUNO to ask 'when' in the future. (See I, note on 5).
16 - Spanish is used in telling time, days, months, and years.

. 26 - KABUOT is the intensive form the the adjective, KA implying"very much so."
MABUOT is an adjective with many meanings: "kind, generous, well-mannered"
or it can simply mean "not quarrelsome". It is a vague word like our "She
is a fine girl" or "Ile is a floodlboy." Many shades of meaning are implied.

Note how the topic markers KAG and ANG are interchanged; and also how INGWA and
MAY are also switched around. Odionganon is a "living language" and undergoing
much outside influence and change.

.
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15. SACIONKA NAPAULIQ SA ANERILA?
(when)(you)(go home)(Rm)

16. SA JUITY0, MIL ILIEBE :.,YNTOS SIYSENTA LY OTSO.

17. DIQIN KA NAGAESTAR
(where) (live)

DIRI?
(here)

18, SA EA= LIBERTID, SA BAYA1 NI MISTER GONSALES.
(Rm)(street)(liberty) (Rm)(house)(Am)

19. BASIQ NAGEIITRA HA SA PIPS KOR?
(why) (enter)(you)(Rm)

20, GUSTO KO laTUDIAN ANG PANGABUHIQ NING IBAN NGA NGA TAWO
(desire)(my) (study)(Tm) (life) (Om) (other)(Lm)(Pm) (person)

SA LIMAS WING ANERIKA.
(Rm)(outside)(0m)

21. MAAYO DA. MAY NOBYA KA BA DIDTO SA IEYO?
(good)(DpE:). (Em)(fiancee)(you)(Qp)(there)(Rm)

22. WAWA GID.
(none) (Dp*)

23. NAY NOBYA I% NA BA DIRI SA PILIPINAS?
(Em) (you)(Dp,)(Qp(here)(Rm)

24. WAYAQ PA DA. NAHUYAQ AKO SA EGA DALAGA KAY BATAQ PA Ad.
(none) (DP10)(Dp&) (shy) (Rm)(Pm) (girls)(since)(young)

25. SINQO BAG' AEG GWAPA, NGA PILIPINA, 0 ANG EGA ANERIKANAQ?
(who) (lap?) (Tm)(pretty)(Pm) (or)(Tm) (Pm)

26. PARER° LANG DA, NAY AMERIKANADA NGA KISADZAQ. MAY MGA
(same) (Dp.)(Dp&) (Em)(Pm) (Dp&)(Lm) (pretty) (Bm)

PILIPINA. NGA KAQLYOQIYOQ HAG MAY KISMDMA DA,. PERO MAS
(Lm) (ugly) (and)(am) (pretty)(Dp&) (but)(more)

liAB4OT ANG EGA PILIPINA KAY SA AMERIKANAQ.
(good)(Tm)(Pm) (than)(Rm)

27, NAM. NAGABAGTING NA.
(fine) (ring) (DP, )

28. WAYA4 NING ANe-MAN.
(none) (Om) (what)(Dp&)

NAY KLASE AKO MAUNA LANG AM. SALANAT.
(Em) (class) (go ahead)(DP)

15 - Note the use of SAPIONO as 'when in the future.' See Dialog One, note 5.

16 - Note the Spanish influence in numbering and dates.
20 - EATUNQAN comes from the root word "TUQON" which means to tstudy.I
21 - MAY is used here to show possession: "do you have..."
26 - MABUOT is a word of many meanings: "kind," "generous," "not quarrelsome,"

"well-mannered". ,It is about as vague as our "She is a fine girl." or
"He is a Gail boy."

28 - Literally: 'no what again' or freely: "Don't mention it."
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The second basic class of pronouns in the different dialectsruns as
follows:

P.49

speaker listener spk-list, other

AK
IL

AKON, KO
KO

AMON
ANON

IMO,NO
IHO,NO

INYO ATON
INYO ATON

ANA,NA
IYA

ANDA
ILAQ

KR ANON, KO ANON mo,no INY0 ATON ANA,NA ANDA
LC AliON, KO AON INO,H0 ATON ANA,NA ANDA
OD AKOQ, KO AMOQ INO,MO INRO ATON IDA - ..... INRA
RH KOK,

Eng. "my"

KO AMON

"our"

IH0,110

"thy"

INDO ATON

"your" "yours Cc

IYA

"hisshers"

ANDA

"theirs"
"mine" "ours" "thine" "yours" mine"

The above are the basic 'roots' for the other classes of pronouns, but their
uses are relative to the other non-topic markers, and are as follows:

1. ODIFYING USAGE. Whenever a pronoun is linked up to a noun (and function-
ing as an adjective) or linked with a verb (and functioning as the subject of
a sentence whose topic is other than the subject--see FOCUS), if it ?recedes
the word it is usea s in the above chart. Examples:

Ll(IL) SA I CI ESK TLATTAN. (at Iheireschool)
(OD) HABIL N DILI KAG AKOQ, 1.E.A.R1. (I'll leave the things I

brought right here.)

(LC) AN AUG INONG EDAD? (What is your age?)

(AK) NAGADTO ETEA ANDANG BAOAY. (I went to their house.)

Note that IL, OD, and sometimes RN do not require the use of the linking narker
"NGA" (or its abbreviation "-NG"); but that you must use the linking marker in
AK, KR, and LC.

However, if the pronoun form will follow the noun or verb it is linked to,
then the letter "N-" is prefixed to thee-7577F mentioned forms. Examples:

/

(IL) SA ES:=
/

LAITN NILAgf. (at their s chool )
(AK) NAGADTO AKO SA BAGAY,UANDA7T7 went to their house.)

(KR) GINOBRA NANA AUG BALAY. (a built the house.)

the abbreviated form "KO", "NO", or "NA" are used (whenepplicable), they
the word without prefix:

(all) ANO AUG GUSTO HO? (What do ygu want)
(IL) DIQIN ANG KATRT-X0? (WherelidMl bed?)
(AK) RO KALIBANGAN NA NAY OANGGdY. (Swimming is his hobby.)

But if
follow

- 2. REF3RENT USAGE. Whenever the marker "SA" is used to discuss place or
position, then the above pronouns can stand alone, with the place being under-
stood from context.

(IL) GAQULAN SANG YELO DIDTO SA INYO.

(AK) HAY AWAY KABICII SA AMON. (There wag

(LC) HAY BAYLI KARON SA INYO? (Is there

(Does it snow in your country'
a fight at place last

a dance at your house?)
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3. ASSOCIATIVE USAGE. In all dialects but AK. and KR., companionship or
association of people is shown by using "SA" plus the previously listed pro-
noun forms. Examples:

(IL)

(DO)

AIZOT SA (It's up to you.)
HANNA AKO SA MO. (I'll go ahead of you,.)

(OD) KATAAS PA SIDL KI SA AKOQ. (e is taller than I,)

However, Aklanon and Xinaray-a have special forms. The Aklanon
paGe 23 and the Kinaray-a on page 29.

(AK) NAT= AKd KII10. (I'll so ahead of you.)
(M) EAUA Aiid KANIMO. (I'll co ahead of you.)

is listed on

4. DISO,MSE OR 1Q,UOTATIk:N1 1-RONO=S. Aklanon and perhaps some of the
other dialects contain Dronoun forms which are abbreviations used for quoting
other people. You will have to check on this with your informant upon ar-
rival in-country. The Aklanon class simply has the prefix "SIN-" and is
as follows:

speaker:
listener:

other:

siivular

SINAKON
Snail°
S IIIATON
SINAEA

al
S INAIION
S IUINYO
S INATON
SINANDA

Exam,?les:

ANO siuno (What clid you say?),
ANO SINANON KON KAKI IDTO NAGABUT?

(WEirgE3Uld we say when we arrive there?)
S INANA HAY MAY PRAKTIS KITA II INDONAQ.

n said that we have practice later on.)



DIEJOG ax, The Vo nt School, Part 1 -- Ilonco Trw lation

1. MIN Alb OPISINA SAM PRIANSIPIL?
(utere)(Tm) (office) (in) (principal)

2. LIMO SA PIHk.
(there)(1b)(other side)

3. ARA NA SETA?
(there)(D?.)(he)

k.
/ /

AM OT. WALAR AKO

(don't know)(nst)(I) (know)

5. SALMAT. HA?
(e.k?)

6. WAWA SE M AM MIN.
(none) (0m)(what)(4)&)

2 - Ilongo, like other Philippine dialects, uses both pronouns and demonstratives with
reference to the speaker. Hence, the general demonstratives, namely the words for
where" and "there" are four in number, depending upon both speaker and listener.

speaker: DI or MEL ('herel, near me)
ARA (there', near you and me)

Itiitener: INAIA ('there', near you)
ether: MIMI or ATO ('thers', far away from both of us)

However, they do not necessarily mean 'here' or 'there' in point of 'space.' They
can also refer to 'timel, 'social distance', and te 'conversational distance' - -in
this last point, then, having the meaning of 'the homer, and 'the latter'.

3 - Note that ARA is used here, net with reference to 'near both of us' in terms of
space, but rather to that of 'conversational distance. It might moan 'the fernier,
or 'that which we both are talking about.' The IMO f the previous sentence set
the actual distance of space; once understood, either *ARM r "DIDION could have
been used here. However, the *ARV sets up a conversational air here, and tends te
be more polite. The use of one er the other depends on the orientation of the
speaker. For emample, "INM" could also be used here if the speaker knew that the
person he was questioning had just oome from the office; then the 'distance' would
be somewhat social', implying 'there, where you have been in contact with the
principal.'

- NINBOT" is already the idiom ter "I don't know." Hewever, it is oonmen te repeat
the expressien literally with its full impact, even if it does seen a bit redundant.

6 This erpression has the force of "Don't mention it" or *you're welcome* and is
used idiomatically throughout in just this sense.



DIALOG SIX, The

1. SIQIN DO
(where) (Tm)

2. IDTO FANG
(there)

/
3. UNAQ wON

(there)

Ii.. TAQO.
(don't know

Volunteer at School, Part 1--Aklanon Translation

OPISINA IT PRiNSIPAL?
(office) (0m) (principal)

SA PIMAK.
(other side)

IMAW?
(he)

OWAQ KASAYUD.
)(not) (know)

5. SAOAMAT, HA?
(0,k?)

6. OWAQ ET AN041AN.
(none) (0m)(what-again)

2 - Aklanon, like other Philippine dialects, uses both pronouns
stratives with reference to the speaker. Hence, the general
namely the words for "here" and "there" are four in number,.
upon both speaker and listener.

IYA (here, near me)
UNAQ (here, near you and I)
INAQ (there, near you)
IDTO (there, far away from both of us)

They do not necessarily mean near in point of 'space'. They can refer
to 'time', to 'social distance', and to conversational 'distance.'

3 - Note that UNAQ is used here, not with reference to 'near us' of space,
but rather of 'conversational distance'. It might mean !the former' or
'that which was mentioned by both of us'. Since (or when) both speaker
and listener understand what is being spoken about, UNAQ is used. The

handling of these various forms is not decernable immediately. One might
also used IDTO to refer to the actual distance, rather than the fact
that 'the office' has already been mentioned by both. The use of one
or the other depends on the orientation of the speaker, or on what he
chooses to say. For example, INAQ might be used if the speaker knew:
that the person he was questioning had just come from the office; then
the 'distance' would be somewhat 'social', meaning 'there, where you
have been in contact with the principal.'

4 - TAQO is literally the root word for to !give'. In this idiomatic usage
it means 'I give it to you', and, hence, 'I don't know.' The.OWAQ AKO
KASAYUD is actually redundant, and, in effect, it could be done without.
Yet, the people usually repeat the phrase anyway; but the TAQO could
also stand alone.

6 - ANO-MAN is written like this to show that it is the composite of ANO (what)
and MAN (again). The accent however falls on ANO, and the MO is without
accent. It has the force of: "DON'T MENTION IT."

5ta

and demon-
demonstratives,

depending



DIALOG SEX, The Volunteer at School, Part 1 -- Kinaray-a Translation P. 53

1. DIQIN Ala OPI&NA KAM PRENSIPL?
(where) (Tin) (eftice)(kn)(princiPal)

2. RUGTO SA PIKAC.
(there)(an)(other side)

3. ranli LIM TANA?
(there)(new) (he)

I
4. MAY. INDIC) KO ILINASIAN.

(don't know)(not)(bY me) (known)

5. SAL/MAT GID.
(434')

I I
6. WA.RA2 MAN SING AND.

Gone) (1&) (Om) (what)

2 - Kinaray-a, like other Philippine dialects, uses both pronouns and demonstratives
with reference to the speaker. Hence, there will be ones for 'here' and 'there'
but with orientation to speaker, listener, or another. Usually there are four
in number, however, the necessary materials containing such research into Kinaray-a
are not available, so that unknown forms will be marked Hi Is. This means that you
personally will have to research this upon arrival, to discover if a form eozists or
net.

*oaken

listener:
ether:

NIGYA/RUGYA

IILIAN/RIYAN
DUGTO/RU3TO

(there', near me)
('here', near you and me)
( there' , near you)
(tthere', far away from both of us)

However, thug do not necessarily mean 'here' or 'there' in terms of actual space;
they can also refer to 'time' , 'social distance', and/or to 'conversational distance'
--in this last case, having the meaning of 'the former' and 'the latter,.

3 - Note that orEYANN is used here, with reference to 'there, near you'. It might be
taken to imply that the person being questioned had just come from the office; or
it might also be a matter of 'conversational distance', implying that the person
spoken to knew what the speaker was asking about, and meaning 'there, concerning
that which I have just spoken about.'

4 "'MAY" is already the idiom for "I don't know." However, it is common to repeat
the scpression literally with its full impact, even if it does seem a bit redundut.

This stpression has the force of "Don't mention it" or "You're welcome* and is used
idiomatically throughout in just this sense after 'thank you,.



DIALOG SEX, The Volunteer at School, Part 1 Leocnon Translation

1. LQQIN ill OPTS PRENSIPAL?
(where)(Tai)(oftice) (Om) (principal)

2. ITO SA
(there)(%)(outside)

3. LIEYAN BALA IMAL?
( there) (DP?) (he)

4. n14. atiki Ad ICASAIOD.

(don't know) (not) (know)

5. SALAMAT, HA?

(0.K?)
1

6. WALAD AIM MAN.

(not)(Lm)(what) (Dp&)

P. 54

2 - ',cannon and Alcantaranen, like other Philippine dialects, have both pronoun and
demonstrative system arranged with reference to speaker, listener, or another.
Hence, the words for 'here' and 'there' are not usually just two as in English,
but three or four. ("I" means that the font was not available from currently
existing materials. It will be up to you to research if the form actually exists
or not in the dialect when you arrive.)

speaker:

listener:
other:

OM (there', near me)
('hara', near you and me)

/IAN ('there' , near you)
ITO ('thers', far away from both of us)

However, their meaning is not just restricted to 'here' or 'there' with reference
to space; they can also refer to 'time' , 'social distance', and/or to 'conversational
distance - -in this last case, having the meaning of 'former' and 'latter'.

3 Note the use of 1DIYAN" (a variation of "IYAN") with reference to 'there, near you',
having the implication that the person questioned may have just come from the office;
r else implying that The person spoken to knew what the speaker was asking about,

and meaning: "there, concerning that which I have just spoken about."

4 "ILA!" is already the idiom for "I don't know." However, it is common to repeat
the expression literally with its full impact, even if it does seem a bit redundant.

6 - This expresdon is borrowed from Tagalog, and is used idiomatically for "Don't
mention it" or "You're welcome" after 'thank yeu'.



DIALOG SIX, The Volunteer a

1. HARIQIN KAG OPISINA
(where) (Tm) (offic

2. ROTO
1

SA KATUDO.
(there)(Rm)(other si

3. HARIQIN SIDA?
(where) (he)

4. ILAN. OYAQ AKO
(don't know)

5. SALAMT, HA?
(o.k

6. OYAQ ET ANO

COmAtuvolft
School, Part 1 -- Translation

ET PRENSIPAL?
e)(0m)(principal)

de)

KASADOR.
(know)

?)

PA RA. (Cf. V, 28)

2 Odionganon, like other Philippine dialects, uses both pronouns and de-

monstratives uith reference to the speaker. Fence, there will be one
for 'here, near me', 'there near you', and 'there, far from both of usl.

In addition, some dialects have one for 'here, near both of us.' Unfor-

tunately the necessary materials containing this research into Odionganon

are not available, so that tnknown forms will be marked I; this means

that you personally will have to resoarch upon arrival there.

DILI (here, near me)
(here, near you and I)
(there, near you)

ROTO (there, far away from both of us)
They do .not necessarily refer only to distance in point of Ispacel; they

can also refer to 'time', 'social distance', and to conversational 'dis-

tance.' Hence, these same words can also mean 'the former' and 'the later'.

ILAN already is the idiom for "I don't know." However, quite often the

full phrase is literally repeated: OYAQ AKO KASADOR--"I do not know."

5 Why 'thank' the person? Because of the etiquette when talking to a
stranger; it is important to be polite to those people you don't know,
just as we always preface an interruption to a stranger with "Pardon

me,. but ..."

6 Although the word for 'what' is INAQ0, ANO is here used due to influence
from other dialect areas. It's literal meaning, if translated word for

word, would be nonsensical in English; but the force of the statement is
quite simply: "Don't mention it."



MAGOG SU: The Volunteer at Salmi, Part 1 Raab lawmen Translation

1. DIgiN Al D MISCHA EMI PRENSIPAL?
(where) (Tm) (office) (Om) (principal)

2. MDT° SA KiPIHAZ.
(there) (An) (other side)

3. YARA BA SETA?

(thero)(DP?) (he)
/ I

4. WATI4 EO ICASAIOL
(denit know) (sot) (I) (knew)

SALIMAT,

6. WAYS
(none)

HAI
(o.a?)

NEN3 AND 14At.
(Om) (*at) (480

P. 56

2 - Ibmblemanen, like other Philippine dialects, have both pronoun and demonstrative
systems arranged with reference to speaker, listener, or another. Hemel the
lords for 'here' and 'there' are not usually just tie, as in dish, but rather
three or four. (IV means that the form was not available frogs turret existing
materials. It will be up to you to research if the fens actually 'lists or net
in your dialect when you arrive there.)

speaker: WE (there', near me)
spk-list: I ('here', near you and me)
listener: TAU ('there', near you)
ether: DIDIO ('there' , far away from both of us)

However, their meaning is not just restricted to 'here' and 'there' with reference
to apace; They can also refer to , 'social distance', and/or to 'conversational
distanoe'- -in this last ease, haying the meaning of 'tome and 'latter'.

3 - Note the use of nAxt with reference to 'there, near you', having the implication
that the person questioned may have just am* from the office. It also might imply
that the person spoken to was included in the oonversation as a matter of politeness
by the speaker, and hence mean or imply "there, concerning that ubich I have just
spoken about and *Joh you understands.

4 . mate is already the idiom for "I don't knew.' However, it is amen to repeat
the expression literally wl.th its full impact, even if it does seen a bit redundant.

6 - This expression is borrowed from Tagalog, and is used idiomatically for *Don't men-
tier) it' or "You're welcome* after 'thank you'. The Tagalog reads: MUNI AM MAN.*



GRAMAR NOTES: The Object and Associative Markers P. 57

(Refer first to the description of "MARKERS" on page 33.)

THE OBJECT MAFKER.S. common: Er (AK, KR, LC, OD) , litEM (IL), NING (iti)
proper name: (rionea-see ** on page 33)

lienever the direct object of an action is not made the topic or most important thought
of a sentence, then the object or 'goal' markers are used. Note, however, that people can
riot be made the direct object of actions, arid, hence, must be made the topic or referent of
an action instead. But with common nouns the occurance of the object marker in sentences
is very usual and regular. &maples:

(IL) "NAGBEAL sap LIBBO ANG BATA." (The child bought a book. )
(AK) "NAGBAKAO E TT.2AN ONGPa." (The child bought as book.)
(OD) "MWARAYA SA tao4 at PIO ILC.13112A.S." (I'll have Pio send me gee. )
(W) "PADA/UN COA NI PIO NING BUGAS." (I'll have Pio send me rice.
(KR) "ARAM KAWMPZSAOT DYERK?" (Lb you know how to dance the jerk?)
(LC) "ANTIGO MAW MAGSN4OT Er MEW?" (Lb you know how to dance the jerk?)

There are othr uses for these markers, namely to show objective possession and also
to make adverbial relationships. &apples:

(AK)
(IL)
(KR)
(Lc)
(al)
(OD)

IINAGUTOli .00 F2 toRo. (I'm Lea hungry.) (adverbial usage)
"KAGION SING 1itak0.t, (Eat well.) (adverbial usage)
"TUQON EV MAYAD" (Study hard.) (adverbial usage)
"UnIN 4NG OPISINA Et PRENSIPAL?" (?here is the principal's office?) (possession)
"AIIDO NING PRIllaTkL" (the car of the el) (possession)
"PELIXULA NT ARTISTA" (the star's movie) (possession)

* * * * * * * *

THE ASSOCIATIVE MARKERS. common: SAM (IL), KU (AK), KANG (KR), TAM (LC), TONG (OD) and
NAM (Ri)

proper name: NI (all, singular) , NANDE (most, plural)

The associative markers are used, in general, to show the instrument, reason, companion,
or other factors somehow associated -.dth the acting or doing of an action, but not the direct
doer or actor itself. In most dialects, however, the use of the associative markers and the
associative focus (drown by the prefix "I." in the verb) is dying out. lialaram makes fre-
quent use of its marker "KU"; Ilongo, Kinaray-a, and Rorabloraanon use the marker as an alter-
native for their proper object markers; and Loocnon and Odionganon rarely use the associative,
(accept to show past dating (see Dialog I, note on 6 for this use in all dialects). EXamples
in likaish for associative focus or marker use in Visayan are as follows:

a. I went with Juan.
b. I'll accoinrarry m;L:i home.
c. Cut the meat aith this knife.
d. 'lank in the field for your debt.

e. Cook the meat in/with this Dot.
f. I/York for me because of your debts.
g. Leave your thine's here.
h. Hide the book with this box.

i. Please sit down with this maaazine and wait for me.

An analyds oil]. show the 'mood' of the Visayan associative. Eicamples, 'a', 'b', and (to
some extent) 'g' show OGYIPAMONS to an action. lacomples 'e', 'h' , and 11.1 show the
INSTRUKDITS of an action. And examples 'd' and 'f' show the REASON or cause of an action.
However, in most instances, except for the names of persons (as in 'a' and 'b'), the various
dialects could use another construction instead of the associative, since it seems to be
'etaing out'.

However, as noted in all dialects for Dialog I, the associative marker is actively used
to date aa. past events given in terns of days, months, and years.



/LUG SI/ MI, The Volunteer at School, Part 2 'lenge Translation

1. ICE00, at110 GIN.PANGITAI NO?
(friend) (Ole) (15n) (looking fir) (your)

2. a MISTYR ARR13Y.O.

(Te)

3. szri SA OPISENA. MIIITPOD kW SA
(there) OW OW (aeeenPanY) (k) (PO

4. Alai AM OINATUILOCI MO DIld?
(what)(Tm) (teach)(your)(here)

5. MATIKATAICS.

(mathematics)

6. IN 4 MASAB1D AM MGA WV/MANTIC DIBI?

(set) (soil) (sa)(Pri) (pupil)

7. IND:14 MAN. IAL/BANAN SA ILA LIB MOT 8AO IAPISAI.
(not) (Dp&) (most) (113)(then) (Peg) (ang)(imdanbrieue)

8. D/CliN AM MARA NC A ISTULMANTA MIL 13109N DIDTO SA IRO?
(where) (Tin) (smart) (La) (er) (1b)(7ear)(Plase)

I
9. HAS M13IILLAT MAMMON

/
DIME SAN SA MA NAY AM HASA SA 331811D

(mere) (difficult) (stucti) (k) (our) (sine.) (Tm)(langusge)(Jki)(insido)

SAID KLASIC 'Naas. MO SA CPJWS1 ]L0930.
( fit) ( class) ( gli eh) (but) ( (outside) )

10. PILL EA KUM AM G/NATULOCIAN IV?

(hen many)(Pm)(olace) (2111)(bed.ng taught) (by you)

11. SA IKON, TATLO; PERO GAEOTITS KO MENG TATI4 NIL
(Rn) (mgr) (three) ("04P-toaoh") (On) (three)(11381)

12. AIC NA. =TA SA OPISENA. MAT SLAMS El. MAMA NA; LAM //r4 SA II10.

(here)(4)(ne) (PA) (b) (p shad)(114)(Itu) (b)(74fit)

13. SIGN. SILIMAT GRID.

(0.H.) (11)s)

14. WALL SEM AM Mill.

P. 58

PGIN.L.N is a prefix fachaulzing the *West of one's action and in the present time,

esmeNhat equivalent to the present passive of "MITA* is the root for
*to look for" or "to search".

3 - See p. 51, note en 2, fir *LW
*MOD" is the root for to "aeoompany, Sr ote p

9 Note the use of the aecociative marker in comparing qualities, and meaning *than".

10 The prefix NGINA,I with the affix "-AN" alphas:Ise the plans uhere the motion occurs:

in this ease tenets classes'.



DIALOG SEVEN, The Volunteer at School, Part 2--Aklanon Translation

1. PARE, SINQO RING GINAOSOY?
(friend) (Tm)(your)(look for)

2. SI MISTYR ARRUYO.
(Tm)

3. IDTO MAW SA OPISINA. MAIBA AKO KIMO.
(accompany) (Cf.III,9)

4, ANO GINATURD4 MO IYA?
(What) (teach) (by you) (here)

5. SA MATEMATENS AKO GATUROQ,
(Rm)

e
6. BUKOT MAvAHUG DO MGA EKUYLA IYA?

(not) (noisy) (student)

7. BUKON MAN. .KAABOQAN KANDA HAY MABUOT AG MAHOGUD.
(no) (most) (1I,26)(and)(industrious)

8. SIQIN RO MGA MAQA0AM NGA ESKUYLA, IYA 0 IDTO SA INYO?
(Tm)(Pm)(wise) (Lm) (Rm)

9. MAS MABUDLAY NAGTUON IYA KU SA AMON AY RO HAMBAV SA SWIM.
(more) (difficult) ( study ) (Am) (Rm) (ours) ) (since) (language)(Rm)(inside)

ET KLASE HAY ININGLES, PERO SA GOWAQ
(Om) (Vm)(English) (but) (out)

10. PILLNG KA KLASE RO G1NATUDQAN MO?
(how many)(Pm) (Tm) (teach) (your)

11. RO AKON NAY TATLO, PERO GAKOTITS AK6
(Tm)(mine)(Vm)(three) ("co-teach")

12. IYA VON KITL SA OPISINA. MAY KLASE
(you and I)(Rm) (Em)

13. Si4AMAT GID NGA ABOQ.
(very)(Lm) (much)

14. OWAQ ET ANOMAN.

INAX'ANON.
(Akianon)

51

IT TATLO MAN.
(Om) (also)

AK6. MAUNA VONLANG Aid KIMO.
(go ahead) (111,9)

' 1 - PARE is a term of address to all males your age or your social equals, it
is both familiar and friendly; but must be used carefully within your
peer group, and not outside it.
RING is the abbreviation for RO IMO NGA (Cf.Dialog IV, note on 5)
GINA is the prefix emphasizing the object of an action; roughly in the
present tense. OSOY is the root word for 'to look for'.

4 TUROQ is the root word for to teach. It is used again in 5 and later in
10 . but ,notice how the root is reduced to TUD-, while the suffix -QAN is added.
6 - BUKOT is an abbreviation for =ON and ET.
7 - Notice how MAN functions as a discourse marker; here it shows "my 'BUMP

is an answer to your question."
ABOQ is the root word for 'much many' (see 10 also). The prefix KA- and
the suffix -AN denote the superlative 'most' or 'very,very many'

9 - KU, the AssOsiative Marker, serves as 'than' in comparing situations,
such as 'harder than in our place'



DIALOG S11/121, The Volunteer at Schoek, Part 2 Sinaray-a Translation

1. &no, sow Alta GINASAG/P MO?

(friend) (O) (Tn)(leoking for)(3rour)

2. sr mem DRUM.
(54

3. BIM TANA SA OPIMNA. MIRAN TA IKAW.
(there) (he)(1b) Nith)(we) (you)

4, MA ANG GINATUILORAN MO RUGYA?

(what) (zn) (being taught)(pou)(hero)

5. MATIMATIKS.
(mathenatics)

/
6. INDIQ MAST= AID MGA SSICWELA RUGYA?

(not) (nought') (1n) (Pm) (pupil)

7. INDIQ MAN. KALABANAN KANANDA MIONOT NAG MATAIMPS.

(not) (Ipet) (most) (then) (good) (and) (industrious)

8. MIKA ARAI AND MGA EEKWELA, RUGYA KAE MGT° SA Inn
(vihich)( snort) (7b) (Pm) (and) (an) (your)

P. 50

9. MAS MAMA! MAITIndli MGM KANG SA IRON, HAT AND LAN3WAII SA SDLUD

(more)(difficult) (study)(here)(&)(Ro) (our)( since) (Tm) (langnage)(Tho)(incide)

KA 1G KLASE PEW SA GUM KINARAIQA.
(An) (closs)(English)(but) (Rm)(outside)(Kinaray-a)

10. PIRI KA KLASS ANG GINATUILOQ.AN MO?

(how mazy) (Pat) (Tm)(being taught) (by you)

11. Ala IKON GID, TRW; PEES? GEOTITS MAN IRO SA TAW.
( Tin) (my) (4)*) (three) (but)(1co-teach")(4&) (an)

12. RUGYA RPN KITA SA OPISENA. MAY KLASS AKO. MAUNA LANG MO/ ICANCIV.

(DP.) (we) (Rm) (31) (or aiefiet) (pp.) (7.u)

13. HP:10D. SURAT GIL
(yes)

14. WARM MAN aCID
(nene)(DP&) (On) (what)

1 - "GINA0" is a prefix emphasizing the object of one's action and is in the present time,
somewhat equivalent to the present passive of English. "SKOP" is the root fir It*
leek for" or no search."

3 - MA" is the root for "to at:compose or 'to p with*. However. it undergoes reduction
(See pp. 101-02) with the addition of the suffix "-(E)AN". This particular suffix tn.
phasises the referent of the action (I'll p With)str.) and is in the Arturo.
"TAN (short fir NNATONft) is idiomatic here, sines it means "You and Literally it
would read, "You and I will go with you ". *KO* would. also fit, but "TA* is the anal
idiomatic term.

4 The prefix *GINA." and the suffix "WAN" focus on the place ('here', understood), and
are in the present.

7/12 - For "KANANDA" and "KAKEMO" see p. 29, note n line 9.
8 . For "Mall," and associative marker "KANG" see p. 43, rates en lines 25 and 26.



DIALOG SWIti, The Volunteer at School, Part 2 L..cnon Translatien

1. AMIGO, &KO ANG GINAOXY 140?

( fri end) ( whir) ( Tm) (look fel.) (your)

2. SI MISTYR IM MO.
(Tm)

3. ITC( IMAW SA OPISENA. MOS, MOINITAN TA num.
(there) (he) (an) (let's go)(go with)(we) (You)

ANG GIN.ATUILOQ HO Old?
(what) (Tm)(being taught)(you)

3. MATEMATEKS.
(mathematics)

1

6. BUld11 MALIMAW ANG MGA ESTUDIYANTE ODI?
(not) (noisy) (11n) (Pm) (pupil) (here)

7. BUKON 'A. KALISANAN SA ANDA MABUCET IiAGr MAHMOD.

(not) (so) (most) (Rm)(them) (good) (and)(industrious)

8. UEQIN KASARAMAN AM MGA OM/a, OM 0 ITO SA Imo?
(where) (smart) (Tin) (Pin) (child) (or) (fn) (your place)

9. MAS M/1HUG/a ODI MPOTUQON KI SA MON, KAY ANG LAMICES

(more)(difficult) (study) (than)(Rat)(our) (because) (language)

Er EASE ININGLIS, PERO BINISAY/a SA GUIlia.
(Om) (class) (English) (but) (Visayan) (Am) (outside)

10. PILA KA KLASS ANG GINLTUELOQ 140?

(how many) (Pm) (2n) (being taught) (by you)
I

11. SA EON, TA2LO.

(Rai) (my) (three)

12. Ord RUN IC/TAI..

(here)(rpt) (we)

PDC NMEOTITS E0 ET TNELO

("co-teach") (Oa)

MAY KLASE AK4. MAUNA LANG Ek
(en) (go ohead)(DPs)

13. SEGE. VLAMAT GID, HA?

(O.K.) (Dps) (OM)
i

11k. WALANG AID MAN. (Cf. 7,28)

-

3-
8-
9-
3 -

p. 61

SA 3:41.14)

(Rm)(inside)

"AMIGO" or TARP are moon toms of address to strangers of the sane age or social
standing as you. They should not be used with elders or superiors.
"QOM!" is the root word for "to look for". %IUD." is a verb prefix anphasizing the
object of an action, and is in the present tense.
nMUIVT is the root for "to go with" or ote =compare. Here it is reduced (see pagos
101-02) and the suffix "-AN" is added, to stress the referent (I'll go with
"KASARANGAN" literally means "the most ,rthy" or "the best".
The associative is not often used in Loocnon (see p. 57), so "KI" is used for "than" in
comparisons. Note also the Ilrisayanizatione of the blaglish word "language".
"TAN (daort for "NATON") is idiomatic here since it means "you and Is. Literally it
would read "You end I will p with you".



DIALOG SEVEN, The Volunteer at School, Part 2 - Edionganon Translation

1. AMIGO, SINQO HAG IMO INGTrAHANAP?
(friend) (who) (Tm) (your) (look for)

2. SI laSTYR
(Tm)

3. SA OPISINA
(Rm)

5.

INAQO
(what)(Tm)

MATEMATEKS.

ARRUYO.

SIDA. ANuNTAN NAKOQ IKAW.
(he) (accompany)(by me)(you)

INGTUTUDLOQ DILI?
(teach) (here)

6. BUK04 MAGUL(f) KAG hGA ESTUDYARTE Did?
(not) (naughty)(Tm)(Pm) (student)

7. BUKOQ RA. KARAMUQAN SA INRA MABUOT XXI AG MAHUGOR.
(Dp&) (most) (Rm)(tham) (good) (and)(industrious)

8. SINQO KAG MAAYAM NAK MGA ESTUDYANTE, AUG DILI 0 ANG ROTO SA INRO?
(who) (Tm) (smart) (Lm) (Pm) (Tm) (or)(Tm) (Rm)(your)

9. KAHIRAP i'IAGTUON DILI KI SA AOQ, KAY ANG LANGWADS SA

(difficult) (study) ( than) (Rm) ( our) (because) (language) (Rm)

SUYOR ET KLASE INGLIS, OGALING SA LUWAS ODIONGANON.
(inside)(Om) (but) (outside)

10. PILANG KLASE HAG INGTUTUDLOQON?
(how many) (Tm) (teach)

11. SA AKOQ, Tung,
(Rm) (my) (three)

12. MALI EY KITA.
(here)(Dp,)

PERO TUYOQ PANG KLASE KAG AKOQ GIKOTITS.
(but) (Dp#)(Lm) (Tm) ("co-teach")

/ /

MAY KLASE AKO. MAUNA YANG AKO.
(Em) (go ahead)(Dp.)

13. SALANAT GID, HA?
(Dp) (0,K?)/ /

14. aKaz ET ANO PA RA. (Cf. V,28)

AMIGO or PARE are common friendly terms to strangers of the same age or
social standing.
HANAP is the root word for Ito look for'. The prefix ING- and the first
syllable of the root word which is reduplicated go together to make a
verb in the present which emphasizes the objecti of the Action.

3 ANONTAN is the combination of the reduced root for the word to 'accompany'
(ANONT-) and the suffix AN which make a verb emphasizing the person in-
directly involved with the action (the assosiate), "I'll go with you."

4 Note the ING- prefix and reduplicated first syllable on TUDLOQ, again
emphasizing or focusing on the object of the action.

7 KARAMUQAN comes from the root word MABAMMI (muchsmany). The KA- prefix and
the -AN suffix go on the reduced root RAI'IUQ to show the superlativc:"Most"

10 INGTUTUDLOQON shows the phenomenon of prefix (ING-)0 reduplication (-TU-),
and suffix (-ON), which make the future form emphasizing the object.



DIALOG SEVEN, The Volunteer at School, Part 2 -- Romblomaron Translation

1. AICIGO. SE= AID GINVAIGITAQ MO?

(fitt end) (who) (Tm) (look for) (by you)

2. a KIS= ARRUIO.
(Tm)

3. DIX° SOYA SA OPISENA. MON2TAN TA
I

(there) (he) (Rm) (go with) (we)
. i

4. AN) ANG GINATU1LO4 MO DIRI?
(what)(Tm)(being taught)(you)(here)

5. MATEMAT S.
(mathematics)

6. BUKON BA KALIMATti
(not) (Dp?) (rnisy)

I
7. BUKON DA. KALABANAN

(not) (4)&) (most)

8. :QIN KA MAQA70 AtO MGA ONGI(4, IIER1 0 DI= SA IMO?
(where) (Pm) (good) (Tm) (Pm) (child) (or) (Rm)(Your)

/
IKAW KAME. AN)

(You)(there)

AIG MGA ESTUDIYANTE
(Tm) (Pm) (pupil)

SA INDA
(Rm)(then)

ma?

MABUQOT KAG MAHUGOD.
(good) (and) (industrious)

p. 63

9. MAS MABUILLY ITEId SA IMO ANG MAMMON, KAY AND LAIMETS SA SULOD

(more)(difficult)(here)(2m)(Your)(Tm) (study) (because)(Tm)(larcuage)(an)(inside)

KLASE IN3LIS, PIM SA GUW/a, BINISAY/a.

(Om) (class)(Ehglish)(but) (Rm)(outside)(VisWan)

10. PILl VGA KLASE AND GINATUILOQ MO?

(bow many) (Lm) (Tm) (being taught) (by you)

11. TO/0 ANG AKON,

(three) (Tm) (my)
I I

12. InHI NA KITA.
(here) (4),)(1re)

PEA NAGAKOTITS PA MO
("oo-teach ") (Ep#)

MAY KLASE Aid. MAUNA

(RI) (go ahead)

13. aGu. SAWNIAT NIA MADAMO.

(O.K.) (Lm) (much)
i

14. WAlk NINE AND MIN.
(none) (Om) (what)0438;)

1

3

8
9

RING TOM PA.
(Om) (Dee,

LAM /06.
(1k.)

"AMIGO" or "PARE" are coramon terms of address to strangers of the same age or sooial

standing as you. Thcv should not be used with elders or superiors.
"PAIVITA" is the root word for "to look for". "GINA.." is a Tab prefix emphasizing
the object of an action, and is in the present tense, somendiat equivalent to the

English present passive.
" MUNDT" is the root word for "to go with" or "to accorapany". Here it is reduced (see

pages 101-02) and the suffix "..AN" is added to stress the referent (I'll p with 7eu,.)

"TA" (short for "NATON") is idiomatic here since it means "you and I ". Literally the
sentence would read "You and I will go with you. If

- Note the use of the enumerative marker "KA" with the adjective.
"DIHI SA IRO". The "SA" has the force of db-hipoillInhere....qt is harder here lima at
your place." ("than it is at ours", understoid)



GREMAR NDTESt The Object or Goal Foous P. 64

(Please refer to pages 25-26 for the basic concept of just *at focus is and how
it operates in the Visayan languages.)

The Object Focus is the eorstez of verb affixes whereby a sentence emphasizes or
focuses on the direct object or pal of an action. The Topic Marker will occur with
the Direct Object (and not the Object Marker) since the object is now made the topic
or most important thought of the sentence. It is with this focus, particularity in the
future, that reduction of roots take place (letters are left out, switched around, or
changed in some way or other), and at least some quick reference should be made to the
Grammar %tee of Dialog Twelve (see pages 101-102 on Morphophonemic Reduction).

This object focus is roughly equivalent to the passive voice of English, but a
clearcut parallel is by no means possible. It is much easier just to remember that the
direct object of the sentence is emphasized, and hence made the topic; and all other
elements: namely, subject, associative, and/or referent, take a nd.n,r role. (It is
obvious that the subject, not being the topic, will receive some other marker within
this construction..- usually the associative, and sometimes even the object, marker.)

The forms are as follows, corresponding to the forms for the Actor Focus (page 26).
The same comment on time held true. Time is not clear cut; and aspect is what is most
important in the verb prefix. Mat is *y there is a prefix for 'being able to' and also
for a 'past negative' (did not do); while the 'perfect8 only expresses an air of nearness
to the present-.linking past and present rather closely.

eDionganon

present GINA./NA. IN3-(reduplication) (Reduplication in OD
implies the repeating of

past,pos. GIN- the first Egrnable of the
root lard.)

future (4. root) ..ON IN1-(reship.) (+root) ..ON
( 4. means the root after

ability MA.. MA.. it has been reduced. See
pp. 101-02.)

perfect NA,. 0 ( I means form was not
available from currentlypast,neg. Pa. (root) -0W-A 0 existing materials.)

1211PLES:

(w) AID MG CEENATITILOCI MO 4R:1? (Viet are you teaching here?)
(LC), OW GINATIJG* A113 MOORS. (Divorce is not permitted.)
(E) OW PAGTAKANA l MAID K.ARITA. (His wallet was not stolen.)
(IL) B KO MG KARNRICON BAUM. (I b the meat if it's cheap.)

(The root for to lbw is I'M 11, but the reduced root is oBAKL..*)
(KR) GINBALIGTAQ NANDA AN3 MOSCITRECI. (They sold mosquito nets.)
(OD) SE).140 AEG 3310 INGEMIANIP. (14p. are you lookinz for.)
(AIE) EILIKIAIKO OON BX1401.1B*AT., (I have just bot jrat a new house.)
(IL) PWIDE SO mann MG MGA DALL IC01 (Can I please leave E things here?)

As a reminder, the above forms, as those for the Actor Focus, depend upon Emphasis
for their use. It is not abetter* to speak with either the Actor or the Object Focus.
Each must be used When and if emphasis is called for. If the speaker is going to emphasize
the doer of the action, than the Actor Focus is used; if the object of the action is fore-
most in his mind, than the Object Focus is used. The dialogs give but a mall glimpse of
how alternations subtlety occur throughout the course of a single conversation. The useof 'Wu& is an art that practice and not science will perfect.



rtrzoa ZEGHT, The Volunteer Is Invited to Dinner /lingo Translation

1. GUM KA NA?

(hung17)(You)(rP.)

2. HMO, GUT& GID KATIVA(t.

(rps)( extremely)

3. DALIQ LAIG MEXION KIEL KAM.L70 N KA

(quicklY)(44) (eat) (we) (Like)

4. SYJNPRE. MANAM/T AID PAGKAQON TIE.

(of course)(delicious)(Tm) (here)

5. KABAI4 KA MAGKSION KANQON.
(knew how) (to eat) (cooked rice)

SANG MGA PAGKAQON Ma?
(im) (Pm) (feed)

6. HUQO 1E, PAGKATAPUS SEM TOTER KO, KON MENaLTLIQ liE0 SA AKEREKA,
/

(Yes) (oh) (after) (Om) (BUY) (mY) (lnen) (return) (Rm)

PAD AN AK1 NI PIO SEM BLOIS KADA BUM
(have send) (Am) (Om) (rice) (everi)(month)

7. AM) ANG PABONETO MO NGA SUDQAN?

(That) (Tm)(Zavozite)(3rour)(1,m)(foed served along with rice -viand)

8, KAQU!ON AKO TANIN, PERO Ale PABORETO KO, SIGURD, GINAME/S.
i .

(like) (all) (but) (%) (ros)(probably) (marinated foods,
I I

9. GINIEUS: GIZACION KA GIN/MUS?
(marinated) (eat)

10. HUQO. KANAKET.
(delicious)

11. BASE MASSEIT
(maybe) (stock)

I
12. /Nam. MISATEUD

(2))) (strong)

ANt TEYAN MO.

(Tm)(stomach)(your)

NA AM 2ITAN KO.

(LID ( TOO ( stomach) (my)

P. 65

esp. fish)

13. SIG& LUTOQ NA ADD PAGIESION. KAQON NA TA. MN ASTA BUS3G. INDM

(react() (Dp 9 ) (TO) ( food) ( eat) ( 1:13 ) (we) (eat) (until.) (fill].) (drink)

ASTA ILUBOG.
(drunk)

.0100raMMaisv -a=111=

3 NDALIQN is the root word for Ito be quick', 'fast', or 'to hurry'.
11KAi4ONN is the root lord for 'to eat'.
"QtriON" is the root lord for 'to like', 'to cherish', or 'to have a taste fort.

6 11DALA11 is to 'bring' or 'carry'. The "PA." prefix gives the meaning of 'te have it
done for you', and is called the "instrumental prefix*. The "-!AN" suffix emphasizes
the person responsible for the acting (01 m1.11 have Pie send aft rice. )

8/9 Note how /longo can have sentences without the object marker "SOP or its substitute
*SAM%



DIALOG EIGHT, The Volunteer Is Invited to Dinner--Aklanon Translation

1. NAGUT6M KA. VON?
(hunsry)

2. HUQ0. NAGUTOM GID AKO IT DORO
(Om)(very

3. DALIQ LANG ANAY KITA MAGKAQON.
(little while) (eat)

much)

NAQILAQ KA ET MGA PAGKAQON IYA?
(like) (0m) (Pm) (foods)

4, SYEMPRE. KANAMIT RO PAGKAQON RTYA.
(of course)(delicious) (here)

5. ANTIGO KA MAGKAQON ET HUMAY?
(know how) (Om) (cooked rice)

/
6. HUQ0, RON. PAGKATAPOS ET AKONG PAGTENIR IYA, EADAVHAN KO

(yes indeed) (after) (Om) (stay) (have send)(by me)

SI PIO IT BUGS KADA BUOAN.
(Tm) (uncooked rice)(every)(month)

7. NANO RING NAGUSTOHAN NGA SUA?I

(what)(Tm) (favorite) (food served with rice, viand)
/ / /

NAQILAQ AKO SA TAXAN, PERO RO AKONG NAGUSTO:AN SIGURO HAY GINAMUS.
(every) (probably)060(marinated)

9.

10.

11.

12.

13.

/ /
GINAMUS, GAKAQON KA ET GINAMUS?

(you)(Cm) / /
RON, GAINOM MAN AKO, ET TUBAQ.
(that) (drink) (tuba-eermented coconut sap)

HUQO. KANAMIT

BASI MASAKIT
(sick)

RING TIYAN.
(stomach)

BUKON GID. MAQANAD 'ON RANG TIYAN.
(no indeed) (usedl, (Tm)

SUM. MA.KAQON ON KITA. KAQON HASTA MABUSOG. :MOM HASTA MAHILONG.
(eat):until)(full) (drink) (drunk)

3 - DALIQ is the root word for 'to be quickl,lfastl, or 'to hurry'
ANAY is a conversation marker meaning lin a minuteypl,Aseyjust a second'
KAQON is the root for'to eat'; the prefix PAG gives the meaning of 'edibles',

6 - Just as the words for 'here' and 'there' (Cf. VI,2) there are words for
Tthis" and "that" which show orientation to speaker and listener.

RAYA, abbreviated RA means "this, near me
ROYON, abbreviated RON means "this, near both you and me"
RLNAQ, also said RANHAQ means "that, near you"
RATO, abbreviated TO means "that, far away from both you and me"

They also refer to distance of space or time, but also reflect social and
conversational distance. Here RON means "I say 'yes' to that which ou said 1'

6 - PADAVHAN is the combination of the PA instrumental affix; the root DA 'A
(which is here reduced to DA11-), meaning 'to carry', but with PA meaning
'to send' or 'to have carried'; the AN suffix emphasizes the actor of the
instrumental or causative sentence. Literally: "I'll rake Pio send me rice."

12 - RANG, like RING, is a contraction. Here: RO (Tm.) and AKON15177) and NGA (Lm)



DIALOG BIGHT, The Volunteer Is Invited to fd.nner Kinaray-a Translation

I
1. NAOMI KAW VN?

(hurley) (you) ( rip )

2. 4WD. NMUT014 EitN

(yes) (ripe)

3,, DIMQ RSN LAM KITA MAGK/CON.
(quickly)(Dp,)(rp.) (we) (eat)

4. Sr IteRE. MARKET ANG PAGKAWN
(of course)(delicious)(Tm) (food)

5. KWON RAW MAN KAM KANQGN?
(like) (4)&) (Am) (cooked rice)

6. HP2OD. KON MAICAQULIQ AKO SA M
(Yes)(when) (return) (RO

KAN/CON KAM B0GAS KADA BULAN.
(to me) (ha) (rice) (firm) (month)

Al\O ANG PABORITO MO MA DAPLIQ.
(what)(Tm)(favorite)(your)(Lm)(food served along with rice--viand)

/
8. NAQUYOMAN KO AM TANAN, PEW ANG PABORIM

(is liked)(by me)(Tm)(ervery) (but) (Ti)

9. GINAIvitISI GAKAQ95N KAW KANG GINAMICS?

(marinated) (eat) (An)

10. H1/40D. KARAT KARA.
(delidous) (that)

11. BASS MAGSEdT ANG BUSOLG MO.
(mote) (sick) (Tm)(stomach) (your)

12. INII1Q. Nietri0 1 N ANG BUSONG KO.
(rA) (used to)(D?) (Tm) (my)

13. SEG& MXCAQIIN ION KITA. RAHAQ 1I ANG PAGKAPN. KAP LTA MABUSYG.

o .k. ) ( eat) ( DP ) (we) ( ready) (now) ( (food) ( eat) (until) ( full)
I

IND)! ASIA MALINGIN.
(drink) (drunk)

KAQUTON KAW KANG MGA PfinKA6N MGM.
(like) (ha) (Pm) (toted) (here)

LO'GTA.

Dric

P. 67

A, LIHOGON KO SC PIO IVA MWADARI
(reluevt)(by me) (Tm) (1,m) (have send)

KO GI11.-GINAMIC/S.

(m7)(11)*)(marinated foods, esp. fish)

11=7.11,..110,1

3 "DALIQ" is the root word for 'to be quick', 'fast', or 'to hurry'.
AKAIZON" is the root lord for 'to eat'.
"QUION" is the root word for 'to like', 'to cherish', or 'to have a taste for'.

6 - "DARA" is the snot word for 'to send' ; the *PA" prefix is instrumental and gives the
meaning of Ito have it done for youl; the 'NA." prefix is mature esphadming the actor.

8 - The "NA." prefix and the "-QAN" suffix emphasise the referent object f one's liking.
Another similar phrase could be: "NAQUYONQAN KO IKAW* ("I like you"). This is not
a direct object, since verbs f liking, hating, etc. do not have each direct objects.

13 "RAHAQ" is used of both cooking and fresh fruits and means either 'cooked' or 'ready'
or 'ripe', depending on 14hat is referred to.



DIALOG MGR, The Volunteer Is Invited to Dinner Loocnon Translation

1. NANA KA HUN?

(hungry) (EP9)

2. HMO. PWERTI RUN GID.

P. 68

(mined) (DP.)(1491`)

3. ANA? MADALIQ LAM. KAUTON MAN IKAW sr PADICAON Our?
(pl ease) ( quickly) (%4 ) (like) (Dp&) (Om) (food) (here)

4. STEMPRL MANSIIT AM PAGKAAION
(of course)(delialous)(Tm)

5. MAKAKAQON KA sr RUMAT?
(can eat) (0m)(cooked rice)

/ I

6. HMO 'B. PAGQULIQ KO SA JEERIKA,, PADALQAN RE PIO IC BUGAS BULANBIILAN.

(yes) (oh) (return) (my) (an) (have send) (me) ( *n) (0m) (rice) (monthly)

7. AND AM PABPIT3 MO IZA SURAT
(vhat)(24(favorite)(your)(Lm)(food served with rice, "viand")

8. KAQUYON coA sr TANAN. PEW AM PABRITO KO GID ANG GINJHU/S.

(like) (Om) (every) (but) (Tni) (my) (1o) (T2) (marinated feeds, esp. fish)

9. GINIMI1S. NAGAKAQON IKAW ET GIN/HITS?

(marinated) (eat) (0m)

10. HMO. KAMIT.
(delicious)

/
11. BLS KON SAKITAN 'KW Nr TITAN.

(maybe if) (sick) (you) (0m)( stomach)
I I

12. INDIQ. ANAD RUN MG MON TIYAN.
(no) (accuetomed)(44)(1in)(my) (stomach)

13. SIG& MALI MAMMON KITL RAH/Q RIJN ANG PKTICAQ0N. KA2ON RASTA RABUSDG.

(0.K.)(let's go) (ems) (we) (cooked)(new) (Tm) (food) (eat) (until) (full)

INOM RASTA MAHILON3.
(drink)(until) (drunk)

3 - "DAMP is the root ward for It.* be quick', 'fast', or 'to hurry'.
"NIKON" is the met rd for to eats .
"QUION" is the mot word for Ito like' or 'to have a taste for'.

4 "NEM" is the mot for 'delicious'. "1411." is the adjective prefix for the positive.
10 - Note the lICApn prefix for adjectives with the sense of 'very' er eactremely'.

6 .. "DALA" is the root for 'te bring' or 'to carry'. The "PA" prefix is instrumental and

gives the meaning of 'to have it done for you'. The "-QAN" suffix emphasises the one
main actor, in this case the one effecting the action ("I will have Pie send Es rice").

11 - "SAKIT" is the root word for 'pain', 'hurt', or 'to be sick'. The "-AN" suffix anpha.M.ses
the location of the action; a literal translation would read: "You will be made sick
as to (E) your stomach." The object marker shows the object or relationship of the
sickness to the while (IKAW).



DIALOG EIGHT, The Volunteer Is Invited to Dinrer--Ddionganon Translation

1. NAGUT1M EY KA?
(hungry) (Dp,)

2. 0110Q, ABANG GUTOMI
(very)

3. NADALIQ YANG. KAQUDON KA ET MGA PAGKAQON DILI?
(quickly) (Dp.) (like) (0m)(Pm) (foods) (here)

4. SYELLRE. ANAMIT ArG PAGEAQON DILI.
(naturally;) (delicious

KNQUDON RA KA ET KANQON?
(DpL.) (Om) (cooked rice)

6. 07.0Q. KUNG HAAGTOY AKO SA A0Q, NAPARAYA SA AK04 SI PIO
(if) (leave) (Rm)(our)(have send)(Rm)(me) (Tm)

ET BUGA BOWA 'T BUYAN.
(0m)(uneooked rice)(every)(0m)(month)

5.

7. INAQO KAG IMONG
(what)(Tm)(your)

3. NIQUDON4 KO ANG
(like)(by me)

PABORITO SUYAQ?
(favorite) (Food served with rice, viand)

/ / /

TANAN, OGALING KAG AKONG GADOR PABORITO AY GAMOS.
(all) (but) (Tm) ( special) (favorite)(Vm)(marinated)

9. GAIIOS KAUDON KA ET GALOS?
(Om) .

10. ABANG NAMIT, NAINOM RA AKO ET TUBAQ.
(very) (delicious) (drink) (Dp&) (0m) (fermented coconut sap)

11, SU3ALING MAGSAKA KAG IMONG TIYAN,
(perhaps) (sick) (Tm) (your) (stomach)

12. INDIA.
(

13. SIGE.

HASTA
(until)

ANAR EY HALING AKOQ TIYAN.
used to)(Dp,) (my)

ALIQ EY MAKAQON KIT A. YUTOQ EY KAG PAGHAQON. KAUN
letts)(Dp,) (eat) (cooked) (eat)

MABUSOG. INOM 7ASTA MAYANGO.
(full) (drink) (drunk)

3 - DALIQ is the root word for 'to be quick', 'fast,' or 'to hurry'.
KAQON is the root for 'to eatl; the prefix PAG- gives the meaning of
!edibles.'
QUDON is the root for this 'to like! or 'to crave for'. Note its recur-
rence in lines 5, 8 and 9.

6 - note the root RAM (!to bring) with the instrumental affix PA has the
meaning of Ito have send'. The NA- prefix here focuses on the actor of
the causative sentence: I'll have Pio send me rice."

12 - KL'LING is a particle used to explarrian almost evident situation; it
has the force of "well, after all, I'm used to it."



DIALOG EIGHT, The Volunteer Is Invited to Dinner liomblomarmn Translation

1. GUM
(hungry)

2. HUQ0.

KA NA BA?

(430(V)
GUM NA GID

(Dp«)(Dps)
AKO.

3. DALIQ NA LAID. KAQUYON KA BA NM MGA PACTKIAON Mid?
(quick)(Dp,)(113.) (like) (D) (Om) (Pm) (food) (here)

SYIEPRS. MANANIT ANG P AGKAQON IxC RI.

(of course)(delicious)(Tm)

5. MAKAKAQON KA BA NIN3 KAMM?
(can eat) (IV?) (Om) (cooked rice)

p.

6. HUQO. PAGULIQ KO SA MAMA, PADAYQA /CI NE PIO MING MIS BUYANB4YAN.
(yes) (return) (my) (110 (have send) (Al)

7. AN; AND PABRETO MO NGA 93YA2?
(what) (TO( favorite)(your)(Im)(food served with rice, "viand")

(0m) (rice) (monthly)

3. KAQUYON ACOI NII1Ir TANAN, PEW 1430R11)3 KO GID

(like) (Om) (every) (but) (favorite)(mY)(43.)

9. G/NdS. GliCAQON KA BA litiC GAMS?
( marinated) (eat) (:0 )(om)

10. HMO. KAN/INIT.
(very delicious)

1

11. BAST KON MADSAKIT AND IMONG TITAN.

(maybe if) (sick) (Tm)(your)(Lm)( stomach)
1

12. INEIN. ANAD NA NING IKON TITAN.

(no) (accustomed) (Om) (my) (stomach)

AND

(Tm)(marinated foods, esp. fish)

13. SEGE. LUTOQ NA ANG PAGKMON. KARI, MAKARON NA KITA. KON HASTA MAMA.
(0.K.)(ready)(rP,)(Tm) (food) (here) (eat)(40,)(we) (until) (ftoi)

HASTA MABAIONG.
(drink) (drunk)

3 - is the root ward for 'to be quick', 'fast', or 'to hurry'.
"KARON" IN the root word for 'to eat.'
"QUION" is the root word for 'to like' or It* have it taste for'.

4 - "NAMITN is the root word for 'delicious'. "MA." is the common adjective prefix.
10 Note, however, how "KA." is an adjective prefix with the force of 'very' or 'extremely'.
6 - 'MAYA" is the root word for 'to send' or 'to carry'. The "PA" prefix is instrumental

and rives the meaning 'to have it done for you'. The "-QAN" suffix emphasizes the
main actor, in this case the one effecting the action ("I will have Pie send me rice.").

12 'Mal" is used to show the relationship between *accustomed" and "stomach". The actor
or topic marker is not used here, but rather the object marker (NING) . Though this is
not a very frequent construction, is does occur from time to time, especially with
adjectives.

13 - "MN" means 'cooked, ready' of foods; and 'ripe, ready' for fruits and vegetables.



NOTES: BASIC NOUN AND ADJECTIVE PREFIXES AND OTHER AFFIXES P. 71

There are four BASIC ADJECTIVE PREFIXES common to all of the West Visayan dialects.
The first is the standard adjective prefix in the positive degree: "Mt.". The second is
an intensifier with the force of 'very', 'quite', or 'extremely': "KA.". The third is a
word borrowed from the Spanish used in comparing adjectives, and having the force of 'more':
WAS". The fourth is equivalent to the superlative and is borrowed and understood through-
out from Tagalog: "PINAKt.", and has the force of 'most'. Ecamples are as follows:

(IL) MASAI= ANG 17LA PANIMALAY. (Their house is a happy one.)
( E) MAS M/BUQOT INV KU SA ANANG IMAMHUD. He is kind than his brother.)
(RU!) KSCOIZEPUT SA MO. (You are ipa stingy.)
(LC) PINAICAMABAHOL ANG INYOM BALAY. (Your house is the biggrA.)
(KR) MAHITLAS PA GD/LA Er AUTO. (Driving a car is easy.)
(ED) MAS MAMA! KAG In= PUGPAMIT/a. (Their lives are mach harder.)

In addition, the suffixes "...i1N", 'LAMP and "-ON" are used to make basic noun-type
roots into adjectives.

(./K,OD) MANGCIAD (riches, possessions)
(n) KALIPAY (happiness)

(all) SEININ (mucus)
(ell) BUQOT (one's inner self)

MARIGARANDN (rich, wealthy)
(MA)LIPAION (happy)
5I:POION (having a cold)
BUQOTAN ('having "heart", kind, charitable)

There is also the MG." or "TAG." prefix in the different dialects which is used to group
things together. For example, "PILA" means "how much" or 'glow many"; while "TIGPILA" or
"T/OPELAI means "how much apiece". These same prefixes are used for naming the seasons
and various times for doing things, such as (AK) "UOAN" means "rain", and "TIGU000AN"
means"rainy season"; (AK) BUMA means "a bunch of fruit", while "TAGB MA" means "the
fruit bearing season." This prefix can be seen in Dialog Ten.

* * * * * * * * * *

Most dialects have a great number of prefixes which most commonly occur on words
Which are used as nouns or substantives. Some dialect, such as Aklanon and Ilongo, have
as many as 32 or 36 respectively. However, the most common ones as occur in all dialects
here presented are as follows:

The "PAO." pretax is used to make a commonly used verb root into a noun. Scamples:

MOT (to arrive)
KAIZION (to eat)
SLAT (to write)
BASA (to read)

PAGABOT (arrival)
PAGICAQON (food, edibles)
PAGSULAT (writing)
PAGBASA (reading)

(2) The "KA." prefix is probably the most commonly used noun prefix. This prefix also
occurs with the variations of including the suffix "WAN" after the root, and also as the form
"KINA.." (namely, the "-IN-" infix on the "KA.." prefix). Itch one of these gives a certain
characteristic type of meaning to the basic root. For example, the "KINA." prefix means
'the basic outgrowth ofl, 'the climax of , or 'the culmination of that the root implies.
Ecamples:

TSIQIS (sweet)
HABA (long)
PUTIQ (white)
BUDLAY (hard, difficult)
BUDLAY (hard, difficult)
ANAD (accustomed, used to)
TATA° (person, one who is born)

KATAMIS (sweetness)
KAHABA (length)
K/PUTIQQAN (viliteness)
KABUELAYAN (misery., hardship)
KINABU]LAYAN (the fruit of one's labors)
KINA2ANARAN (one's habits and customs)
KINATAWMAN (birthday)



GRAMMAR MTES: Basic Noun and Adjective Affixes p. 72
The Linking Marker

(3) The "PA." prefix denotes 'instrumentality', allowing something implied in the mot
word to happen, or having something or somebody else do -what the root implies. Ecamples:

SULA (to enter)
SAYOD (to know)
GUWA2 (to go out, leave)
HANONGUD (because of)

MIRTH (luck, fate)

PASULdD (an entrance)
PAESAYOD (a notification)
PAGUWA4 i(an exit)
PAHANONGt-D (a dedication)
PASWFRTE ( "potluck ", taking what comes)

(4) The IIPAID..e prefix denotes a particular habitual involvement with that the root
word implies. The nouns fbrmed from this prefix are subject to rules of morphophonemic
reduction, and one must be aware of these observations as made on pp. 101-102.

MALAN (name)
SUG1D (to tell)
SULLY (to comb hair)
TINDAHAN (market place)
=DM (to think)
ADYE (to pray)
D.AMOU4 (to dream)

PAMMEAN (one's personal name)
PANUG/MN (a story)
PANUMAY I( combing hair)
PANINDAHAN (to go to market)
PANUMDIPI (a thought)
PAMADYE (a prayer)
PANSIG114 (a dream)

(5) Nouns with the i'MANOG-ft prefix show the occupation or profession of a person,
while nouns with the wINDG.. prefix show the use of a thing.

SLAT (to write)
BUNZT (to fish)
TUILOQ (teach)

MANOGSULAT (a writer) IMGSTL4T (a writing instrument)
MANDGBUNfT (fisherman) ILDGMJNCT (a fishing string)
MANUNUILOQ (a teacher) IMGTUZLOC1 (a teaching aid)

* * * * * * * *

The linking marker "NIP (all but OD), "NEC" (OD), and its abbreviation, the suffix
11-My is used to link or unite two different parts of speech and relate than grammatically
to each other. It is also called a ligature; and it even can be used as a conjunction or
conjunctive (see p. 79). Its most common function is to link nouns with adjectives, and
on occasion, verbs with adverbs. Examples:

(0D)
(AK)

(IL)
(RI)
(LC)

(KR)

(IL)
(AK)

IN/PIGA-C Nigti GADOR AKo. (I'm verytired.)
NADOBRA ]MAW ET MAYALQATAD L.14 BAIAA'. (He made a beautifal.house.)
Mg4AZIM AGA. cGood_morning.)
MAY BALIGY. KAX6 NGA MOSK/TERO? (RI you have mo sq uito nets for sale?)
P1Y3COR 1.a4 T.AGL LCTRC lid. (I'm the Peace Corps./aro Lose.)
MAN3ARAMN ILGA ART7STA TAN/. (He is a rich.attor.)
SA ZECIIN LUGAR ANG ESKWELAHAN? In what.place is the school?)

PWEDEN.3 OTINFIAESTRO KIN110? (Can I really teach you well?)



DI/LOG NINE, The Volunteer at Market, Part 1 -... Ilongo Translation

1. ELLO. D!O, ENITIED?
(Joe) (anything)

2. IMO. PEW AN3 !GAL AN KO SE SITS, IND1Q SE DM.
(but) (Tm) (name) (my)(Tn) (net) (n)

3. MAW, KABALO KA MAGIMIL SANG BIYSATta. A MG BAIL041 MO, STI:B?
(wow) (know) (speak) (ka) (Visayan) (7.4hat)(Tm) (buy) (your)( Steve)

4. KARNE TAM, KON BARR°.
(meat)(hopefuLly) (if) (cheap)

3. TRES RENTS ANG ISA KA IMO. GUSTO MO?

(three-twenty) (Tat)(one) (Pm) (tant)(your)

6. HMO. SALAP1Q LAIC
(50 cents) (40

7. RAW, M141134UT KA.
(moo) (stir y)

8. HMO. KAT DITJTAY LAID ANG KWAYZA KO.
(because)(little)(40.) (fin) (money) (my)

9. /NIEQ KO MAGPAT1Q. PILA ANG SWELL° MO DIRE?
(not) (I) (believe)(how much)(711)( salary)

10. MS SYNIOS KWARENTA SINGKU PESOS ANG MAN.
(tin hundred forty and five) (Tm)(month)

I
11. PETS UKON EOLLARS?

(or)

12. PESOS LANG.
/ / /

13. ABAW, SAKRIPIS Ea AN) PA Al BLON MO?

(sacrifice)(huh?)(*at) (buy)

14. WLk NA, SALANAT. MEAKAT NA Ad.
(none) (11,0 (leave) (40

(Cf. 11,13 and English translation, note 'd'.)

P. 73

3 "WEAL" is the root for to buy, but its reduced root is "BIEL." with the "WON" object
focus future suffix (see Grammar Notes. p. 64).

4 .. iTAKI2s is a particle expressing hope or desire, like "if only".
6 .. "SALAPIQ" is the nickname for 'fifty cents'. The lord originally meant 'money in general'

13 - "EV is a particle thrown in to show surprise. It gawasilly signified a statement of
fact: either assertion of fact or agreement with it. The particle "I3" is thrown in
to show disagrsement with a statement. The particle "OH" is used to exhort and asserts
Either the wL to comply with or to be complied with.

7 If the "MA." adjective prefix is used, the topic form or pronoun is used as here. But
if the "K&." adjective prefix is used, the referent marker or form is used. Fxamples:
"MAQ1MUT KA", but "KAMM SA IMO". "MATART KA" (you are handsome), but "KHASI:14 SA
IMO" (you are very handsome). "MABTJQOT AIM BATAQ" (the child is good), but NICABUQOT
SA BATA" (the child is very good).



DIALOG NINE, The Volunteer et Market, Part 1--Aklanon Translation

1. HEY DYO, NANO RO IMO?
(joe) (what) (Tm)(yours)

2. BASI NAY AKON NGA GINABAK4,
(maybe) (Em) (my) (Lm) (buy)

BUKON SI DYO.
(not) (Tm)

3. ABAW, ANTIGO KA MAGHAMBAV SA
(wow) (1aow) (speak) (Rm)

4. KARNE KONTAQ, KON BARATO
(meat) (hopefully)(if)(cheap)

5. TRES BYENTE RO SANG KA KILO, VAQILAQ KA?
(three-twenty)(Tm)(one)(Pm) (like)

SALAPIQ gANG,
(50cents)(just)

PERO RANG NGA'AN SI STIV,
(but)(VIII,12)(name)(Tm)

BINISAYAQ NANO RING BATON, STIB.
(Visayan) (waht) (buy) (Steve)

6. HUQ0,

7. ABA,
(well's)

8. IIUQO,

9. INDIQ
(not)(

PERO

DIMUT
(cheap)

AY
because

TANG
0m)(my)

KA.

SANGKUROT
)(little)

MAGPATIQ,
(believe

AEG RANG WARTA,
( only)(Tm)(my) (amey)

PILA RO SWELDO MO ILA?
)(how much) (imlary)(your)(here)

10. DOS SYNTOS K'JARENTA EY SINGKU PESOS SANG BU AN.
(two hundred forty and fifty) (one) (month)

11, PESOS' 0 DOLARS?
(or)

12, PESOS, WANG.

13, SAKRIPISYO GALIQ,
(sacrifice) (indeed)

14. 01i4 VON, SAAMAT.

ANO PA RING BAKvON?
(yet)(Tm) (cf. 3 above)

NAPANAW VON Ad.
11,13 and English translation, note tdt)

7LI

BAKA' is the root word for 'to buy'; GINA the prefix emphasizing the goal
or object of an action.
BAK1ON is the reduced root of BAK1 , namely 'BAS' -' plus the suffix -ON
which is the future form for verbs emphasizing the object of an action.
KONTAQ is a particle expressing hope or desire, like 'if only'.
SALAPIQ is the nickname for 50 cents; BAKOD is 5 cents; PESEYTAS is 20cents.
TANG is the abbreviation for ET AKON NGA. An alternative for the above ex-
pression would also be: INLIQ AKO MAGPATIQ.
ISAA is the numeral for 'one'. SANG or ISANG is the adjective form. How-
ever the usual form is SAABATO (enumerating things) and SAMBILOM (enugarat-
ing people). (Check dialog IV, the note on line 12 for use of SAHBATO.)
GALIQ is another discourse particle used to express surprise at what was
just said, especially when it was unexpected. The butcher above expected
to hear (dollars' for the answer. He gave his comment (sacrifice) and also
interjected the surprise particle, GALIQ.



DIALOG NINE, The Volunteer at Market, Part 1 Kinaray-a Translation

1. HELLO DYO. AM AM IMO?
(Joe) (what) (m)(70ur)

2. MAY BIELPN /a, PEON ANG NGARAN KO Sr STIR,

(1h) (buy) (but) (2a) (name) (my)(n)

3. ABAW, MAQARAM KAW MX:HMIs KANG KINAM!QA.
(ow) (know) (spell c) (ha)

KARNE RAQAD, KON BARATO.
(meat)(hopefully)(if)(cheap)

5. TFLES BYENTE ANG Imo. GUSTO MO?
(three-twenty) (lin) (want) (your)

6. HPQOD. PERO BALIQ SALIFIQ LANG.
(yes) (warth) (50 cats) (1134)

7. ABA 1. KAQIMUT KAXEMO.
(very stingy) (you)

8. HPOD, RAY IKIQ LANG AM KWAP2A KO.
(because)(little)(rp.) (monce(a)

9. INDIR AKO MAGPATIQ. PIRA MD SWELDO MO RUMAT

(not) (beli eve) (how much) (24( salary) (your) (here)

xtrrea DID.
(not)

Atri Alm BJELIIN MO, MB?
(your)

10. L ' 0 S SYNTOS KWARENT1 1r SENGKI1 PEWS ANG
(two hundred forty and five) (24(month)

11. PESDS UKdN DOLLARS?
(or)

12. PETS LANG.

13. ABAW. NAGASAKRIPISIO KAW, Er? ANDS PA MD BELA MD?

(sacrificing) (huh?)(uhat)(144)(1h) (buy) (sour)

14. WAR. RP11.

(none) (now)
SALAMAT. MRANAW ION AKO

I.

(leave) (44)
(Cf. II, 13 and lIglish translation, note Id%)

1-
4
6 -

13

7

p 75

"BA1CAL" is the root word for 'to buy', but its recluctd root is "BAL." with the "-Or
object focus future siffix (see Grammar Notes, p.
NRA2AD is a particle Empressing hope or desire, like "if only*.
The "AM" marker is sometimes omitted as here in ISALIQ (AM) SALAPIQ LAM."

"SELPPIQ" is the nickname for 50 centavos. The word originally means "money in general."
Rae is a discourse particle thrown in to show surprise, or agreanent of/with a
statanent. Another particle "AR" is thrown in to show chsagreanent. The particle
"OE" is one used for exhortation, and asserts either the wish to comply with or to
be complied with.
%en the "KA,." adjective prefix is used, the referent (and not the topic) fens or
marker is used. acauples: "GWIEO IKATin, but NICAGWAPO WIEMON. %AMC AN) BATA",

but nEABEKIOT SA BATIan (The child is good; the child is very good.)



DE&OG NINE, The Volunteer at Market, Part 1 L000non Tranalation

1. RILLO DM, MAI BACLCIN?

(Joe) (DA) (buy)

2. HUGO. PM ST SrIB RcO, BJ80N HE

(but) (Tm) (not) (Tai)

3. ABA, ANTIGO HA RUN MNBINISATAR.
(know how) (DP.)(apeak Visayan)

KARNE, KON11, KON BALM.
(m eat) ( hop sillily) ( if) ( eap )

ItIO.

Alit ANC? BAKLC/N MO, OM?
Ghat) (n) (buy) (your)

5. TRES BIENTE AIM 'stun KILO. GU1STO MO?

(threetwenty)(Tm)(ine)(1m) (want) (you)
/

6. MU10. PEX) SAL IQ LAW.
(but) (50 cents) (11).)

1 I /
7. ABA. BAR'S UAW, AL

(low) (stingy) (Huh?)

8. HMO. KAY ISIT LAID AID IZON1 KWARTA.
(since)(little)(43.)(Tm)(my)(Lm)(money)
/ I 1

9. RINI= ./ICO MAGPATIC PIGA AN3 /MOM SWIM?
(not) (believe) (how mach) (Tm)(your)(lin)(salary)

10. IDS SYNTOS K W A R N I T A tr S I N PX:OS AID NUN.
(two hundred forty and fire) (150(month)

11. PZSOS 0 IOLTAR. 12. PEWS L.
(or) (AN3only)

13. ABAW. SEFOTIS/0 Gall:). AR? PA AN3 BILON MO?

(sacrifice) (431) (what)(44)(Tm) (buy) (your)
I

i1,. OOWE RUN. SEJMAT. R/PANAW RUN SO.
/

(none) (now) (leave) (DM
(Cf. II, 13 and RIglish translation, note to.)

P 76

- "BAKAL" is the root word for Ito buy'. However it is seen throughout this disaeg as
its reduced root MAIL.* with the object haws Attars emffix ILOHN. (See Notes, p.64)

4 1/KONTAR is a discourse particle expressing hope or desire, like if only' or 'I hope."
6 - asAteiciff is the nickname for fifty centaNss.
7 - MI is a particle thrown in to show disagreement. slars is another particle often used

to show assertion of a statement or agreement. *OP is used also to show exhortatien.



DIALOG NINE, The Volunteer at Market, Part 1--Odionganon Translation

1. HEY DYO, INGWA KA ET BAKYON?
(Joe) (Em) (you(0m) (buy)

2, INGWA. PERO ANG NGAYAN KO SI STIV, BUNN SI DYO.
(Em) (but)(Tm) (name)(my) (Tm) (not) (Tm)

3. ABA, MAAYAM EY
(wow) (know) (Dp,

4. KARNE, TANQA,
(meat) (hopefully)

KA ET BINISAYAQI INAQ0 KAG IMO BAKYON?
) (0m)(Visayan) (what) (Tm) (your) (buy)

KUNG BUK1Q ET NAHA*.
(if) (not) (Om)(expensive)

5. TRES BYENTE KAG USANG KILO. GUSTO MO?
(three-twenty) (Tm) (one)

6. 0110Q. PERO SALAPIQ YANG.
(but) (50cents)(just)

(want) (by you)

7. SOQAY RAL KOR IPUT KAQADO KA, AH?
(Sosh!)(DP&)(stingy) (very) (you)

3. KAY KAISOT ANG KWARTA NAKOCI.

(since)(little)(Tm) (money) (my)

9. MATUUR? INDIA AKOQ PATIQ, PILA KAG IND SWELDO.
(true) (not) (my) (belief)(howmuch)(Tm)(your)(salary)

10. DOS SYNTOS KARENTAY SINGKU PESOS ANG BUYAN.
(two hundred forty-five) (Tm) (month)

11. PESOS UKON DOLARS?
(or)

12. PESOS YANG.

13. ABA: GASAKRIPISYO YAKIQ KA? INAQO PA KAG IMO BAKYON?
(Dp1) (what) (Dp#)(Tm)

JJ OYAQ EY RA, SALAMAT. MAPAGTOF
(none)(Dp,)(Dp&) (leave)

1 - BAKAY is the root word for tto buy.' However it is seen throughout this
dialog in its reduced form (BAKY-) with the suffix -ON, making it a verb
which emphasizes on the object, the thing bought. Note lines 3 and 13.

4 - TANQA is a particle expressing hope or desire: lif only' or II hope.'
7 SOQAY is a very common expression throughout the Visayas; it is used in

many situations of surprise, and might be equivalent to our "get a load
of this."
KAQADO is tho intensifying prefix KA- with the root QADO, meaning 'good'.
Here it has the effect of "you're good and stingy,"

10 - Note that money, as well as dates, is counted in Spanish.
14 . EAGTGY. See dialog two, note on 13.

1



DIALOG NINE, The Volunteer at Market, Part 1 Romblomanon Translation

1.
I

BRIO DM, MAY BAKYON?
(Joe) (Ha) (buy)

I
2. HMO, PSC Sr grIB

(but) (5m)
I I

5. ABA, ANnZGO KA NA GALIQ
(wow) (know) (4).)(431)(

&IKON SI DM.
(not) (Tm)

MACIBINISAY/2. AND AM B.AKION MO?
speak Visayan) (that)(11n) (buy) (our)

4. KARNS KONT12, KON BARATO.
(meat)(hopefully)(If)(cheap)

5. TRES BYENTE AM ISA KA KILO. GUSTO MO?
(three.twenty)(2in) (one) (Pm) (want)(Your)

6. HUQO. PEW SALAPIQ LANG.
(but) (50 cents) (14).)

I
7. ABA, KAKOMPUT SA IMO, Al

(very stingy)(Rm)(you)

8. IMOD. KNIISDIT LANAM /KONG KWARTA.

(very little)(only)(IDY)(Lm) (money)
I I

9. AKO MAGPATIQ. Pia Am TIMM SWUM
(not) (believe) (how much) ( Tin) (your)(Ida)( oolal7)

10. DOS SYNTOS KWARENTA E SIN3KU PESOS AM MAN.
(tvo hundred forty and five) Tm)(mon.th)

11. PEWS 0 MGA tOLYAR?
(or) (Pm)

12. PEWS LANG.

13. ABAW. SAKRIPISIO GALIQ.
(wow) (sacrifice) (31:03)

AND PA AND BAIZON MO?

(what) (1 #) (buy) (jour)

14. WALL NA. SALAMAT. MAKADTO NA AKd.
(none) (now) (go) (4)0

tr

P. 78

1 - ffBELYN is the root for 'to buy', but its reduced root is MEL" with the 8..ONN
object focus future sari.% (see Grammar Notes, p. 64)

4 NKOMO' is a particle expressing hope or desire, like "it only" or "I hope.*
6 sALAPIQ1 is the nickname for 'fifty centavos'.
7 If the !TA." adjective prefix is used to show stress, then the referent marker or

form is called for, as here: IrKIKORTPUT SA IMO". However, if the "MA." adjective
prefix were used it would simply be: 1KORIPUT KA". Other scamples: "MABIP4OT
TINDERA" (the saleslady is kind), but "KABIXPT SA TINDERA" (the saleslady is very kind).
"A" or "Rit" is a particle used to show disagreement. Another particle, "a" is often
used to show agreement or some surprise; Mile still another 1011" is used to exhort
or request.

8 - QI)T is the root word for 'little' or 'small'.
"LANANG" is the slur of "LAM + AWN.



GRACMAR NDTIS: The Basic interrogatives

Various question
Their use can be seen

%hen

1147

"what"

"where"

"when"
(past)

*when"
(future)

&clown

&MO

KAMAN

AND

SECIIN

KAM

RINZON)

*which" AMID

PIGA"hew much*
"how many"

words can
scattered

SAID

P 79

be outlined for the different dialects and are as Daley..
thratigiwit the twelve dialogs...

OdLe3gawn

SINIO

4ASIQ

INS140

KLQIN

Loot:mon Kinarq.a

SE= SINgO

HAM AN OT

ANd Ani

/MIN IIQIN

KIGUID KAN00

/
SAND SA2UND SAN40

ANDID /NAA0 NZ AUDIO

FILA PILA PILA
* * * * * * * *

KAND

SAND

AMID

PIRA

Romblemanon

SE140

AND

SACIIIND

AMID

PILA

GRAIMAR NOTES The Conjunctive Markers

There are a few common construction markers that are translated as and serve roughly
the same function as the conjunctions in English. The most common is the Linking Marker,
discussed on page 72, which also can be the translation for the English conjunctives:
"which" or "that*. &copies:

"Me man that left for Manila was ay father."
(AK) RD TATD IAA NAG PANAWI SA MANILS1 SI TATA! KO.
(IL) AND TAO j4 NAGLAK ier SA MANILA SI TATE KO.

"The many *hi& was stolen was returned to me."
(K) GINTILIC1 LEON DO KWARTA NSA TINEAW KA1D.

The fact that &lawn and Ilene illustrate the examples does not limit than to These dia-
lects. Au dialects bear these same lords and constructions, except that Odionganon uses
the word "MC' instead. of "NDA".

Other cormoon conjunctive markers are as follows: .(dialects are as ordered above)

*and" la KAG Xi KM KM KAG

%r" 0, 0 i 0 i 0 0 i 0
%r" ItiON !IKON MON Mil UKON MON

"because" AT EAT KAT EAT RA? EAT

*if" KON EON KON EON EON KON

The use of these above conjunctive markers can also be found throughout the twelve dialogs.



LEXAG TEN, The Volunteer at Market, Part 2 /longo Translation

1. DAY, GABALIGYA2 KAN, mosaTENn
(miss) (sell) (you) (k)(mosquito net)

2. HMO. MAY ARA MAN.
(Bn)(here)(4&)

/
3. PILA

(how much) (this)

4. ammo
(five - fifty)

5. ABA! DATED LANG.
(very dear) (four) (11.0)

/
INIEQ PWEDE. azuso LAIG.
(net) (possible) (five) (only)

7. SEGE. MAY ARA MAN KiM SAID BMUS?
(3n) (here) (rote) (ha)

8. TM nsi
(how much apiece)

9. TAfl0 MIES.
(three) (Um)

I
10. BA, DOHA SIMKO LAM.

(huh1)(two) (five) (14)0
I

11. MAP ERDE AKO.
(lose)

1

12. PITO PESEZTAS, PWEDEI
(seven) (20 cents) (all right)

13. SIG& SENGKO BYRNE TANI&
(five - twenty) (everything)

14. BILOG MA DIYES PESOS IX1. MAY aENSLITO ICAMd?

(solid) (Ian) (ten) (this) (31n) (change)

15. 111140... SAL14AT.

P. 80

1 - "DE" is the standard term of address .for girls or ladies below sour status. Such
public nickrianes are quite common. See English translation of Dialog Three, note
NBALIGYAIP is the root for 'to sell'.

- 'SANG' the associative marker is often used in place of the object marker (SING).
5 - "K A.." is the prefix for adjectives, denoting 'very much so'.
8 - 'TAG' is a prefix denoting 'apiece', 'at a time', generally putting things into a

group. For ample, NTAGTILAN0 means 'rainy season' from 'rain' (MAN).



DIALOG TEN, The Volunteor &t ilarlmt, Part 2--Aklanon Translation

1. DAY, GABALIGYAq KANO IT 110SKITERO?
(sell) (yau)(0m) (mosc,uito net)

2. 7(70,0, 11AY IYA EAN.
(Em)(here)(also-discourse marker used in answers)

3. PILl RA:
(how much)(this)(Cf.VIII,6)

SIITG1(0 SINGMJENTA.
(f ive fifty)

5. SUS: KALIAIIAv. KWATRO VANG.
( Jesus) ( expensive) (four)

6. INDICt PWEDE. SINGX0 $ANG.
(not) (o.k.) (five) / /

. ON KO. IIAY TJNAQ KAHO NGA PAKOT.
(take)(by me) (Em)(VI,2) (Lm) (button)

8. TIGPILL?
(how much apiece)

9. TATLO DIYS.
(three)(ten)

10. BA. DA 1A S INGK O VADG.
(huh) (two) (five)

11. HAPERDE AKO,
(lose)

12. PITC PESEYTAS, PWEDE?
(seven)(20cents) (o.k?)

13. SIGE. S IITGKO BYENTE SA TANAN.
(five twenty) (Rm.) (everything)

14. BILOG lIGA DIYS PESOS RA. HAY SI-ZSILY0 KA110?
(solid)(Lm) (ten) (this) ()(change)

15. HUq0...SAAHAT.

gl

4 1 DAY is the standard term of address for girls or ladies below your status.
Such public nickngmes are quite common. See English translation of Dialog
Three, note lat.
BALIGYAG is the root for 'to sell'.

5 - HA- here is the prefix for adjective roots denoting 'very much sol.
7 . BU ON is the reduced root of BUOY' (namely, BUV-) along with the suffix

-ON for future verbs emphasizing the goal or object of an action. Here
the subject is taken for granted, it would be BU ON KO RO MOSHITERO if
stated completely.

8 . TIG is a prefix denoting 'apiece', 'at a time', generally putting things
into a group. TIGPILA (how much apiece); TIGTATLO (three by three);
TIBSAIO3ATO (one by one), It also can denote seasons* U1AN (rain)--
TIG OAN (rainy season); SILAK (sunlisht)--TIGSILILAK (summer season).



ESALOG TEN, The Volunteer at Market, Part 2 -- Kinaroy-a Translation p; 82

1. NIQ, MAY GIMBAL/GUI Kaff EGA mosanun
(miss) (BO (sell) (you) (Lm )(mosquito net)

2. ENOD. MAY MGM MAN.

I
(10) (here) (AA)

3. PIRA RA?
(how much) (this)

4. VIN3K0 SEWANENTA.
(five fifty)

5. ABIW, KAMAHL GID. KWATIC PESOS LANCE.

(mw) (most dear) (Dp*) (four) (DP.)

6. Inn PtilEDE. snion GID LAID.
(rt)(posal.ble) (five)(401`) (DP.)

7. SEGE. MAY BUTONES KAMO IJGA BALIGY10?
(0.K.) (1!n) (buttons) (Lm) (sell)

8. TAGPIRI?
(how much apiece)

9. TATLO ULM.
(three) (ten)

10. BAW, DARWA MGM LANG.
(two) (Ave) (I').)

11. KOPER= M.
(lose)

12. PIZ'S PESITTAS, Pan'
(seven) (20 cents) (all right)

13. MG& MN= BYEETE TANK.
(five-twenty) (everything)

14. MUM 16A =ES PEWS Dn. MAY SENSELIO KAMOI?

(solid) (Lm) (tar) (this) ( Eta)(cbange)

15. S&1 AT.

MN* is the standard tem of address for girls or ladies below your status. arch
public nicknames are quite common. See litIglish translation of Dialog Three, rote
MGM links Hoscrrno with GINABALIGYA (mosquito nets which are sold)
SALIG/121 is the root for 'to sell,; nGINA.$ the present object focus prefix.
"KA." here is the prefix for adjective roots denoting 'very much so'.
1114,-* is a prefix denoting 'apiece', 'at a time', generally putting things into a
group. For Example, HTKIOLAP means 'rainy season' from 'rain' (ULAN).



ft

DIALOG TBV, The Yoltuteer at Market, Part 2 -- Locoman Translation

1, MCI, MAY BALIGYA2
(miss) (an) (sen)

8144 mA 140SaTEB3?
(you) (In) (mosquito net)

2. IOWA MAN.

( an) ( &)

3. P311 MYA?
(how much) (this)

U

4. SChrTICO &MOT&
(five fifty)

5. ABO, MANALMAH/L. RWATIO LAIC.
(wow) (somewhat dear) (four)(11%)

6. AR, PWEDE. EENGICO LANG.

(no) (nst)(possible) (five) (only)

7. BM4ON KO. MAY WIDNES KIND?
(take) (by me) (Ra)(buttons)

8. IMGPIL4
(how much apiece)

9. TATLO MYES.
(three) (ten)

10. Ali, DALWA SUM LAID.
(re) (two) (five) ('p.)

11. PYERDE 1CO.
(lose)

12. PITO PESNITAS, PWEDI2
(semen) (20 cents) (all right)

13. SLOE. MN= HUNTS TANIN.

(O.K.) (five - twenty) (e

14. Bn04 R34 /EYES TEYA. MAY EMILIO

(931id)(14n) (tem) (this) (Ra) (change)

15. HI140...S/LICAT GID.
(DO)

P. 83

IINICI is a standard term of address for girls or ladies below your status. atch

public rd.cknames are quite common.
NBALIOYA211 is the root for 'to se1.3.1.
The 'WA* links MOSCITEA3 with BALIGIA (mesquite nets eh are sold) .

Note the reduplication of the root "MARL" (dearescpensive , meaning 'a bit Expensive'.

SIICIOLft is the root for to 'get' or 'take'. Its reduced root is 13M41.." along with

the future object focus suffix *-0N8 (see p. 64).
NTIG-N is a prefix denoting "apace* or "at a time", generally grorming things together.
sTIGTAILON would mean 'three at a time'. Together with riduplicati 1.n the root word,

it can denote temporal urd.ts or seasons: imams (sew season, s --r), from SIVE.

TIGMOLAN (rainy season), from MAN (rain),



DIALOG TEN, The Volunteer

1. NIQ, INGWA KA ET
(miss) (Em) (you)Om)

/
2. OH0Q. MAY INGWA.

( Em

3. TIGPILA?
(how much apiece)

SINGKO SINGIWENTA.
(five fifty)

5. ABA, KAMAHAY. KWATRO YANG?
(very dear) (four) (only)

6. SINGKO YANG, AH?
(five) (Dp.)

7. SIGE. INGWA RA KAMO ET. BUTONES?
(OK) (Em) (Dp &) (0m)(buttons)

8. TAGPILA?

at Market,

BALIGYANG
(sell) (Lm)

Part 2-41Rionganon Translation

MOSKITERO?
(mosquito net)

9. TUYOQ DIPS.
(three)Cten)

10. ABA, RUHA SINGKO YANG.
(two) (five) (Dp.)

MALULUGI AKO.
(lose)

12. PITO PESEYTAS, YANG EY?

(7) (20cents)(Dp.)(Dp,)

13. SIGE. SINGKO BYENTE TAN
(twenty)(everything)

14. BILOG
(solid)

NAK DIPS KEYQI. INGWA KA ET SINSILYO?
(Lm) (ten) (this) (Em) (0m)(change)

l5. OH0Q. SALAMAT.

1 - NIQ is a colloquial term of address for girls or ladies below your
status level. Such public nicknames are quite common. See English trans-
lation of Dialog Three, note 'a'.

BALIGYAQ is the root for 'to sell'. The glottal is dropped with the
addition of the linking marker -NG.

2 - Note the idiomatic usage of two existential markers at the same time.
This again reflects the nature of the living and changing dialect.

3 Tma. is a prefix denoting 'apiece' or generally putting things into a

group. TIGTUYOQ would mean 'three at a time' or 'three by three'.

8 . TAG- here is an alternate form of TIG- (see 3 above)
11 Q Note the prefix MA- along with the duplication of the first syllable of

the root word. MA- could stand alone, but the reduplication here shows
a little more emphasis: "I re&lly would lose out."



4

LIALOG TEN, The Volunteer at Market, Part 2 -- liomblomanon Tranalation

1. NIQ, MAY BALIGIa
(miss) (Ha) (sell)

2. HUQ0, IGWA DA.

(Bil) (101)

3. PILA IRE?
(how much)(this)

mum SINGKWENTA.
(five fifty)

5. AB(, KAMAYMAHIM Y.

(tow) (quite dear)

6. £, INIZQ MAQAFCC.
( ) ( rot) (possible)

BA KM N3A MOSaTI63?
(DP?)(You) (La)(mosluito next)

KWATIC LANG.
(four) (I/).)

MEMO LANG.
(five) (way)

7. BUIQON KO. MAY BUIDNES BA K10?
(take)(by me) (31)(buttons)(1 P?)

8. alopnA?
(how much apiece)

9. 70Y0
(three) (ten)

10. AS, DMA SUMO LANG.
(no) (two) (five)(4).)

11. P ESE
(lose) (See IX, note on 7, page 78)

/
12. PIM PESETAS, PWEDE?

(seven) (20 cents) (all right)

13. SIGE. SUMO BYENTE TAN/N.

(O.K.) (five- twenty) (everything)

14. DUES PEWS IN4. MAY SINSILY0 KM?
(ten) (this) (u)(change)

15. HMO.... SALINAT. 4.1,

P. 85

1 - "NEQ" is a standard tens of address for girls or ladies below your status. Such public

nicknames are quite common. See English translation of Dialog Three, note

- SAL/GYM* is the root lord for it*
5 *KAMAHAYMARAIN shows reduplication of the root MARV* (dear, (=pensive) and the

adjective prefix *K', giving the meaning *a little bit too expensive*. The initial

reduplication lessens the meaning (a little expensive), but the *KA.* strengthens it

again (too).
7 nBurAll is the root for to 'get' or 'fetch'. Its reduced root is *BM.* along with

the future object focus suffix "..ON ".

8 - "TIG-" is a prefix denoting 'apiece' or oat a time', generally grouping things together.

TIGTOYO would mean 'three at a time".



GRAIMAR NNW: The Referent Focus p. 86

(Please refer to pages 25.26 for the basic concept of Focus, and to page 65 for
the scplanation of the Object Focus, which is sommihat related to the Referent Focus.)

The Referent Focus is the system of verb affixes that occur in a sentence which
emphasizes or focuses on the referent of the action of a verb. (Please see page 34
fox' an explanation of that 'referent' entails.)

The mechanics of the sentences in this case is that instead of a word receiving
"SA" or "KAY" it will receive the appropriate topic marker (MD, 1), KAG and/or SI/
SANDAY), the verb focus will receive the Referent Focus affixes, and the rest of the
sentence will remain basically intact, except that the. Subject or Deer of the Action
will uszally receive the Object or Associative marker. For example, the sentences....

(IL) AN3 MGA BAT MAGAICANTA NA PRISED.
(The c14.10.ren will sing for the president. )

(AC) SE MAMA GAQADTO KAY MAYOR.
(Mary is going to the Mayor.)

are in the standard Actor Focus. If we wish to change than to the Referent Focus, they
Mould read as follows:

(IL) MO PRESIDINT KANTAHAN SANG MGA BATA.
(The president will bq sung for by the children.)

(s) a MA/OR 1) ADTUNAN NI MARIA.
(The Mayor is the one to whom Maria will be going.)

Both 'president' and 'Mayor' remain referents of the action. However, in the first set
of examples, each is just the simple referent; but in the second set, each is now both
Referent and Topic (rot Subject!) of the sentence. In all sentences, the subjects remain
'children' and 'Maria' respectively. However in the first set, they are both ibbject

Topic; but in the second set, they. are subject only and marked with the Associative
Markers. This decided change of markers and focus illustrates that there is a definite
change in meaning which the English translation cannot quite capture. In the above
Pamlico, simple referents becomes topics; and topic subjects become associatives.
Though it may seen confusing, it can best be seen by only concentrating on the fact
that a matter of emphasis (with decided shades of meaning) is in effect, with certain
consistent grammatical or pattern changes. The fact that they are so consistent is
.what in the long run will make this focus easy to grasp, but only after a considerable
deal of practice in order to 'get the feel' of Visayan sentence construction.

An the forms are identical to the fonts for the Object Focus as stated on page 64
with the emception that they all have the suffix "..AN" occuring after the root word; and
this is consistent with the future.- instead of the object focus "-ON" suffix, there will
be the "-AN" suffix. It is precisely this "..AN" suffix Which typifies the Referent
Focus.

ECAMPLBIS: (These examples strive to parallel those on p. 64 for construction.)

(EM) WI W GINATUILOQA4 MO DIRT.? (lobo are you teaching here?)
(LC) OWA GINASUGTAN. (i m not permitted.) (from "SUGOT ", to permit)

(AK) OA Aid PAGHIYEKIllikIAN NEMO KNURL (You didn't anile at me earlier today.)
(n) STY ANG Bina ICIO SII K ARNE. (I will buy meat for him.)
(KR) GINB/LIGTAQQA E0 ,NAbIDA El' ZIOSKITERO. (They sold me a mosquito net.)
(OD) NAMUrATAii MO gra SA SINE, (Did you see him in the =Tie?)
(IL) BILINAll sun DALL mo, (Leave your things here with me.)



MAIM ELEVEN, The Volunteer Talks About the States, Part 1 -ft. Ilongo Translation

1. MI 1541
(from) (where)

I I
2. TAGA =MY

3. DPIEOQ AND IN1016 BiLin
(large) (Tm)(your)(Lm)(house)

INTIM DAK0,
(not) (large)

KA SA STETS?
(Thn)( States) (Cf. 11,7)

SEO.

5.

PEW LAIN SAM SA INYO,
(different)(k)( An) (your)

KON WW1&
(if) (winter)

GALL AN Sir 1 PI 0 WDTO SA IMO?
(rain) (k) (ice)(there) (Hra)

6. HMO. KON VICENTE&

7. MAY AM 3XAVR

(En) (auto)

8. MAY ARA

(En) (that)

9. KABJ KA.

(know)

10. smeRE,
(of course)

11. INDI4 PA.
(not) (yet)

COA SAID
(*n)

MIDDALA?

(drive)

KAY KATUGNAW 104 KAM
(since) (cold) (there) (good)

UN4 PEW GINBALIGYA KO.

(once) (but) (sold) (by me)

KAHAPOS, Mk IA KABALCi KA?

(easy) (Ilo?) (know)

COMAPATUZLOQ A SA IMO?
(have teach)(I) (Rm)(you)

12. PWEDE, PEED WAQ& KIT1 MD DUP.
(not have)(we) (Om) (jeep)

13. SEGE NA LANG. Aftt AIM SALAKYIN MO PAGKAD'IO

(oh well) (what)(Tin) (ride) (your) (come)

14. EHDPLAII) IDA MACEALIN SA SHIKA00.
(airplane) (Lm) (come from)(11a)(Chicago)

MO LIE?

(here)

P. 87

"SAM" again is used here for comparison, "different from".
IIKA4A/0" is used idiomatically here much the same as 'good' is in English: it's good
and cold in the States during WInter.
There is no word for "snow" in the dialect, so thew. weak of *raining ice."
Here *spot, the associative marker, is again used to show past dating: here, *once
upon a time, I used to have a carp.. °
The "KA." prefix here shows 'very much so', "TerY easy".
Here the instrumental prefix and the "MLA object focus prefix give the sense of:
"I will have you teach me" with the focus or Emphasis on 'me'.
"MAY" is the root for 'to ride a vehicle'. The "L A" infix is used to stress some-
thing which is always used as a vehicle. The "-AN" prefix shows the location of the
action: a thing which is aim on.

ridden.



66

DIALOG ELEVEN, Volunteer Talks About the States, Part 1--Aklanon Translation

1, TAGA SIQIN KA SA AMERIKA? (Cf. 11,7)

/ /
2. TAGA ILINOY. (Cf. 11,8)

...I

. 3. MABAHO/V RO INYONG BAA
/
Y IDTO?

(large) (Tm) (your)(house)

.1_, ,.., /
4. BUKOT MABAHLm, PERO vAQIN NAN

. (VII, 6) (different)

IDTO ICON WINTLR.
(if)

5. GAO'AN ET YELO IDTO SA INYO?
(rain) (Ora) (ice)

6. HUQ0, ICON WINTLR.

7. NAY AWTO KA?
(Em) (car)

/
SA INN AY EAvAMIG ET MAYAD

(cold) (Om) (good)

3. MAY AKON KATO, PERO GINBALIGYAQ NAKON.
(Em) (then) (but)(was sold) (by me)

,/

ANTIGO 1.1AGDAVA?

(know how) (tarry; in this case it means 'drive')

1
10. SYEMPRE, MAPM0. ILAW BAvA? KAANTIGO?

(of course)(easy) (iv,6) (know)

11. OWAQ PA. TUNQI AKO, HA?
(teach) (o.k?)

12. PWEDE, PERO OWAQ KITA ET DY1P,
(sure) (but)(without) (Om)

13. S IGE NA LANG. NANO RING
(oh well--) (what)(Tm)

14. EROPLANO NGA NAGIIALIN SA
(airplane)(Lm)(come from)

GINSAKYAN
(ride)

SHIKAGO.
(Chiecago)

o is

PAGADTO RIYA (SA PILIPINAS).
(come) (Rm)

AmOinmed.)

4 The phrase ET MAYAD is used here as an intensifier meaning "very". Other

uses might be: NAGUTOM AKO IT MAYAD (I'm very hungry) or BARATO IT MAYAD

(very cheap). It is idiomatically equivalent to the "but good" or "good
and..." of American English, such as "good and cold", "I hit him a good

one , or "good and cheap".

9 DAVA, which normally means "carry" or "bring", is used idiomatically)ith
reference to driving any vehicle; however to 'ride' a vehicle is SAKAY.

11 TUNQI comes from the root word TUON ('teach'), which is reduced to TUNQ-.
The suffix -I is the imperative form, emphasizing the receiver of the action:

that is, "teach me".
12 OWAOu is a negative particle, negating (usually) statements of possession

along with the marker ET. It is also used to negate= past actions along
with the verb prefix NAG-. Examples: 0140,Q AKO MAGUQON (I didn't eat) or
OWAQ 'MAW MAGSAKAY SA EROPLANO (He hasn't ridden an airplane.)

13 SAKAY is reduced to SAKY-. The GIN prefix and AN suffix emphasize a verb

action in the past, putting focus on the place involved in the action: "ride

on an airplane TI



DIALOG PLEVT01, The Volunteer Talks out the States, Part 1 -- Kinaray-a Translation

1. TAGI ILQIN
(from)(* ere)

2, TAL=A1

KAW SA AMIRIKA?

(Thal) (Cf. II,7)

&O.

3. BAHCIL Al Iri OM BALI?
(large) (Tm)(Your)Lm)(house)

1 I
4, INLEQ BAUM, PM) LA N KA

(not) (large) (but)(different)(

KON WENTER.
(if) (winter)

SA INYO, KAY TIN AN KARIM RUM
A.Rtn)(your)(since)(very) (cold) (there)

. 11AGA1IR KANG TM° ROM° SA INYO?
(rain) (i) (ice)

6. H$QOD. KON WIgiTZL.

7. MAY AWTO IKAW?
(En) (auto)

8. HpIOD. MAY AWIO KVIJNA,
( Hn) (then)

I
MAGDARA?

(drive)

SYE2RE, MAMAS. IKAW,
(of course) (easy) (you)

9. MAQAR*I KAW
(know)

11. INDIQ PA.
(not) (yet)

`12 SARA, PEA
(po ssibl e) (but)

PEA GINBALIGYA2
(but) (sold)

MAQAPAM KAW?
(know)

MAP ATunrQ , KANIMO?

(have teadi) (I) (you)

WARA2 KITA ET DYIP.
(mine) (we) (Om) (jeep)

KO,
(by me)

1'3. 11146 LNG GINSMY.ACI MO PAGQAGTO MO IWGYA.

(hat) (Ti) (ride) (your) (come) (here)
/

14. EMPLAND MA M.VIALIN SA KAGO.

(airplane)(Lm)( come fro:m)(Rtn) (Chicago)

IEEE LANG.
(oh wdLl)

"SA SA" is short for the associative and referent marker combination "KAM SA"
s used here to thaw the comparison, "different from your place".

i',61MQ,AN" is used idiomatically here as 'very much so', with some of the sense of
our 4-/wn Dtlith "'good and cold". Literally T/EQAN means 'right, proper'.

5 - There is DO Ilord for "snow" in the dialect, so they speak of "raining ice."
9 'MARA" literally means to 'carry' or 'lead on' or 'bring.1

11 Here the instrumental prefix (PA) and the object focus ability prefix (MA) give the
sense of "I will have you teach me" with the emphasis or focus on 'me'.

1) "SAKAY" is the root for 'to ride a vehicle', but here it is reduced to 1SMY-". The
11-AN" prefix shows the location of the action: "a thing which is ridden'.

P. 89
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1. TAO' ZEMIN IKAIT SA ANIEEEKA? (Cf. II, ?)

2. nalitn.
(Illinois)

3. MABAHOL A BALA'?
(large) (151)(7our)(iim)(house)

BIX4N PEFO /BA, Er: SA IN/O KAt MAR/HIG ITO ICON TrENTER.

(not (large) (different) (than) (Rm)(your)(sInce)(cold)(there)(if)

5. GAURAN YEW I1t4 SA 'NM?
(rain) (ice)

6. HMO, KON 'WINTER.

7. MAY AWZO KA?
(En) (auto)

1
i8. NA IGWA Ala, , PERO BINLIGYA1 KO.

(then) (BO (but) (sold) (by me)

9. ANTIGO IKAt7 MAGDRIB.
(krow) (drive)

10. VENTRE. KAD/L1I4 LANG. IKAIW', ANTIGO MAN?

(of course) (quick) (DP.) (DA)

11. INUIQ PA. MAP ATITILOQ AKC1 SA IMO.
(zrot)(yet) (have teach)(I) (Rm)(you)

12. PWEDE, PERO OWA1 Er DrEP.

(possible) (none) (we) (01a)(beeP)

13. MARL ADD A SETA MO ?MAYAN ODIT

(never mind)(1that)(11n)(ride) (your) (go) (here)

14. EROPLAN NGA MAGEINLiN SA SHIKAGO.
(airplane)(Lm)( come from)(Rm)(Chicago)

.WIIMIIMMINIMINNONOONNOMM.11110.O.111111WOMI

4 "ICE SA" is used in compil-'..sons with the force of 'than' ,here: "different from".

5 - "There is no word for !Vow" in the dialect, so they weak of *raining ice."
11 - Here the instrumental prefix (PA) and the object focus ability prefix (MA) give the

sense of "I will have you teach me" with the eaphaets or focus on 'me'.

13 "BILAIV" is an abbreviation for "KRONA; LAM" or "PABIR04 NA LANG" (let it be).
"SAKAY" is the mot for 'to ride on'. "SAME." is the reduced met, id.th the "-AN"

referent vestilfeg. e-,3,4.1'.47 the location of the action: 'a thing which is ridden'.
sofFix



DIALOG ELEVEN, Volunteer Talks

1. HARIQIN KA SA AM ER
(where)

about the States, Part 1--Odionganon Translation:

2. SA ILINOY.

3. RAKd4 KAG INRO BAYAY?
(large)(Tr) (your)(house)

I. BUKOQ RA RAKOQ, PERO IBA KI SA DILI KAY
(not) (Dp&) (but)(diff)(V,26)

KON WINTER.
(if)

5. NAGAQUYAQ ET YELO
(rain)(0m)(ice)

I

6. oncl, KUNG WINTER.

SA INRO?

7. INGWA KA ET AWTO?
(Em) (Om) (car)

8. INGWA TONG UNAQ. AKO,
(Em) (Am) (there)(I)

9. MAAYAN KA MAGMANEE0?
(know) (you) (drive)

10. SYEMPRE, KARALI YANG.
(of course)(eamy) (Dp.)

(since

WALING INGBALIGYAQ
(but) (sell)

IhAW MAYAN RA?
(Dp&)

11, INDIQ PA. MAPATUROQ AKO SA IMO?
(not) (yet) (teach)

/ /
12. I'IAARI RA. DIALING KITA ET DYIP.

(sure) (Dp&) (but) (none) (Om)(jeep)

INAQO KAG IMONG SINAKYAN
(what) (ft) (your) (ride)

14. NAGHALIN SA SHIKAGO.
(come from) (Chicago)

3. BAD YANG.
(never mind)

EROPLANO NAK
(airplane)(Lm)

(continued)

4 - IBA, as we have seen (V,26) means "some,
meaning of "different",as it does here.
KI SA is'the idiom for comparisons with "

8 - Note the use of the Assosiative Marker to
ING. (without reduplication) is somewhat
emphasizing the object of the action :"the

MAYAdG ROTO
(cold) (there)

NAKOQ.
(by me)

PAPALI DILI?
(come)

other"; it can also have the

than" or "from " - -t different
dam the past tense (see 1,6)
equivalent to the past tnnse,
car was sold by me."
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1. TALL DEQIN KA SA IMERIKA2
(Cf. II, ?)

2. WWI'.
(Illinoi s)

3. MABAHO/Y Ate 'MOM Bag?
(lame) (Tin) (your) (La) (house)

4. BUKOIN MABAHOY, PM) IBA KI SA INDO, KAY MALR4/G W4 KON TAIENTFIL.

(not) (large) (but)(different from)(your)(since)(cold)(there) (if)

5. NAGAUYAN Er YID IIIDID?
(rain) (0m) (ice) (there)

6. HMO. KON =TER.

7. MAY AWTO KA?

(31)(auts)

8. IGWA AKO NMI UNA, PEW GINBALIGYA2 KO NA.

(HO (0m) (before) (sold) (by me)(Dpt)
/

9. ANI'IGO IK1W MAGDBIB?

(know) (drive)

10. WHIPPLE, KADAL/It2 LAM. MAW MAN, AMIGO?

(of course) (quick) (Dp.) (DA)
/ /

11. IN= PA. MRATUILOCI ZO SA I10.
(not yet) (have teach) (I) (Rm)(you)

/
12. PWEDE. PSG WAY.44 KITA NE! DUP.

(possible) (none) (we) (Om) (jeep)
I / /

13. MOM. 2,13 AIG GINSAKYAN MO PAKARE PERI?

(never mind)(vhat)(Tm) (ride) (your) (come) (here)

14. PHOPLAN3 MA MAGHALIIN SA SHILAGO.
(airplane) (Lm) (come from)(Hm)(Chicago)

4 "KI SA" is used in comparisons with the force of 'than', but here "different from".
There is no word for "snow" in the dialect, so they speak of "raining ice."

8 "NING UNA" is the idiom for "beforehand* or even *once upon a time"
10 - "KADALICI" is used here in the sense of "very easy".
11 - Here the instrumental prefix (PA) and the object focus ability prefix (24A) give the

sense of "Can I have you teach r12?* with the emphasis on 'me'.
13 - *SACAP is the root word for 'to ride on'. "SAKY..." is the reduced root, with the

"AN" suffix showing the location of the action: 'a thing which is ridden'.



GRAMMAR NOTES: The Associative and Causative Focus in Verbs P. 93

The Associative Focus is the system of verb affixes which Emphasize or focus on
the instrument, reason, companion, or other factors somehow associated with the action
of the verb, but neither the direct actor nor action itself. Unfortunately most uses
of this type of focus have all but died out in the West Visayan dialects. Ilongo and
Loom= have only rare uses for it; while Aklanon has a full system still in practice,
but with even some mutations of the origiunal affixes.

The forms as once existed for all the West Visayan dialects are as follows:

present:

past, positive:

fliture:

ability:

perfect:

past, negative:

causative:

IGA. (very rare), now transformed to GINA.

IN. (used, but quite rare)

I. (quite frequently used, especially as imperative)

IKA. (also quite frequent)

IG.. (infrequent)

(infrequent)(but used)

IPA- (frequent)

Let us now look at a paradigm or chart which will show the use of both the assoc-
iative and the associative focus, and how theoP work:

(&c) GASTQAD AKO ET KARNS KU STYAW SA DAWAN.

(cut) (I) (Om) (meat)(iWnife)(Thn)(cutting board)
("I will cut the meat with a knife on the cutting board.")

This shows the associative marker being used in a sentence where the actor of the
sentence ('I') is the Topic ( "AKO "). However, the associative can be made the topic
of the sentence, and, hitace, the Associative Focus will be used:

( FO arAw ISCQAD KO IX KARNE SA DAPASAN.

(Tm)(knUe) (cut) (I) (Om) (meat) (1 n) board)
("The knife will be that I cut the meat with on the cutting board.")

Now the associative, that is the instrument in the action ('the knife') is made the
Topic of the sentence ("HO StYAW").

Some other examples of the associative focus are as follows: (Adman)

OWAR NAKON IGgEQAD MI Er KARNE AO SMAW.

(not)Xby me) (did cut) (Om) (raeat)(Tm) (knife)
("The knife was not what I sat the meat Llti.n)
RD ANWAIG HAY IKAARALO ET AANAS.
("The carabao can be used to Dlotvh the rice fieldsP)

IOAHA MO BD KARNE SA KII0ON.
("Cook the meat in the pot")--Here the associative is used with what might
nornal.ly be taken to be object, that is 'cook the meat% But in effect, the
meat is only associated with the action of cooking, and when it is emphasised
the associative and not the object focus is called for.
IIDNDAYALU KWARTA HAY IPABAYAD NAKON PARA SA UNIP314.
("This mom,/ is that usej_m_:..23rrt for the uniform.")



GRAIMAR NOTES: The Associative and Causative Focus in Verbs p. 91}

This is by way of introduction only to the Associative Focus, so that when you
arrive you w1.1. be able to "fish out the fonns tecistin.g and used in your dialect.
The focus was very active in the .protoelansuage some thousands of years ago, but it
is used with varying degrees of freletency in each dialect; but, unfortunately, suf-
ficient research hasn't been done on it yet.

The CAUSATIVE rocas, which is obtained with almost all other focuses by the
simple addition of the prefix "PAp." (occuring after the other prefixes, however),
is very freauent and common. It has been jokingly called "the law man's focus"
since it is used to show that you caused or were instrumental in an action, but
that you personally di.d not do the ork. For example,

(AK) GIN3BRA NAKON BMAY. (Me hose was made by me.)
(make)( by me)(Tia)(house) (I built the house.)

(AK) GIFFMBRA NEON RO BA AY. (I had the house built.)
(The house was had built by me.)

The simple addition of thtt prefix changes the efrole focus of the sentence in all of
the dialects. (see Dialog ight, line 6 for use of the prefix; as also Dialog Eleven,
line 'IL) Instead of having an actor 7,iho acts, the prefix shows that the actor only
influences or ceases, but does not really act himself.

As a summary of the marar types of focus, and to show how the "P.1.." prefix
works, let us look at the followin7 paradigm. men if the examples here given are

Aklanon, verbatim translations ilito the other five dialects are directly possible,
but would be too space consuming.

NAGLINGKOD
(sit)

CUNLIII1KOR.A..

(sit)

Ft) TitT BANCIKOQ. (The person sat down on the bench.)
(110(za (::11) (bench)
N RO BANOKOQ KU FA AU (The bench was sat on by the person.)

(ftn) (bench) (Am) (man)

These above two sentences show two focus possibilities. The first illustrates the
Actor Focus, with the Topic of the sentence being the actor, the one who sat down.
The second illustrates the Referent Focus, with the Topic of the sentence being the
Referent of the Action, or the place where the action occured. Note how the subject
of the sentence when it is not topic is made the Associative. (Some dialects which do
not have an active associative marker use the Object Marker, but in the same way.)

Now look at how the Causative Focus changes the whole tenor of the sentence.

(a) NAP AUNGKOD RO TVO IT BISTA SA BANGKOQ.
( sit) ('gym) (male) (Om) ( vi sitor) (Ma) (bench)

("The person had the visitor eit down on the bench.")
(b) GINPAMNOKOD RO BISITA KU TAW) SA BANGKOQ.

(dt) (Tra)(visi'tor)(Am)(man) (RI) (bench)
("The visitor was made to eit down on the bench by the person.")

GIIVALINGKORAN 3D BANGKOQ KU TAX SA BI TA. CAUSATIVE/REFERENT P3CUS(sit) (Thi)(bench) (kri)(man) (&)(visitootr)
("The bench was where the person had the visitor sit down.")

Note, in particular, how the third exac.ple has the special variation: normally (in 'a')
BISETA is the object of the vezb; but in c' it is made the referent. Such changes asthis follow a pattern which, once more, will take much time and effort in learning asyou progress in ability at your own particular dialect.

(c)

C.AUSATIVE/ACTOR FOCUS

CAUSATIVE/OBJECT FOCUS



MAGOG TWELVE, The Volunteer Talks about the States, Part 2 -- now Translation p. 95

1. MATAXIAW KIT) SA SINE, MIGS.

(see) (we) (Bn)(movie)(friend)

2. MG& MIAAN3 TA? MASAKAY 0 MAMA?

(01C) (do) (we) (ride) (van)

3. EBOT, SA IMO.
(don't knaw)(114(you)

4. LAICIT LAM, KAY MLAPIT MAN.
(walk) (11).) (since) (close) (48c)

(Cf. 111,4)

5. SEIM AN3 PABORITO MON3 ARTIMA?

(who) (1n) (favorite)(Your(Lm) (actor)

6. AMBOT. St ILBIS PRESLIT SIGMA%

(1 n) (PrabablY)

7. NACITil MO NA SITA SA PER.SDNAt?

(seen) (by You)(4).)(he) (in person)

8. INA PA, PEW P KO G/NATAN4AW ANG IYA PEL&ULA, K 11 PEW

(not) (yet) (always) (me) (see) (Tm) (his) (films) (and) (always)

AKO NPGAPSIAIN SAID =A MGA KANTA.

(hear) (km) (his) (Pm) (song)

9. MAN3ARAKON AN3 MGA ARTTSZA,

(rich) (Tm) (Pm) (stars) (aren't they)

10. HMO. MAIGARANDN, PEW IN1 4 MLA MALIPIXON.

(not) (they) (happy)

11. WU?.
NV)

12. KAY MABUILAY AND .13:Lhat PAIDABIRECQ.

(since) (difficult)(Tm)(their)(Lm) (lifeD

13. HMO. PM MAN ELI GINADIBOIRS, ND?

(Dp&)(theY) (divorce) (aren't they?)

14. IMO. SI EL/SABEr TICabOR MAY &QAT KA BANA.

(fin) (1b) (ftur)(Pm)(husbanr1)

15. SA MON DIRC, GINAIS:LION
(Rm)(ours) (here) (forbid)

16. MAS M1141/0 PARR SA MGA BATA2 KON WALA MORS.

(more) (good) (for) (Rm)(Pm)(c.hild) (if) (no)

17. AFC LK KITAI SA MN& AKCI LAID ANG NSIXAD.

(this)(here)(we)(Tha)(movie) (Igo.) (Tel) (Pc)

18. AY: SAL/HAT GID.
(Geed) (thanks) (IV)

7 .. "Lonna* is here a stative verb elphasintrg the object or referent of the action.

9/13 - "IAA" or NAND* are used as tag question markers.
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1. 1:,.0S KITA DIATANQAW SA SINE.
(lot' s ) (see) (lira) (-movie)

0 S ILTE . GAALIIJ KIM, ....:ASAILY 0 i iAa ieG TAS ?

(do) (ride) (hike)

3. T1` q0, KIMO. (Cf. VIA. and 111,9)

4. 17.1.CArJAS LANG, AY i:1110-APIT ANG.
(near)

5. LINO iw PABORITO 110 NGA ARTISTA?
(who) (favorite) (actor)

6. O. SI ELKS PRESLI GIATO.
(Tm) (maybe)

7 'ON =al NG.11. 2:02S (,;.Tt/

(soon) (by you)(now) (he) (Lm)

6. CMA. PA, PESO PERIII KO G ETA TANQ,A; I HO ANANG S INE AG PERII
(always) (by me) (his) (and)

AK 0 1::.AGA IQ, SA A NANG ::SGA i 1ITTl:.

(hear) (sons)

1,1A: N RC la41 Al'ITISTA, ANS?
(rich) (tag question marker)

10. 71'0, 1 ...:GA:ILAON SANDA, PERO BUKON GID ET t=li.
(they)

11 ?

(WI-Ly)

12. IJOUDLAY ABI D0 ANDANG PANGABUIIIQ.
(hard) (since) (their) (life)

13. :UQ0. PER1,11 SA:TDA GINADIBORS, Alift
(they) (divorce)

14. ::UQC. SI h;LISABET TEYLCR HAY APAT Kul ASAWA.
( Tn.) (Em)(four)(Pm)(husband)

15. SA A1.02. IZA, PA u' 1'W DI3ORS.
(Rm)(ours)(hore)(forbid) (divorce)

16. 2A2.A SA liGA UNGAQ K.ON owAq ET DIDORS.
(--getter) (for)(Ha) (child) (if) (no)

17. IZA SA SINE. ADC VAEG RO GABAYAD.
(Tui) (pay)

13. SUS: ii:ABUOT KA. SAV'ilAT GID UGA AOQ.
(Jos-as )(kind)

7 - contains the reduction of KIITAQ, (to see), KITQ. The prefix HA and
t :.e suffix AN s:_Qw the past fora of the verb oriphasizing the person seen.
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MATANTALW KIT1 SA SINN
(see) (we) (An) (movie)

1.

2.

3.

4.

1
SEGE. MA2AN4 KITA.
(OK) (do) (we)

AMBAY, KANDIO.
(don't know)(up to you)

MASIgit MCIN MIPANAW.

(ride) (walk)

(Cf. VIA)

NIP ANAW LAM Mk HAY MARPPIT MA LANG.
(walk) (10) (since) (nearb7)(46)(Dp.)

5. SE X° ANG PABOICEID MONG ARTISTA?
(who) (Tm) (favorite)(your)(112)( star)

6. AMBAY. St ISIS PRISLIY aGURO.
(Tm) (probably)

7. NAKITA2 MO TANA SA PERSONAL?
(see) (you) (he) (RIO( "in person")

8. WARS PA. PERO PERM PEd NAGASP.016
(not) (yet) (always) (watch)

NAG& AM.ATIC1 KAN3 ANAN1 MGA ICANTA.

9.

10.

11.

12.

13.

14.

15.

16.

17.

18.

KAN3 ANAN3 an, KM PEKE /EC
(ka)(his)(10) (and)

(listen) (An) (Pm) (sorb)

MAN3ARANDN ADD MGA ARTISTA, Ad?
(rich) (Tm) (Pm) (star) (aren't they?)

HPQ0D. MAIGARANDN, PEA INDI4 SANDA MASADIA.
(but) (not) (they) (happy)

MEM?
(1417)

I AT MABUILLY ANG ANDAIG

(since) (difficult) (their)(Lm) (life)

HP2OD. PEES LAID SANDA GINAIEEBOL, AN3c

(always) (4)0 (the) (divorce) (area t thee)

HP2OD. SI IILISEAV TIMOR KANE' R7N MAUNA.
(Tm) (fourkh(Dp,) (have/marry a husband)

DOG'M'A SA EON, WAR TI ELEBORS.

(here) (Rn) (ours) (w) (Cm)

MAS MAYID PARA SA MGA KABATAQAN KON WA1t A2 DD3OLS.

(much) (good) (for) (An) (Pm) ( children) (if) (re) (Om)

DUGYA 1$N KILL SA &NE. AK( LANG AND MABAYAD.

(IVO (Rm)

SALMAT.

( LIN ) ( za) (pay)

7 "MITA" is here a stative verb emphasizing the object or referent of the action.
15 - "TI" is here used as a phonetic variant of "a".



DIALOG TWELVE, The Volunteer Talks about the States, Part 2 -- Loocnon Translation

1. mos, mATAInAw xrri Et SINE.
(co) (see) (we) (Oin)(movie)

2. aGE. MO S. ))IASIKAC KITA 0 MAPANAW LANG?
(ride) (or) (walk) (Dp.)

I
3. nig BAY.

(don't know) (Cf. VI,4)

4. MAPANAW LANG KITA, MALAPIT MANLAN3.
(walk) (Dp.) (nearbY)(14)(43.)

5. smo ANG PA3OFCITO MO MA APSISTA?
(who) (Tin) (favor.i.te)(Your)(14m)(actor)

6. ILAM. ST E113IS PRETLIY smug:).
('din) (probably)

1

NARITA MO RUN IMAW SA PERSONAL?
(seen) (by You)(DP.)(be)(Fbi) ("in person")

8. OWia PA. P RFC PII KO GIN ATANCIAW ANG :MAID PELIKULA, KAD GINAPICATIQAN
(not yet) (but) (always) (see) (11n) (his) (Lm) (film) (and)

Ali ANAL KANTA.
(song)

9. MAIZARANOlv ANC MGA AETNA, Ii)?
(rich) (aren't thee)

10. HMO. MAIGARONON, PRO BUKON SANDA MALIPAYON.
(rich) (not) (they) (happy)

11. BA 551 HAW?

(127) (that)

12. MABUILAI AEI ANG ANDANG PANGABUHIC1.

(difficult)(since) (their)(Lin) (life)
1

13. HMO. P ERNI SANDA GINADIBORS,
(always) (divorce) (aren't thee)

14. HMO. SI ELI SE Er TIMOR AY NAKAQ/PCIAT ASAWA.

(Tm) (11m) (have four) (Om) (spouse--husband)

15. ODI, OW/A GINATUGOT ANG =ORS.
(here) (not) (permit) (T n4

16. MAS MAYAID PARA SA /MA ONGA1 ANG 0W ET lIBOR. S.
(much) (good) (for) (Thn) (Pm) (child) (?an) (bone) (Om)

17. 0111 RUN KITASA SINEHAI. AKOI LANG ANG MABAYAD.

(LP.) (Rn) (theatre) (4).) (pay)

18. SAL/RAT GID.
(DiDe)

.-10411INEMIIIMIIMNONIONPOINftlar.1011110/~

(listen to)

"NlerITA 11 is here a etative verb emphadzing the object-referent of the action.

P. 98



DIALOG TWELVE, The Volunteer Talks About the States, Part 2--Mdionganon

1. IIAITUYAT KITA ET S LIE .

(see) (0m)(movie)

2 SIGE . NAQ0NOl KITA, i11`3.SAKA.c. 0 I IA ITAW?

( do ) (ride) (walk)

3. ILAM, SA IMO.
(not know)

4. 1 APANAW YANG KAY IlAYUNLI..,T RA.
(since) (close)

5. SINQ.0 KAG PABORITO liONG ARTISTA?
(who) (Tm) (favorite)(your) (actor)

6, ILAM. SI ELBIS PRESLI SIGURO.
(Tm) (probably)

7. NANU/ATA NO SIDI( SA PERS6:.1?
(seen) (by you) (he) (Rra)

8. OYAQ PA. PERO PERLI KO SIDA NAILUYATA SA PLLILULA.
(by me) (thex) (see) (Rm)(movie)

9. hANGARANGN KAG ARTISTA, NO?
(rich) (Tm)(Fm) (star) (tat question

10. OHO/CI, ITANGARANON, WANG BUKOO RA SIMA
(but) (not)

11. ASI?
(why)

12. 1AT1LAY RA KAG =RANG PAGPAITGITAQ,.
(hard) (Tm) (their) (life)

13 OH0Q, . FERMI S I1 C IA AGADIBRSY0.

14. 0'14. SI ELISABET TIZLOR i:ALAUPAT Ef Y.

(four) (now)

marker)

AALIPAY.
(halypy)

15. SA AOQ, BAWAL HAG iiGA DILORSY0.
(Rm)(ours) (forbidden) (Tm) (divorce)

16. BINTAHA 1, SA IDA ANAK KUM OYAQ, ET DIBORSY0.
(good) (child)(if) (none)(0m)

17. MALI EY KITA SA SINE:AlT AKO YANG-. LT 1.1ABADAR.

(here) (theatre) (Om) (pay)

' 18. 4.ALANAT,ILV

7 - NAHOYATAN is the combination of IZYAT (t to seet), and the affixes NA- and
-AN which denote past ability 'have you been able to' and focus on or
stress the referent (indirect object) of the verb: 'see himt.

14 - MARA- is the prefix meaning 'able tot; UPAT is the root word for 'four'.
The literal translations reads: 'she wris able to reach fourt.

16 - BINTAHA SA has the force of 'it is bey: !-er for'



IMILOG TWINE, The Volunteer Talks /bout the States, Part 2 Ibmblomanen Translation

1. ROY AMIGO, KARL MASER) KIT.' ENG SINE.
(hey)(frieand)(ge) (see) (we) (Om) (movie)

2. MGM. MASAKAz
L KIT* 0 KAPANAW LAM?

(ride) (or) (walk) (Dp.)

3, ni4 BAY.
'.511t know)

4. MAP MAW NA LAM KITA. MALAPIT LAM DA.
(wallc)(40(44) (nearby) (10.)(I,&)

5. SEM ANG MOM PABORITO DA ABTISTA?

(vibe) (fin) (Your)(Lm)(favorite) (Lm) (actor)

6. nix. RiBIS PRESLIY &EOM.
(Tm) (probably)

P.

7. NAKITk MO NA BA all SA PERSONAL?

(seen)(bY You)(DPI)(4q)(he)(Rm)("in person")

8. WAYia PA, PERD PERM KO GINAMBO ANG IYA NGA PILIKULA, KAG GINAPAUTIQAN

(not yet) (but)(always) (see) (Tm)(his) (Lm) (films) (and) (listen to)

ANG Ill NGA KANTA.
(Tin)(his) (To) (song)

9. MAMARAMN ANG MGA ARTISTA, ND?

(rich) (Ton) (Pm) (aren't thee)

10. HMO. MAMABDION, PIM BUNN SANDA MALIPRON,

(rich) (mat) (the) (happy)

11. BASE HAW?

(why is that)

12. MALIBUG ANG ANDAM PAMAI3URI4.
(hard) (1n)(their)(14) (life)

13. HMO. PERMS DA SANDA NVADIPATIS, ND?

(alwaYs)(411) (their) (divorce)(donit thew?)

14. HMO. a ELI SABST TICILOR MAY /PUT NA KA ASAWA.
(Tin) ( &) (four) (Dp,)(Pm)(spouse-husband)

15. WAYL GINATUGOT ANG DIBC/RS

(not) (permit) (111) (divorce)(here)

16. MAS MA2AY0 Si MGA UMA2 AM wail raBois.
(much) (good) ( Fm)(Pm)( child) (Tin) (no) (divorce)

17. YARI NA KITI Si sENERA. Alai LANG ANG MABAYAD.

(here)(1139) (Au) (theatre) (I) (Dp-) (Tin) (gay)

SALICAT , HA? ..
7 NNAKITJan is here a stative verb Emphasizing the object-referent of the action.

100
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p. 101A
GREMAR NDTIO: The Case of the Missing Links

One of the most important facts about language in general, and language learning is
specific, is that LANGUAGE IS ORAL AND MDT BASICALLY WRITTEN. We often feel more aecure
if we see a word written, and we get out of everyday problems in language by spelling:

mean 'r -e.d', n tr9e9a-dl." Yet, actually the invention of writing came quite late
in the whole history of man; and many, many people on the face of the earth have little
or b knowledge of any form of script or writing. Language is basically speech; and the
science of language is linguistics. Most of us, including the present author, fear formal
linguistics with its big terminology. Yet there is much that the linguist can offer to
help us learn the Visayan dialects quicket. Hence, fear of 'big names' in linguistics
is unwaranted if what we can learn will not only assist us generally, but give us chances
to make big strides in both speed and efficiency.

The title of this section should be "MORPHOPHONEMIC REDUCTION", something which we
have spoken about quite a bit. It probably is scaresy--a big word with little content to
most. Yet the process is occurent throughout the Visayan grammar and vocabulary and is
important. We even have it in English; and sometimes the confusion of writing makes it
worse. (Take the case of "woman" and its plural, "women". In spelling we change the la'
of "woman" to lei in "women". Yet where is the real change? The true change is one of
sound and occurs in the first syllable: bonen/ becomes fw.T.man/.)

The various instances of morphophonemic reduction, or "sound changes" (NOT letter
chsmr:es1), or oven "missing links" of sound or 'letters' are rather few and sirple in
Visayan, and can be outlined here. But they are only outlined; as you go about learning
your dialect, and various Ilords or sounds puzzle you, if you can grasp these rules, you

also be able to understand just that happened to Lords. For example, can you see
the similar .ties and the eh:Into:ea in the follo4ng word p 'rs?

BuITID BUK A
BT ty = BUG

TA AD KALI OG K G

T W MANAK

BAL PANN
041 LINAH
TOELOQ. MANU

The following rules and thair instances should prepare you and make you aware of the pos-
sibilities occuring within your dialect. (Actually, these are not 'rules', but rather
observations' )

(1) STRESS CHANGE,. Stress will usually move over one or even more syllables when
various suffixes are added to the root word. This is most nonnal since, as we have noted,
the second last syllable is stressed. Hence, with additional syllables added, the stress
will have to move at least the number of syllables over equivalent to those which were
added. Examples:

MAIWAD (wealth) - MAIGGARIZAN (rich)
dlIBA (worship) - SIMBLHAN (church)

EStWiLA (student) - ESKWELAHIN (school)
Sometimes it is important to note that some suffixes, which may appear identical, are r y
different. Like the "-AN", which can be used to make a noun or verb. The verb suffix
carries (usually) the accent to the final syllable; whereas the satin suffix "-AN" accents the
penultimate (second last syllable). Examples: (as stated on p. 8)

HIMAIGIN (will be played with), a verb, or PICKAON (having eaten)
HaphDAN (a toy), a noun, or PAGKI2ON (food, edibles)

(2) VOWEL LOSS, CHANGE, OR REDUCTION usually occurs then a weak or unstressed vowel
is "upstaged" by accent or addition within a different syllable in the ward. Hence, when
there is a major stress on the last syllable (ultimate), usually the primary syllable receives
a secondary stress, and the penultimate is dropped. However, when the first syllable is
stressed, and suffixes are added, then the/owe" in the penultimate is usually changed.

(spouse) - AN (will be married)
(go) - A will be gone to)
(coconut GAN (coconut plantation)

14 gia
K ON - KAI\12A

AK - TIGSILILAK



GROOM NOTE The Case of the Missing tanks (Merphephoneraic reduction)

OBUS (low) .4 PLIPAINUBSANON (humble)
at (pass by) - LIMAN (win be passed by)
HUGOD (industrious) HINUGDAN (in the mood to mirk)

SAY DD (knew) NASAYRAN (is to be known)

TUBI"-(sugar cane) KATUBWAN (sugar plantation)

P. 101 B

(3) ASMICLATION is the process whereby the sound 'NG' is changed to either 'M'
or 'N' er else remains 'NG' due to the articulation of the following consonant. "..-e rai;ht
say 'it is easier to promunce' if the /*Mid is 'changed' or articulated in a different
position of the mouth, depending on here the neat consonaiat is to be articulated. Hence,
if the sound 'NG' occurs before the following letters, the following changes till take
place:

(a) before 'B' or 'P' sound, 'NG' assimilates to 'V. 3:amples:

SANG BILOG
SANG BULAN
SANG BAR)
KLEID BANWA
PANG + BALITAWAN
SANG + BISLY/a

becomes SJUBILOG
SAM BULAN
SAAB =
KAMIANWA
PIEBALITAWAN
SAM BISAYA2

(b) before 'DI, IT1, IS', 'L', 'R' or 'Y' sound, 'NG' assimilates to IN1.
in this case, are a matter of 'quick conversation' since most lords in this catep;ory have
gone a step further in morphophonemic reduction and also have consonant reduction (which
will be #4 in this present discussion).

SANG DAKdP
SANG TIMOQ
SANG SOPUT
SANG gl:PA1
SANG LIBO

(c) before IG1,

is pronounced SAN DE&
SAN I1:04
SAX SOPUT
SAN XP A2
SAN LIBO

(one catch)
(one finger full)
(one bag full)
(one kick)
(one thousand)

'K', 'H', or 'W' sound, the 'NG' is usually retained. 11:rnoles:

SANGKUBh (a little bit) PANGHUNAS (becoming 1017 tide)
SANG GANTA (one prate) PANGWANGUT (to be peeved at)
PAIMOAKAD (one large step) SANG GAS (one hundred)

(JO CONSONANT REDUCTION is the loss of a consonant One to previous assimilation. It
corresponds directly to the rules as stated above for assimilation. &apples:

KAMM' + BANWA
PANG + BISAAA
PANG + TINDIAHAN
PANG + TIMM
PANG + LtIMDLN
PANG + SCIGIBON
MANG + TZCAW
PAM +
PANG + KALISOD

becomes K ASEM ANA
PAIIISAOA
P ANIN9AHil
P.A1:11104
PANUNDLE
P ANUGI N

MANE 1,1
PANIL S
PAIVALISUD

(fellow citizen)
(phrase)
(go marketing)
(to take by mall handfuls)
(to think or reflect)
(to tell a tale)
( a thief)
(a railroad)
(to suffer)

Note how each of the above examples follows the rules for assimilation, but then the first
consonant of the root word is dropped. Hence, both ASSIMILATION and CONS:NANT REDUCTION
take place.

(5) CONSONANT GS NATION IS A MATTE OF SPEAKING. AND NOT OF WRITING. It is simply
the process where a sound is repeated in the pronunciationpronunciation of a .r.yor, egoecially when af-
fixation takes place. BUG. + ON = BUG/4460N or APOY + AN = .40POYAN
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p. 102
GR/MMAR NOTES: The Case of the Missing Links (Morphophonemic reduction)

(6) METAMESIS is the changing of the positions of sounds. Again, this is most
()courant when the process of affixation (especially suffixes) takes place on a WOrd.

Becomes
1771rN MON

In the first eccample, notice how the IMI and the 'N' *switch positions" and, in the
second, how the MI and the glottal stop also "stitch".

(7) CONSONANT CHANGE is the most frequent form of reduction, and the following
instances can be noted.

(a) The 'DI sound changes to IRI (or sometimes 'Lt) in the presence of affixation.
Rumples:

BUKID
SCUD
SUG/D

SUGID

MAIEGAD

becomes KABUKIRAN

NASAYURAN

P,ANUIIEB3N . (also #3b and #4 from above)
87GILAN3N

MANGGARAN3N

(b) The fricative IP of Aklanon changes to 'L' in the presence of an 'I' sound
(Nether preceding or following); and changes to 'Y' if it is first in a mord which follows
another ward ending in IT!, 1St , ILI, or 111. Scanples:

OAHUG becomes
OtAIGAS

041Gia
RASA= ooN
TAPUS OON
MAGSAYSAY SON

LINAHUG (to be naughty)
LINANGAS (to be noisy)
LIN (to boil in water)

is said as KASAYUD TUN (know now)
TAPUS IUN (finished now)
MMSAYSAY TUN (tell now)

(8) REDUPLICATION is the process of repeating part of a lord or even the entire
word itself. Various types of reduplication are always ccurant, and involve varius
types of change in meaning.

(a) Total reduplication of a word usually involves a meaning of artificiality,'
or in some way lessens its quality. /tramples:

TAX) (a person)
BALAY (a house)
KA1ON (to eat)
BUOOS (to replace)
TIYOG (to turn)
=NIG (ad)
MAINIT (boa

TAWD..TAW3 (a puppet)
B.ALAY..BXLAY (a doll house)
KM/ON-K.40N (to nibble a bit at a time)
BOOS.BUOOS (to alternate back and forth)
TIYOG-TITOG (a man about town)
MALMIG..LANIG (cool)
MA2INITAINIT (warn:)

(b) Partial reduplication of the first syllable of a ward usually denotes extension,
either of time or quality.

TULOG (sleep)
BUCIOT (one' s psyche)
SILAK (sunshine)
MAN (rain)
TALI (to sew)
HILAW (raw, uncooked)

TUTULOG (will sleep) (OD)
MAGBNIZIOT (God, the all powerful force)
TIGSELIWE (summertime, the sunny season)
TIGULULAN (the rainy season)
MANANAHI (a tailor) (also #3b and #4 above)
mAhnINGILAW (a cannibal, one who always eats raw)

The last four examples here show various sorts of reduplication. The last two *ow the "MAID.."
prefix, assimilation and reduction, and a reduplication of the nasal sound plus the first
vowel of the root word. The previous two show reduplication of the first vowel plus addition
of the letter 'L' (in Aklanon it would b 100.
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D I A L O G O N E

THE VOLUNTEER MELTS ELS HOST, Part 1.

1. Good afternoon.

2. Good afternoon.

3. Have you just arrived

. Yes. Just a little -,7hile ago.

5. 'hen did you arrive in the Philippines?

6. On Septenber 15. But ',after two dmzrs in Manila, I vent
to Pototan.

7. TAttat did you do there?

8. I taught at their school.

9. %ore did you stay/ a

10. I stayed IfLth Frank Quimby, who is the Peace Corps in
Pototan.

11. You're probably tired.b buld you like to lie dole

12. Yes, Ism very tired. T.Jhere is my bed?

13. Upstairs. c

Thanks a lot.

a The ward "stay" in Diglith is idiomatic. Filipinos ask where you
slept or where you lied down.

b As in English, there are two rtone for tired (meaning physically.
or mentally morn out) and one for sleepy (meaning quite ready to fall
asleep). They should not be confused, since one can be tired, but
not very sleepy at the same time.

c Literally, in Visayan, it would be "on top" or "above", or in Odiongan,
"on high".



DIALOG TWO

THE VOLUTITEER NE ;'S HIS HOST, Part 2.

1. Hou are you?a

2. Fine, thanks. And you?

3. Just fine. Are you still tired?

4. Not any more.

5. Are you hungry?

6. /Tot no u. I ate at the restaurant for lunch.

7. Mere do you come from in the States?

8. Fran Chicago, 111inoi s.

9. Ho;; many are there in your family?b

10. There are three of us. One younger sister, and one older brother.

11. C^.n I leave my things here since I have tocgo to school?

12. Sure. Just leave them behind.

13. Thanks. I'll be going now.d

14. All right.

Notes:

11111=11/M

Ivy

a -Filipinos usualy ask Mere are you going?", "Mere are you coming from?",
or Mat are you doing?" as their most frequent questions. To us Americans
these seen very personal; yet, to Filipinos, "How are you?" is equally per-
sonal. Nonetheless, due to kierican influence, they are beginning to use
znia aprebalon Idth friends and close acquaintances.

b Filipinos actually ask "Hou many are you lin brotherhood'? (literally) The
above is an idiomatic kierican translation.

- Filipinos do not actually say "I have to" do something, theivjust say "I
"

d This is the most frequent form of leave taking. They rarely just say good-
bye, except when going on long journeys. They just inform you that they
are going, returning home, going ahead, and so on.



DIALOG TRUER

TUE VOLUNTEER iAEETS A STHANGER; PART 1

T. Hey, Joe,: Where are you going?

2. Just to school.

3. Wow! You already lc ow how to speak Visayan.
b

4. Just a Tittle. I'm still studying now.

5. Do you like it here?

6. Yes, I like it here because the neop]e aro friendly.

7. How many years will. you be here?

8. Two yeqrs.

9. Well, T'll juwb be voing ahead.°

10. 0.k. Thanks.

a Of course, ever :since the war, all Americans are Joe.

It 3 the peo..ileis .)et name for you, and it is not ileRtt

to be insulting. ?et names for whole clauses are common;

they even have one for themselves. "PINOY." Also, in

public address, every boy is "TCV, every girl is "DAY",

every elder man is either "PARE" or "NONG"4 and every

elder lady is "NANG" or "COMMARE".

105

b
- Even if these dialects differ among themselves, each still

calls itself "Visayan." In some cases, the translation will

read in the particular dialect 11f4j 3.001("71; hollWrIt';

in mind the point that they consider themselves one dialect.

c- Another of the most common forms of leave taking.
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DIALOG POUR

THE VaDliTUR MEETS A STROM, PART 2

1. Sir, sir, do you have a class now?

2. No, I don't. I'm vacant.

3. 1407 I please ask you some questions?

4. Sure, go right ahead.

5. What's your names sir?

6. Ism Tom Smith. What's yours?

7. I'm Pio Espinosa. Haw old are youoir?

8. Twenty-three.

9. Well, you're ail]. young. But you're very tall. What's your height?

10. Six one.

U. Wow, a six footer, ha? How long have you been here?

12. Just one !!!!!!0Yet you oan speak Visayan.
15
41. Just a little, I'm still not very good.

This dialog constitutes some of the basic questions you will be asked again and
again. The form of questioning sometimes changes, but the basic questions remain
the sane. Volunteers should get used to these questions from the very beginning,
and the better your endurance to repeated exposures, the less strained you'll
be. It must be admitted that tines of the so-called 'culture shook' make it dif-
ficult to answer something for the thousandth time; yet remember that part of the
culture is highly contingent on one's ability to be pleasant in public, particularily
with strangers. The observation has been made that Filipinos are frank and open
with their closest friends, and worst enemies; but with that wide middle range of
new aoquaintances and the general public body, they have a specific code of hos-
pitality and fordiality heavily filled with 'SIR' or agaima, The sane sort of
response is expected of foreigners, though many Filipinos are understanding of
cultural differences.



DIALOG FIVE

THE VOLUNTEER MUSS A STRaNGPS, PART 3

(continued from previous dialog)

I. When will you return to the states?

M MR June, 1969.

17a. Where do you live here.

18ir. Oa Liberty Street at Mr. Gonzales' house.

IL Why did you join the Peace Corps?

20 3.. I wanted to learn about the lives of people outside the United

.2/ £. Fine. Do you have a girl back haze?

.202. No. Not at all.

.23 alit Da you have a girl friend here in the Philippines?

sa. No. I'm shy towards girls since I'm still young yet.

AS alp, Tell me, which girls are prettier& Filipinas or Americans?

24 a. Just the same. Some Americans are pretty, .so are some Filipinas. Scale

are also ugly. But Filipinas are more modest and mannerly.

/.7. There's the bell. /11.1 just go ahead. Thanks a lot.

States.

JO?

22 lbulre welcome.

MOM. 11=yworpnow.wpftwo
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DIALOG SIX

TEL VOLUNTEIR AT SCHOOL, Part 1

1. *tem is the principal's office?

2. Just over there.

3. Is he in?

4. Sorry, don't know?

5. Thank you.

6. You're welcome.



DIALOG SEVEN

THE VOLUNTEFR AT SCHOOL, Part 2

1a Who are you looking far?

2. it'. Arroyo.

3. He's over there in the office. via go over with you.

4. What are you teaching here?

5. Mathematics.

6. Aren't the students noisy around here?

7. Not really. Most of them are good and industrious.

8. Where are they brighters here or in your place?

9. That's hard to say, since Ingliah is the language in the classrocza,
yet Visayan is spoken outside.

10. -)w many classes are you teaching?

U. I have three of my own, but I'm also co- teaching in two others.

12. Wells here we are. I have a class now, so /In go ahead.

19-.11°Molt a lot.

14. You're welcome.



DIALOG

THY, VaLUNTEFR IS INVITED TO DINNER

EIGHT

1. Hungry?

2. Yea, I'm starving:

3. Just a minute, please. Do you like

4. Of course, it's delicious.

5. Can you eat rice?

6. Yes. In fact, after I return home,
every month.

7. What's your favorite dish?

8. Just about anything. But my favorite
'I

104% Oh yes, it's delicious. even drink

S. You might have an upset stomach.

]2 No, I have a strong stomach.

4. O.K. Let's eat. Eat until you're full and drink 'tit you're drunk.

our food here?

I'll have Pio send

is '81namus,.b

tuba.°

me rice

a

/IC

Pio in this case is the bouseboy of the volunteer. 1I111 jars...send' is
a rough English translation of the CAUSATIVE AIM which will be put into
the verb root.
8Ginamus, literally meaning 'marinated' is a type of cooking, usually of
fish, in which the food la marinated in vinegar and/or other strong flavorants
for quite some time. Usually it. is served raw, or only briefly cooked.
The above bluntest may very well be making a great stab at PR, or else
his stomach it quite strong.

- Maui (with a glottal at the end) is a native drink favored by the carom
tao. It is made by catching fresh coconut sap in vessels and letting it
ferment. It is mildly alehoholics if fresh, it is sweet, but when old it
is very sour, and is even used as a substitute for vinegar.
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DIALOG

THE VOLUNTUR AT MARKET, Part 1

NINE

1. Hello, Joe, will you buy anythine

2. Yes, but ray name's Steve, not Joe.b

3. Gee, you know how to speak Visayan already! What'll you buy, Steve?

4. Meat--if it's cheap. How much is it?

5. Three twenty a kilo. Want any?

6. Yes, but if it's only fifty centavos worth.

7. Ali, what a cheapskate!

8. Yes, since I don't have much money.

9. I don't believe you. Bow much do you get?

10. Two hundred forty five a month.

11. Pesos or dollars?
c

12. Pesos.

13. Well it's really a sacrifice. What else will you buyl

24. That's all. Thanks. I'll be going now

ON/MMassai=01.N. minVIIIPM.110171.111.0

a - Again we find the Amexictui as "Joe". Remember that it is a sort of pet

name, and no offense is meant.

b One sensible reaction is to correct the person by giving your correct name.

I I I

C

However, intonation should be watched. If done properly, it will not only

be polite, it will also be interpreted as extrmely friendly of you. It is

beat, in fact, to introduce yourself to people whom you suspect you will be

dealing with, since they will help establish you through the ever-present

'grape vine'. By the next day, everyone in the market will know Steve is

Steve, and not "Joe."

. To the all Americans are rich. They take it for gearted you are

receiving cash directly from the States, in dollars-and plenty of them. The

Peace Corps idealizes the establishment of our 'counterpart agreement' (the

feeling that all volunteers should live like their foreign country peers),

but it is up to the volunteer to instruct the peers of this. No matter how

poorly ym mess or live, the natives will still think you're rich. The

poor appearance will be interpreted as 'humility' and not 'poverty.' The

universalbellef of the richness of Americana is dIfficult, if not impassible,

to change.



DIALOG T 13

THE VCLUNTEFR AT MARKET, Part 2

1. Miss, are you selling mosquito nets?

2. Yee, we are.

3. How much?

4. Five-fifty.

5. Gads, that very expensive. How about four.

6. I'm sorry, I couldn't do that. Hake it five.

7. I'll take it. Do you have any buttons?

8. How much are they apiece?

9. Three for ten centavos.

10. How about two for five.

13.. But, I'd lose out.
is

12. Seven for twenty, o.k?

33. All right. That'll be five- twenty for everything.

14. I only have a ten peso bill. Do you have change?

15. We do....Thank you.

This dialog shows you same of the standard bargaining techniques. If at first
bargaining seems a bother; after a while it becomes a great deal of fun, both
in learning the dialect, meeting people, and learning mannerisms. After a
while, you may even get to dislike the fixed prices you find at some stores
in *mils when you're on vacation.

0
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DIALOG ELEVEN

THE VOLUNTFIR TALKS ABOUT THE STATES, Part 1

1. Where are you from in the States?

2. From iimlitmodzx Illinois.

3. Do you have a bill house there?

4. It's not very big, but it's different from yours because it's very cold
during the winter time.

5. Does it snow where you live.

6. Yes, during the winter time.

7. Ik you have a car?

8. I used to, but / sold it.

9. Do you know how to drive?

10. Of course, it's easy. Do you diktve?

11. Not yet. Maybe I'll have you teach me?

12. Sure. But we don't have a Jeep.

13. Oh well, illatla all right. Now did you get here (to the Philippines)?
What vas your transportation?

14. Airplane, all the way from Chicago.

(6) At con&wed)



DIALOG TWELVE

THE VOLUNTEER TALKS ABOUT THE STATES, Part 2

1. Let's go see a movie?

Shall we walk or ride?
a

Don't know, it' a up t o you.

4. O.K. Let's walk. It nearby anyway.

5. Who's your favorite actor?

6. Don't know. Perhaps Elvis kreslgy.

7. Have you ever seen him in person?

S. Not yet, but I always see his pictures and hear him sing.

9. The actors are rich, aren't they?

10. Yes, they're rich, but not very happy.

11. Why's that?

12. They have x hard life.

13. lea. They're always getting divorces too, aren't they?

14. Yes. Elizabeth Tayl-r has bad four husbulds already.

15. We don't allow divorces here.

16. It's mush better for the children when divorce isn't allowed.b

17. Well, here we are already. Let me pay.

18. Well, thanks a lot!

a

b

Another very common expression in the dialect. Filipinos usually come up with

this response far more than Americans do; and sometimes it's very peeving. We
Americans like to guess even if we're not sure. Unless someone has a definite
opinion, they seem to always shrug it off with 'don't know.' Yet there are
instances when they really stick their necks out. I guess it's cultural--and it's
hard to pinpoint.

au.
- This is one way the dialog could run. age. author doesn't personally agree with

salswer leaving the topic like that. HI* own personal answer issnivorce is
actually a law helping the wife and children receive money and stay alive if the
parents can no longer sty together. It's much better to have divorce than have
the husband or wife just run away and leave the rest of the family to starve."
Filipinos seem tocondeam divorce without thinking of it as a law; they think it
rather a licenie for adultery. And on that point, they can act rather blind to
the great deal of open adultery in their is country. The double- standard is a livingreality. dorm



SONE PEDAGOGICS, NOTES: How to use this book t4 learn for yourself. p. 115

Although this book may seen of formidable size, your concern is with roughly
39 or so pages, exclusive of the English translations. There are 12 dialogs relating
to your particular dialect of one page each; there are 7 pages of introduction; and
some 20 pages of Granger Notes.

Hence, for the several weeks of work you have, the task is not so formidable
as it may seen. In addition, it is best to eorplain that the main purpose of the
work is to show you 'what your dialect is like'. The ideal thing to get into your
hands, of course, would be a grammar and a dictionary, and a very comprehensive
series of dialogs; not to mention a first class linguist and informant from your
particular area. Unfortunately you may have none of these; you may only have this
snail booklet..a primer, a first book at a most elementary level.

It was because of the shortcomings you yourself may face in training and upon
arrival that phonetic script was used. Once you learn the writing of the dialect
you may growl at the use of '4, for glottal stops, and '' and 1111 for the unique
sounds of Xclanon and Kinaray-a. But for now, this phonetic script is the only
authoritative pronunciation guide, at least, which we can be sure to give you.

The gloss urderneath the words is also subject to criticism, but if it bothers
you or makes it more difficult for yilu to menorize the meaning of words, then simply
cover it up with cardboard or paper as you read each line. In fact, arch a process
will eventually be necessary so that you will have only the dialect and its sound
before your mind's eye and ear. After all, the local people will not speak to you
with margir el gloss.

For the more industrious, they can begin their language notebook now by recording
words (roots) and their meanings, and various grammar points as they learn then. Some
can also make flash cards with the dialect word on one side and its meaning in English
on the other. AU of these methods are invaluable for quicker and more thorough learn-
ing.

A auggested course of study in steps and stages -would be as follows:

1. Read and understand the Introduction, especially the notes on Just
how each letter must be pronounced. Pronunciation is essential.(pp.5-9)

2. Brouse over the "GENERAL GRAMMATICRL SURVEY,' lceeping in mind only the
different categories of words. (pp. 10-11)

3. Have the first d:isaog read to you. Just listen to the words and try
to note the intonation and general breakup of vocabulary.

4. Repeat the dialog line by line, emphasizing first the sound--don't
worry too much about the meaning of the dialect words or the constructions.

5. Note both word meaning and sentence construction.
6. Memorize the dialog and play it with other friends or instructors. If

you find memorization distasteful, at least understand it and be able
to respond to parts of it and to questions about its structure.

7. Move on to the next dialog after reading the grammar notes at the end
of the previous dialog. Be sure to menorize the "in- dialect" materials
that specifically relate to your dialect.

8. Repeat steps 3-7 for each separate. dialog.
9. Check with the English translations only if necessary; or you may read

than first, but do not refer too often. You must begin thinking in
idiomatic Visayan, and try not to get English idioms or sticky-literal
translations into your learning processes.
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